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women, coming up, many of them, through
great personal sacrifices, to Harper's

STAR

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

Ferry to school. Once and again the nccommodations have been enlarged, and
still they come. It was to carry on this

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,

work that the Woman's Mission Society
plead so earnestly and successfully a year
n
&»- All commifnications designed for publicauo
ago for funds for Myrtle Hall. 1t is for
wha addressed to Editor rhe Morning Star
:
Dover, Nu H.
this same work—the thorough education,
CONTRIBUTORS:
EDITORIAL
~
literary, moral and religious, of colored
ProF, J. FULLONTON, D. D.,
teachers for colored schools in the South
PROF. J. J. BUTLER, D. D,,
Rev, W. H. Bowgy, Db. D,,
—that
the Home Mission Sociéyy
now calls
REV. J. M. BREWSTER,
:
REV. A, H, HULING.
on the churches loudly for fufls. - Those
Terms 1—$2.530 per year; if paid strictly
faithful servants of ours in the school are
See the Sth page of
IN ADVANCE, $2.20.
this paper. .
{ underpaid when fully paid. A large part
of their under pay has long been over due.
Shall we not take hold and lift them, and
so give a newimpulse to their work, or,
| shall we leave them in discouragement
and their work in decline ?
THE VALLEY OF SILENCE.
With the anti-slavery record that we
1l letters on business, remittances of
should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.

.
I

the famous Italian violinist, composed the

celebrated ¢‘ Devil's Sonata,” during a
dream in which he imagined that the evil

one had challenged him to atrial of musi-

cal skill.

The pretty little melody enti-

tled, ‘ Rousseau's

Dream,”

was

invent.

vented while its author was wrapped in
slumber. It is affirmed that Voltaire’s
verses to Monsieur Touron were the fruit
of a dream.

While this statement is open

21 y 1879.

in fact, an acted dream ; nor of the

strik-

they most want, and suffer for.

phenomena.

however,

throwing

much

light

on

the

While few intelligent peo-

ple will attach a superstitious importance
to dreams, or desire repeated nocturnal
visitations, which often tend to insanity,
in confinement he dreamed almost every
night of home, and peace, and plenty. It ‘every one will admit that the subject is
will be remembered that Baron Trenck, full of interest, and deserving of more atwhile starving in his dungeon, was tor- tention than it commonly receives.
But far on the deep there are billows
mented by dreams of the luxurious tables
have behind us as a people, can we, with
———
te
That never shall break on the beach;
of
Berlin.
any
degree
of
honor,
do
otherwise
than
to
THE
BAPTIST
UNION
OF SCOTLAND.
And I have heard songs in the silence
sustain our brethren at Harper's Ferry,
When we sleep in an easy position, and
The spring meeting of this Union was
That never shall float into speech ;
{ and push on the work for the freedmen,
And 1 have had dreams in the Valley
our organism is in a healthy condition, held in Greenock on April 14th and 15th.
Too lofty for language to reach.
and through them for the South and the our dreams are usually agreeable; but In the afternoon of the first day there was
country? The Home
Mission Society xe we slumber in a cramped, oppres- a meeting of the Educational Committee, And I have seen thoughts in the Valley—
has assumed large responsibilities for the
Ah, me! how my spirit was stirred !—
re attitude, or ‘suffer from indigestion,
and three new theological students were
They wear holy veils on their faces,
work there this current year which will they are generally of a frightful charac- admitted, making twelve in all.
In. the
Their footsteps can scarcely be heard;
close
Sept. 1,
The funds have not ter. These circumstances have led many evening there was a Conference of the
They pass down the Valley like virgins
| been sufficient to meet the bills as they to conclude that a man may determine his Union. Rev. J. C. Brown, of Dundee,
Too pure for the touch of a word.
have become due, and the policy of the own dreams. It is related of Dr. Grego- the President, wade introductory xemarks,
Do you ask me the place of this Valley,
| Society is against a Home Mission debt. ry that he dreamed of walking up Mount and Rev. William Grant, of Edingburg,
To hearts that are harrowed with cure?
{Let us have such responses from the Etna, because of a bottle of hot water opened thé theme for conference, ¢* Our
It lieth afar between mountains,
| churches as. will cheer the hearts of the placed at his feet; and another time, of Present-day Opportunities.”
And God and his sngels are there;
He said the
| workers, and encourage the Society to at- being frozen at Hudsons Bay, because subject was a wide one. More tears had
And one is the dark mount of sorrow,
And one the bright mountain of prayer.
| tempt still larger things in the future.
been shed over lost opportunities than
the bed-clothes had fallen off. Dr. Reid
~= Father Ryan.
slay 12.
over anything else, and if a denomination
believed
himself
scalped
by
Indians,
be|
fp
naa
cause of a blister on his head. The writer could shed tears, the Baptists might do so.
HOME MISSIONS.
to whom we are indebted for thisinforma- It required discernment to see the signs
BY REV, E. NX. FERNALD.
BY RAY THOMPSON.
tion mentions the case of Giron de Buzin- of the times; and then courage was necgues, who declared tnat by leaving his essary to do what ought to be done. It
A SIGNIFICANT INCIDENT.
The life of man has been divided into
It is well knéwn by some of the older | three states of embodied being: full wak- knees uncovered he could dream of travel- was not wise to be always looking back
brethren engaged in our Home Mission | ing, sound sleep, and dreaming. This ing in a diligence ; by exposing the back on the past, or peering into the future,
work that some difficulty was encoynter- last intermediate stage, which partakes of his head to the air he dreamed of per- but they should rather look after present
ed in obtaining a legal charter for the | largelyof the qualities of both the others, forming a religious service out of doors; opportunities. If they were to have a
Seetety, It will doubtless be something | has in all ages offered. a broad field for by stripping himself of all his clothes, he glorious future, it would not be by idling
of a surprise to many of the younger la- { the groping of speculation. Mind and seemed to be walking the streets entirely dreaming; but by seizing proraptly presborers id the cause to learn the occasion
Fuseli is said to have eaten raw ent opportunities. In many respects, we
matter are so indissolubly connected, hu- naked.
have opportunities such as our fathers
meat,
in
order to obtain splendid’ dreams,
of the difficulty.
man existence is so like a dream in its
In the third annual Report of the So- | dim perspective ; and the vividly painted the remembrance of which might fire his never dreamed of, and we must be alive
ciety read by Enoch Mack, Corresponding scenes beheld in dreams bear so striking imagination while painting. Mrs. Rad- to the fact that our opportunities give the
The
cliffe, it is reported, was accusiomed to measure of our responsibilities,
Secretary, at Weare, N. H.,June 9, 1837, | a resemblance to real life, that we are
Baptists, as a denomination, have special
sup
on
indigestible
food,
that
the
evening.
this paragraph occurs:
| often puzzled to tell where the one ends
nightmares might suggest terrible plots opportunities, and they must see to it that
‘ The Legislature of New Hampshire ' and the other begins.
they improve them.
was petitioned to this effect [to grant
and
scenes for her
romances.
These,
It is one of the deep utterances of old
Quite a number of miuisters and others
an Act of Incorporation], but from the | Heraclitus, that ‘they who are awake however, are exceptional cases; and by
alleged reason that some of the Freewill | have a world in common among them; no means prove that we may devise, or spoke on. this topic, suggesting various
additional opportunities to those spoken
Baptists tanght that the gospel inculeated | but they who are asleep ate each retired control our dreams at will.
of
by the opener. Among these, were the
the abolition of slavery and were actual- {to his own private world.” Impressed
The remarkable dreams and visions reof young men tor the ministry,
ly engaged in promulgating the dovtrine | with this thought, Pascal asks, in a par- corded in Scripwure aye interesting, and educdtion
efforts
for
the
conversion of the young,
of abolition—therefore
the Legislature { agraph full of meuning:
* If we were form a fruitful topie for study. The revdeemed it improper to grant to our So- || solitary when awake, but dreamed in elation in which Abimelech, King of making a strong protest against the erciety incorporate powers and facilities.”
| company, and our dreams accorded one Gerar, was divinely warned of his in- rors of Romanism, carrying on the work
of evangelization with earnestness, and
ul Peiithtuiding bis rotuT fo m the | with another, who doubts but that we 1 Justice toward Abraham, was vouchsafed
ers
eport |
:
encouraging Christian work by laymen.
To Laban, the Syrian, when
Shute law makers,
Lhe lor. annua Feport | vould believe matters reversed 2" But in a dream.
by the same Corresponding
Secretary |
kig
:
On the second day, there was a prayerhe
was
pursuing
Jacob,
the
Lord
came
in
y
P
g
>
J | although dreams have their causative
meeting in the forenoon, which was largehandled the subject of slavery without
{ laws, their lessons, and often their per- a dream by night, and warned him not to ly attendeg; :fter which the Committees
gloves, as it did also those churches and | manent consequences, not one in a thou- injure his son-in-law. It was in a dream on
Home Missions, on Executive Busiprofessed Christians that then, for politisand deserves serious consideration, except that Jacob saw the ladder; and again, ness, and on tbe Benificiary Fund, atcal reasons, winked at the great national
when in old age he journeyed into Egypt tended to the various departments under
{ as a diagnosis of the sleeper’s physical
their charge.
At four o'clock, the delesin. The same spirit was shared by all | condition.
to behold once more his favorite son, he gates, the members of the Greenock Bapour ministers and people. They desired
It is interesting to note the opinions was blessed with another comforting vis- tist church, and others dinedyin the lect-'
"a Home Mission charter, but their hatred held by different thinkers with regard to ion at Beersheba. The dream in which ure hall of the Watt Ius®ution, after
of slavery was planted in all their bones, the origin, or source of dreams.
Democ- Joseph saw his brother's sheaves making which a number of addresses were delivand helped color every drop of their ritus affirms that all corporeal substances obeisance to his sheaf, and the dream of ered.
The concludihg meeting of this session
blood.
emit intangible specters which float about the sun, moon, and stars rendering him
the Union was held in the.evening.
From that day until the proclamation of at random, and, entering the sleeper’s homage, were prophetic of the splendid of
Rev. J. B. Rees, of Perth, read a paper on
freedom by the martyr President, active mind, produce dreams. Baxter, Sweden- destiny in store for him. The dreams of “The elements that are essential to Chrisand open opposition to the ** peculiar intian work.” Among these, he named an
borg, and other writers of note, teach that Pharaoh’s baker, and butler,’ were equally
educated and efficient ministry, a concenstitution” was with Freewill Baptists a re- dreams are caused by the ministry of sep- portentous.
It was
by interpreting tration of work by the congregation, and
ligious duty which they discharged with arate spirits, Des Cartes maintains that Pharaoh's dreams that Joseph rose to
a spirit of large-hearted charity. Rev. Dr.
fidelity with voice, pen and vote, almost the mind never slumbers, and that dream- high office. In the early part of his reign, Ki spoke of the objects of the Union.
toa man. When the shackles fell they ing is the result of its incessant activity: Solomon was favored with two propitious It was a society for the propagation of the.
were not without scars from Freewill Bap- a supposition which is eloquently defend- dreams. It was through the dream of the . ospel, especially in connection with the
ome Mission Society, and to care for the
tist blows. It was, therefore, a perfected by Hazlitt in his ‘“ Round Table.” - De soldier of Midian that Gideon, the cham- education of the ministry. Rev. W. H.
ly fitting thing that Freewill Baptists
Foe, in his learned and ingenious work. pion of Israel, was encouraged and com- Elliot, of Glasgow, delivered an address
‘should be found among the first to engage
t The History of the Devil,” asserts that forted. In a vision an angel appeared to on ‘* Bible Classes,and the president made
in the work of elevating the millions of
dreams are the secondary means by which Cornelius, the Centurion, directing him closing remarks, and the Union adjourned.
The full report from which I condense
freedmen of the South vith religious and
the arch-fiend and his myrmidons hold to send for, and listen to the counsel of this sketch, has one deficiency, it does not
educational facilities. That work which
converse with mankind. In accordance the Apostle Peter. It was through a vis- give any information as to the numbers of
has become the most significant of any
with this idea, Milton makes Satan the in- ion that Paul was permitted to behold the the Baptists of Scotland.
done by our people in the South, has
Referring
to the ¢ Year Book” of a few
glories of Paradise. The terrible
dream
stigator of the troubled dream of Eve.
been done at Harper's Ferry, under the
years ago, I find there were at that time
The poet represents the tempter as lying, of Nebuchadnezzar, so ably expounded by 96 churches, with a membership of 6,865,
supervision of brethren Brackett and MorDaniel, and above all, the Prophet's one and 80 pastors. Presbyterianism is the
# —=Close at the ear of Eve;
rell. No more faithful service has éver
Assaying by his devilish arts to reach
great night vision, whose prophecies are controlling element in Scotland, and other
been done in the denomination than these
The organs of her fancy.”
But they do
supposed by many commentators to ex- denominations grow slowly.
two brethren and their associates have
W. H.
Hippocrates was fully assured that tend far into time, are among the most grow.
done on that historic
spot.
The dreams depended upon the physical conwonderful events narrated in the sacred
difficulties, embarrassments and discour- dition ; and he has pointed out specifics,
EXOHARGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
writings.
:
:
;
agements under which they have labored, against distressing, evil ones. * The same
"Buch
a thing as a Christianity which
In connection with dreams, or. visions
arenot and can not be understood by opinion was shared by Dr. Rush, who dedenies, or even doubts, the divinity of
of
modern
times,
1nost
readers
will
recall
Christ, is an impossibility.— The Stanour people. No one can appreciate them fines a dream as ‘‘a transient paroxysm
:
without spending considerable time on the of delirium ; which, in most instances, to mind the incident in the life of Rev. Wm. dard.
‘The relief of society from the burden
ground. - But the workers there have will be found bearing some relation to our Tennant, where he fell into a trance, and
kept steadily at their chosen task witha waking thoughts, or surrounding circum- dreamed of heaven. The memory of “the of poverty is to be expected only in the
and social elevation of the people
~ fidelity and heroism worthy of any cause stances.” This theory derives some sup- wonders which he there beheld, haunted moral
by the wise improvements which good
him
during
the
remainder
of
his
days;
under ‘the sun.
The results already port from the fact that persons born blind,
laws and good instruction will produce.—
achieved are very gratifying.
A hun- never dream of seeing, but simply of feel- making all earthly pleasures seem tame N. YT. Observer, .
and worthless.
The dream of Dr. Dodddred and fifty teachers, at least, have
ing, and hearing.
‘In a like sense,” de- ridge wherein, like Paul, he saw and heard
The symmetrical man, equally fitted
gone out from the school thoroughly qual- clares Sir Thomas Brown, ‘‘ men of radifor all the requirements of the pastorate,
things indescribable, is also well known.
ified for their work.
And such has been
cal integrity will not easily be perverted Plutarch tells how that Thespesios of is not often found. But it does not follow
that the pastor must change whenever he
the religious interest in the school that
in dreams, nor noble spirits do pitiful Soli experienced a complete change in has a notion that the work he is most canearly the whole of this number are, in
things in sleep.”
:
If he
morals by means of a similar vision. The pable of doing is already done.
the truest sense, Christian teachers. The
receives the defect, let him try heroicalMany instances are given to show that religious decision of the saintly Fletcher
remote results of.such a work as this in
y to remedy it before determiningto ran
the ideal conceptions embodied in dreams, of Madeley, was occasioned by a dream
determining the character and condition
away.— The Watchman.
take their form and color from events oc- of the last judgment. The impressive
of the colored people in all that section
It matters not what the ling of activity
of the South can not be estimated. But curring in busy life. It was the readingof dream of the Elector of Saxony, asrelated in after life will be, whether business or
Purchas’s account of the palace of Kubla by D’Aubigne, is no less wonderful than
the work is only just begun.
The bretha profession, whether teaching or bearing
Khan, that inspired Coleridge to dream any we have mentioned.
the blessed and honored burdens of a
ren there have planned and wrought on a
his memorable poem of two hundred
broad basis and for permanent and farThe most comforting dreams are expe- devoted wife and mother, the young peolines, beginning,
>
ple should be encouraged to secure the
reaching results. Wherever these teachrienced while the mind of the subject is in _greatest possible mental training, as well
“
In
Xanadu
did
Kubla
Khan
:
ers, educated at the school, go, there the
a solemn, devotional frame, or when the as the highest spiritual consecration.
No
A stately pleasure dome decree,
thoroughness of their work,and the stamp
heart is sunk into depths of afiliction. effortin this direction, fon the part of a
Where Alp, the sacred river, ran
astor, will be lost. If one young FaraThrough caverns measureless to man,
Then it is that in fancy the sleeper is perof character they have gained at the
ay, or Harriet Newell, should be awakDown to a sunless sea.”
mitted to behold the faces of the loved | ened
school make their own impression, and
and started out on a life-line of acwin a place for the school among the
Nor is this the only piece of creditable and lost; to clasp hands that have long. quisition and usefulness, such a pastor
colored people, so that each term finds brain-work that has been performed by been cold, and gaze into eyes that may would not have lived in vain,—Zion's
We are far from Herald.
an increased number of young men and men of genius while dreaming. Tartini, never see him more.

|

OONCERNING DREAMS.

»
.

THE

BY REV.

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE.

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 15, 1879.

G. C. WATERMAN,

MISSIONARY

CONCERTS.

THE MILITARY INTERFERENCE BILL.
The discussion in the Senate on this bill
came to a close on Friday last. The exciting
point was reached when Senator Chandler
delivered his shafts against the Southern

We rejoice to learn that in many.of our
they afford momentary consolation to the
mourner, they can not be deemed al- churches Missionary Concerts were held
.on the first Sunday evening of this month.
together vain,
In the foregoing ex®mples, no mention We hope they may be of frequent occurWe give behas been made of somnambulism,
which is, rence in all our churches.
ing presentiments that have come to individuals in their slumbers. Volumes have |
been written on these subjects, without,

who, during the war, spent eight months
in Andersonville prison, tells usthat while

CONDUCTED

and yearning after past happiness; still, if

to doubt, it is unquestionably true that
Condorcet solved many of his profoundest
problems while asleep.
In extremity men dream of the things
A friend,

MISSION WORK.

denying that such visions arc usually the
effect produced by a disordered imagination upon a mind weakened by suffering,

Sendtors,

very interesting exercises :
CONCERT,

It was our pleasure to attend the Missionary
Concert at Rev, Dr.. Bowen's church last

Sabbath evening,

The

exercises consisted

those. from

the

The Senator from

in-

Mich. is

not a polished man in ward or sentiment. His
abrupt
und practical
utterances propably
irritate these southern gentlemen more than
the keen-edged thrusts of Blain or the haughty

low the accounts received of two of these
MISSIONARY

more especjally

timidated States.

sentences

of

recitations of appropriste select passages of
Scripture, prayer, remarks and singing. Mr.
Parsons, of Bates College,gave the general outlines, boundaries,
natural advantages, and
character of the people of India.
Frank L.
Hayes, also of Bates, explained the importance

of dictatorial

Conkling.

Jumping

square into the middle of the arena, to use an
expression, the inteyse convictions of his soul
came blunt andwapid:
** Sir, there are twelve
Senators on that’ (Democratic) side, whom we
believe buve a poorer title to their seats in this

body than

the

Senator

from

La.

(Kellogg)

‘whom you propose to unseat. By fraud and
violence you ocenpy your seats to-day!”
Tt reattached to the discovery of India. He de- mained for a Northern Dem. Senator to inter
scribed in earnest words the vast field that calls
fere and call him to order. This was done by
for religious effort in Indix, and spoke of the
Eaton of Cénn. Amid considerable confusion
religious opportunities that are waiting develop- the Vice-President pro tem. (Mr. Thurman),
ments, Mr. Wm. B. Perkins, of Bates, gave
overruled the point of order, and the Micha very interesting account of the Charter of igan Senator went on. He reiterated the sane
the East India Company, and related many
sentiments and wound up by saying, * Geninteresting facts associated with the history of tlemen, you have had your day; you have
India.
.
alarmed the country.
¢ Mene, mene,
tekel
Prof. Baldwin, of the Latin School, gave an
upharsin’ is written all over your brows!
interesting account of the British conquest of Uproarous applause as a matter of course broke-

India, a brief history

of Lord

Clyde, and

mentioned some of the obstacles’ that prevented the early spread of the gospel in India.

We

can only

glance at

the efforts of the

gentlemen, but, we will say, that * the boys"
must have labored hard, to bring out such a
fund of profitable matter.
:
Letters were read by Miss A. Wood written
by Miss Crawford, a missionary in India, and
one of Miss Crawford’s pupils, merely a child,

the tone of which

showed

beyond

from the crowded galleries. The bill,as it came
from the House, without amendment, was then
passed by the usual strict party vote (83-28)
20 Senators being absent and paired. It was
immediately
engrossed and ‘sent
to
‘the

President that afternoon.

'

On Monday the Senategtook up for considera~
tion the Legislative bill,the same question and
line of argument obtaining as upon the army

bill,

doubt the

body.

and

Senator

Windom

addressed

thut

Speaking of the enforced extra session

vast good that is accomplished through euccessful
missionary labor.
Remarkes were
made on ¢¢ The Direction of Missiohary Labor,”
and ““True Benevolence,” by S. W. Cook,Esq.,
and the pastor,who stated that this line of exerciseswould be adopted at the next monthly meeting,and India would be the topic of discussion.
T'his concert may be regarded as the concert of
the season, opening new channels of thought,

he aroused considérable interest by stating,thut

and inspiring the young members of the church

have: only

and society with a love for religious research,
diligently seeking out facts and principles
which are to go with them through their lives.
i Though belonging to a neighboring church, we
hope to again be able to enjoy the privilege
and profit of attending a similiar entertain-

ment at Dr. Bowen’s church.—w.
Lewiston,

May

5, 1879.

at the close of the last session, in answer to his.
question in conference why the appropriation-

bills should be defeated as there would be no
Congressional elections until after the 46th Con.
gress had expired on the 4th of March, 1830,
it was stated by a prominent conferee, * That
if we pass these bills the Government would

have money until July; 1880, and
the November elections—but if we

until

(the Dem-

ocrats) let the bill fail, there is no money after
June 80, 1879, and the Government could not
get on without funds for 16 months.”
The
Senator was urged on all sides to give the
name,
and he replied that it was Chairman.
Atkins of the House Appropriation Com.
THE

ANOTHER.
A wide awake Missionary Concert was

then would

four months to get along

SECOND

VETO,,

At 2.15, P. M., in the House on Monday,
held

in our church at Milton Mills Sunday night,
May, 4. ‘It was presided over by the pastor's

wife, who also read an admirable statement of

the

President’s private Secretary was announced,
bearing in his band a manuscript that every
one knew intuitively to be the President's
second veto of the interference bill, for it bad

the objects of the
Woman’s Society and
Children’s Bands.
Other essays, the reading
of some letters from missionaries, and some

been so foreshadowed.

Fernando

Wood

andi

the

ing to President Jackson's crushing nullification

other Democrats called for its immediate: reading, which was done by the Reading clerk inappropriate speaking
by the boys and girls, to- clear and deliberate tones.
gether with excellent singing by the choir
The Republicans applauded vociferously the gave the large audience and all friends of the ) Nii which insists that the power of the Fedcause a valuable entertainment.—E. N. F.
ral authority to employ troops when necessary,
Many of our readers will recognize in should not be interfered with, as also those relat=-

name of the

lady

mentioned

below

one who was formerly connected with
our mission in India, and will be glad to
know that she Is still working for the
cause:
:
IN THE ORIENT.

Miss Mary E. French lectured recently in
the Henrietta church, Lorain Q. M.,

Ohio,

on

‘ The Streets and Homes of Hindoostan.”
A fair audience both morning and evening
greeted Miss French and were highly interested in the theme and the instructive and pleasant
manner of the speaker. Lt gave us, the audience, a clear and full
knowledge
of the
country and people and their customs.
The
lecturer should receive generous encouragement from our peoplé for the value of the lect-

ure itself, and then to aid
which she is enlisted

the noble

for life:

the

cause in
replenish-

ing the funds of the Foreign Mission, and then
to awaken.
an interest in the people to benevolence and pravers for the elevation of the
Hindu. We ¢ eerfully commend her to the
churches.
G. Ho DAMON,

From a letter written not long since by
a brother of another denomination, enclosing money for our work at Harper's
Ferry, to which he has.already given

liberally, we make a brief extract which
we commend to the careful attention of
all our readers:
“One thought more. I hope I shall
live,

I. believe

Ishall

live,

to

see tri-

umphant the principle upon which I have

based all my business

transactions,

viz.,

that the Lord will honor ‘and bless, yes,
prosper in business the man that deals
justly and walks humbly before Him ;
that makes a sacrifice of property, feelings, friends, and all to give the gospel
to the benighted ones of earth. If this

principle
what a,

fails, then I have yetto learn

b, and

¢ mean,

for

nothing

is

plainer from Genesis to Revelation than

God’s approval of this principle.”
We earnestly hope that our brother's
wish

may

be

granted,

for

when

this

principle receives a practical recognition
by Christians, we shall have no more
empty treasuries
for our Benevolent
Societies to mourn over.
A NOBLE SON.
H. M. Bacheler,-M. D., a local preacher of
the M. E. church, Summit, N. J:, and son of
Dr. O. R. Bacheler, one of our India mission
aries, bas united with the Presbyterian church
with a view to an appointment as missionary
under its auspices.
He will join the Gaboon
and Corisco
* Mission, on the western coast of
Africa,
near the equator, and until Jan. 1,

1880, will

remain at Gaboon

particular

station—probably

thissionaries,
river.

after which

His wife

with

the other

he will go to his

accompanies

up the

him,

Gaboon

and

they

sailed from New York,May 15, for Liverpool,
from thence by merchant steamer * Angola.”

INDIA

POSTAGE=CHANGE

OF RATES.

The postage on all half ounce letters to any
of our missionaries in India is now five cents
instead of the old rate of ten cents.
This new
arrangement went into effect April 1.
May 15.
E. N. FERNALD:

in 1832 and President Lincoln’s call for troops
in 1861 to save the Union. His further declarations, that any military interference whatever

at the polls was contrary to the spirit of our in-stitutions and would tend to destroy the freedom
of elections: also, that he sincerely derised to.
concur with Congress in all its propositions; provided a measure was proposed that would:
not abridge the constitutional prerogative ofthe .
Executive, had the usual effect on the Demo--.

crats, who indulged in derisive laughter and
loud side remarks among themselves.
The President has taken the ground substantially as predicted in advance by Republican.
Senators, and it 1s utterly impregnable.
This last Democratic stroke was an infhocent:
action enough regarding the bare military inter
ference at the polls, but was also a skillful blow:
at national sovereignty while seeking to elevate:
State authority above it. That the State shall

have rights which the Géneral Government is
denied, is treason in ambuscade and means the
| destruction of this Government and the Union:
of the States. The hidden motive was speedily:
detected and no ground could be taken, other-

than to veto it.
THE

:

DEMOCRATIC

DILEMMA,

The preseyt situation of the Democrats is emphatically very embarrassing.
To go on , is heaping blunder upon blunder;:
an ultimate retreat is inevitable.
If they bridge over their difficulty by extend-ing last year's estimates for six months; thesame perplexity will meet them in December.
If, in their madness, they adjourn without
passing the appropriation bills and leave the
Government crippled, the-money from the zevenue will continue to flow into the Treasury and
stay there, contracting the currency and stamp-ing business.
;
It is utterly out of the question and the coun:
try knows it. On Tuesday, in the House, the
usual form was gone through with, to pass the
vetoed bill notwithstanding the objections of

the President, and of course it failed, for want

of the necessary two-thirds—(127—97), all of
the Greenbackers voted with the Democrats.
A vote was brought about by the Republicans
to pass the army appropriation bill pure and
simple, without any political riders, but the
Democrats opposed to a man, all the GreenI backers assistingto pass the bill, but Ladd, of
Maine.

A PARTING SHOT AT THE PRESIDENT.
It is now evidently settled that the Demo
cratic majority in Congress, powerless to accomplish their dangerous designs, will do what
they | should have done in the first place; pass
the appropriation bills and supply the Gov't.
with its legitimate resources, but will also per.
petraté an unusual proceeding in American

politics, being an address to the

President

of.

the U. S. by the joint Houses, m answer to
his adverse action which they ¢an. not supers

sede.
1t is provided in the joint rules of Congress,
that an address can be presented to the Ex~
ecutive by the two houses,the same to be deliv-ered to Yimin person in his audience chamber
by the Vice-Pres. (or Vice-Pres. pro tem.) and .,

the Speaker of the House. This movement can

safely be put down as emphatically political in
its intents, and will be used as a.campaign doc-ument.
The country will note that it is the
‘ last shriek on the retreat,” as Secretary
Seward said to President Lincoln, when he

contemplated

issuing

his emancipation proc-

lamation before ultimate victory wus
assured,.
but the conditions are reversed and a triumph
for goad Government and the Union is already

secured.
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prosperity and security, must be over
thrown ; fourthly, that prophecy, howev-

Department.

er far it looks into the future} is, in God's

Sabbath - School Lesson.--June

own time, sure to come.

1.

that,
QUESTIONS

(For

AND

NOTES

Questions

PROPHECY

BY

see

PROF.

Lesson

J,

TYRE.

is

sure,

| from twenty-five to fifty years of age;
three of them colored men; one a German, who had a German Bible.
Two of

the class ‘read
scarcely read

very
at

well,

several could

all, and

the

remainder

read very indifferently.
They were all
very attentive, however, kept their eyes
on me every moment while not reading

Luke 13:24—85.

GOLDEN
TEXT:
% Heaven and earth shall
pass away, but’ my words shall not pass

the verses I called for, and seemed thank-

ful for the lesson.

away’
— Matt. 24:25.

The school

had four-

hundred scholars, all men, with no ladies,

no children,
Ezek.

of God

A S UNDAY-SCHOOL IN A PRISON.
'My class had fifteen men in it, ranging

M. Prophecy against Tyre. Ezek. 20.7—14.
T. Tyre threatened. Ezek. 26:1—7.'
WW. The shipping of Tyre. Ezek.27:1-9,
rf. Riches of Tyre. Ezek. 27:10=26.
¥. Lument for Tyre. Ezek. 27 :27—36.
8. Cities of the plain. Gen. 19:15-25.

The fall of Jerusalem:

word

a promiise.

DAILY READINGS,

S.

every

fitthly,

whether it be a prediction, threatening or

A: HOWE.

Papers.)

AGAINST

also,

to pass;

no young people

about.

It

was held in a chapel, large, roomy, and
well lighted, and good order, quietness,
and attention were marked features. - The

26:T—14.

Notes and Hints.

.| men were all dressed alike, wearing the
“Ezekiel.” The author of this book was same kind of goods, and showing the
a priest, a captive in Chaldea, was mar- same cut and style in their clothes,
Did you ever see such a school? It was
ried and lived on the banks of the Che- a sad
sight, notwithstanding the order

bar.

Tradition reports that ha was put

and attention;

to death by a Jewish prince whom he
had rebuked for idolatry.
Among his
many prophecies, that against Tyve is
one of the most notable.
Tyrus.”. The Greek form of Tyre.
In Hebrew, Tzor, a rock.
At the time of
Ezekiel it was one of the most prosperous cities of the worid.
It was built

Jerusalem

were,

for

I'yrians, and this offended

thegh.

of Josiah

might grasp them, whatever

time,

Tyre

comrades,

file,

on

teen

lock

and

crowded,

Think of fif-

eighty

men

in

one

nearly

all

number,

and a

first-rate

player on the cabinet organ, the sound
was strange, strong and heavy.
They were reverent and silent during
the prayer, and !istened attentively to the
sermon.

After service they

filed

out

to

their dining-room, where they sat in long
rows at narrow tables quietly eating their
dinner of hoiled meat, boiled beans, potatoes, brown bread, and a bowl of water.

In the cheir I saw a young man whose
countenance was very attractive. . I asked
about him. * He is here for ten years,
shot a man in the streets of Cincinnati.”
Could it be that he was a murderer? Another was pointed out. a man of sixty,—
‘¢ He has been here thirty-five years; is
here for life.”
Another I was taken to
see, a man of forty. He had been in prisson ten years, and was to stay for life. 1
looked in his little cell,—a yard and a
half wide, alittle over two yards long, 1
and just high enough to stand up in. ‘His
bed, half a yard wide, was turned up by
hinges against the wall, leaving him room

Battering rams.

These were used for battering in the
gates or the walls of a city.
They were
wade of a stick of timber having a head
back

to turn around.

and forth against the wall by use of ropes.

“¢ Ares.”

hundred

of their own

level with

swung

single

of them over twenty-five years of age,
many of.them from thirty-five to fifty. a
few of them with gray hairs, and about a
tenth of them colored men.
When they
sang, being led by a good choir of twenty

wall.

and

in

evil-looking, hut few of them young, most

By joining these together over their heads
the soldiers cuuld safely approach the

of iron, or other metal,

seal occupied.

large room, all dressed alike,

them.
These towers were often made
movable, and were provided with battering rams.
On the mounts,instead of cannon,the soldiers put machines for hurling
stones, and stationed battering rams and
archers.
*¢¢ Bucklers.”
Great shields.

* Engines of war.”

marching

in five minutes the chapel was

and every

* chariots,”
and ‘ much

a

who were

closely following each other in

step, coming into the chapel, the right
hand of each man on the shoulder of the
one before him. In they tramped, company after company, now marching to
this long row of seats, now te that, until

mounds as high as the walls, so that they

the enemy

our circum-

After the school, they went out of the
chapel across the prison yard to join their

and the

people” are mentioned to convey the idea
of a great and well organized army.
<t This army is described, by one author,
as consisting of 10,000 chariots, 120,000
cavalry, and 180,000 infantry,” says Todd.
“¢ Make a fort.” Tyre was protected by
a high wall. The course of the attacking
force would be first to build towers and
could fight

The

stances might be; that he painted the
graphic pictures of the houses on the
rock and on the sand so that no man might
mistake his meaning. Thus Itried to enforce the thought that the Bible was their
book as well as mine.

capture of Jerusalem as an avenging calamity sent by the gods.
Ezekiel now
predicts her fate,at the handsof the Babylonians.
:
“ King of kings.”” One of the sounding titles of the Oriental monarch.
This
title is also given to Christ.
Rev. 19:16.
<: From the north.” To avoid the desert
between Babylon and Tyre,Nebuchadr
ezzar would have to go north.
“ With chariots.”.
The
¢¢ horsemen,”
¢¢ companies”

the body.

I taught my class from Matthew 7:
¢t Ask, and ye shall receive,”—the broad
and the narrow ways, and the houses
built upon the rock and upon the sand.
I did not allude to their being condemned prisoners,but merely tried to make the
way of salvation plain, and to have them
feel that Christ died for sinners, not the
righteous
; that he taught these plain lessons about the broad and easy way of sin,
and the narrow way of life, so that we all

triendly. Josiab, in reforming the faith
of his kingdom, destroyed the ig of the

regarded the death

were all

lowed to come to Sunday-school.

Sidon, and

a long

clothes

men were prisoners in the Ohio State Prison. Those who behave the best are al-

about one hundred and thirty from Jerusalem. “¢ Nebuchadrezzar.”
A more
correct way of writing the name than
Nebuchadnezzar. Tyre had offended the
Jews by buying them as captives and selling them as slavés into Greece. Tyre
and

the

from side to side across

on a rocky island near the main land, in
Pheenicia, twenty miles from

for

of black and white stripes, the stripes as
broad as your three fingers, and running

I asked him, through

the

thick iron-grating door, how he occupied
his time. He showed me a blank book
in which he was making up a system of
short-hand writing, combining three other
systems, 80 as to enable a stenographer
to take down a hundred and
eighty
words a minute, in place of a hundred

¢ Swords” is the literal render-

ing, though a reference to other iron instruments is possible.
' “ When he shall enter into thy gates.
The siege of Tyre
occupied thirteen
years. The success of the siege is not
known to history.
Many writers think,

and twenty-five, the usual

of the old systems.

from a statement in chapter 29:18, that

The

limit,

he

pages

said,

of short.

hand were clean, well-written, clear, and
beautiful ; but when would he ever have

Nebuchadrezzar failed to capture the
an opportunity to make it of use to himcity. Others think that he took the city,’ self or any one else? I asked him if he
but found that its wealth had been sent by was preparing for a home in the better
‘ships to other places.
land ? He replied that he ¢ made no proI asked him if he
“ Garrisons.”
Literally,’ * pillars.” fessions that way.”
They were called thy strong pillars, be- would read Matthew 7, about the narrow
way and the house on the rock. He said
cause they were pillars set up in honor of he would, and I bade him good bye.—
the gods, whom the city worshiped, and G. W. Mears in 8S. S. Times.
"by whom it was thought to be guarded.
By axp By. Of all the sirens’ songs
<< In the madst of the water.”
Remember
that Tyre was built on an island and had that lure men to destruction and lull their
fears, while

the sea for its bolders.
“The noise of thy songs lo cease.” The
prosperity and happy life of the Tyrians

common

Instrumental

and vocal music were enjoyed in this city.
The desolation which is threatened Tyre
in this verse is vividly painted.
¢¢ Like the top of a rock.”
There is an
allusion here to the natural situation of the
city. It was built on arock ; and, hence,
. if the

city

was

swept

off,

a

bare

the

way,

none

destructive

temptation,

in

is more

than

nearly

the

every

breast, to do something by and by instead
of now. This temptation extends from
the affairs of one’s soul to the answering
of a postal card ; and it seems to affect octogenarians quite as seriously as youngsters. If you are ever tempted to post-

are here suggested.

“ Sound of the harp.”

on

soothing and more

pone anything,.great or small, first

bring

If I do not

now,

sharply before

your mind

undertake

this

this question:
matter

precisely when and where shall 1?

Any

worker, no matter how humble, may be
certain that next year, next week, to-mor-

and

row, will bring with it duties quite as exacting as those of to-day. If present
work is neglected, its demands or its
memories will make future work all the
harder.” This is as true in a Sundayschool teacher's call upon a sick scholar,
as it is in a President's summoning of a
cabinet council. To pat off a work in the

dreary place would remain.” This is the
condition of Tyre, to-day.
“ A place to
spread nets.” That is for drying. Trav-

elers report seeing the nets of the few
- inhabitants of modern Tyre spread out on
the rocks on which the ancient city
stood.
:
“ Thou shalt be built no more.”
Afier
what date Ezekiel meant that the city
should not be built, he does not say.
The first impression made by the 1st

hope that time and reflection will aid in

its performance is likely to result,” if the
work is done at all, in carelessness, rath-

er than discretion and thoroughness.

The

only worker in the world who is thoroughly to be pitied, is he who is always
chapter is that he meant after the date of trying to catch up with week before last.
i
the overthrow of the city by Nebuchad- —8. 8. Times.
rezzar. History shows that the city mainIn a recent effort to pay off a church
tained its prosperity, with some variations
debt, the children in a Sunday-school were
of fortune, down to the 13th century after ‘asked to each earn something for a speChrist. But its state from that day has cial contribution to this end. ~ A little girl
been one of ruin and desolation, and thus hid earned thirty. cents. ‘I'd like my
money all in pennies,” she said, as Sunthe prophecy stands verified.
* because then it will
We learn from this lesson, first, the day approached;
make. more noise when I drop it into the
fact of Providence ; secondly, the fact of box.” That child was a good deal like
the inspiration of the ancient prophets; older folks. If they have anything to

thirdly, that the nation that arrays itself

against

God,

whatever
IN

its

give, the temptation is to make

noise with it as possible.

seeming
:

|

ba

as

much

divect ‘results,

Communications.

We

sometimes have a the earnestness and force of his religious

feeling that though one may often over or
under estimate himself, yet underneath
these surface moods there is an abiding
IDEALS.
consciousness of his own worth or worthBY OLIVE E. DANA.
lessness, and of his abilities, of how much
As one who, from unlovely surroundings he can do, which, if he do, he shall be
and discordant voices, from tedious routine true unto himself.
Following his best
and inharmonious sounds, escapes for a desires, with earnestness and steadfast
little to some place of restfulness and ness, shall be do most and best. So has
peace, where all things are the very op- one wisely said: * Our wishes are preposite of those which make up his daily sentiments
of our capabilities.”
So
life, so, it might sometimes seem, do we longing, desire, aspiration, like beckoning
escape, in imagination, from the incon- hands, point onward, then, to the ability to
sistencies, failures and mistakes of our go forward, never useless, when above
lives, from their grude, ungrateful out- themselves they rise into doing.
lines of our duties and efforts, to our
--l--b
ideals, to

the

shall contain
lacks, and be
the real.

life which,

in our

fancy,

all that this so painfully
without those which mar

Yet not merely a relief are our ideals,
which are many, various, and long of attainment, not merely an escape

from the real into an
little ; this were that
merely fancies, and
help form our ideals,

in

fancy

imagined life for a
idlest of fancy, which
though fancy may
it'is not the whole

>

THEORY VERSUS PRACTICE.
BY

a.

8S. D.

Our “Regular Baptist brethren in
speaking and writing on the communion
question say in

substance,

‘“ We

believe

immersion is the only Scriptural mode of
baptism, and that baptism and church
membership are prerequisites to communion, therefore, we can not consistently

exercises, and clear and powerful

meets

onr

own.

So

useful

are

ideals when they are neither mere longings, nor cause us to forget the ‘step by
step, which leadeth thither,” nor the only

living Way.
Nor can any soul

.
stand alpne

in its

striving. Among the many wonderful
ways in whichwe are reminded of things
we were in danger of forgetting, recalled
to paths from which we had almost strayed, not least strfinge is it that some unheeded, unaware expression of another's
purpose or effort, more potent because
unconscious, should so: often find a re-

sponse in us; and not only this,but revive
the impulse which was growing faint,and
give new strength to the faltering purpose,
Nor

are such efforts without

their own

His father,

William

Straight,

in

company

wilh

Rev.

London,

and

preaching

in

Ag

creep up-

retreat left

to

S. became by no means

and

finds

her.

idle

a

Bro,

after this.

On the contrary, inlabors he was

abund.

ant. At Grand Ledge,he gathered the frag.

ents of several little churches together,
encouraged themto build a beautiful brick
church, and saw a blessed work of grace

among them. He continued with'them til]

other

places on the route.” During the winter he
witnessed the hopeful conversion of aver
| a hundred persons. The winter following,

they were able to supporta pastor. Their
success since is no doubt largely due to

he was sent to the State of New York for
ordination.
After his .ordination, he returned to Canada, and remained several

In 1876 7 he also visited and preached
at a place called the Oar Factory, near
Lansing, where he saw a considerable
number converted,and organized a church.
Many of his visits to other churches in
Michigan were timely and useful, and
will belong remembered.
Special mention should be made of Reading, Cambridge, Paw Paw, Bath, Macon, Delta,

years, laboring with his

his faithful work and indomitable energy.

accustomed zeal

and earnestness and with much snuccess. As

the result of these
churcLes

labors principally,the

were formed which

afterwards

and

when Freeborn was quite young to Wayne
Co., and settled near Walworth. Western
New York

and the ad-

and stable, and confirming the wavering

new,

memory,

This he kept till his death,

comfortable

went to Canada West, where they traveled

and

grateful

here

his widow now, in her loneliness,

and labored together with great success.
He remained in Canada for some time,
and traveled on foot over a circuit of eighty
miles, supplying two churclies nearly forty
miles apart.near what are now Woodstock

took charge of that interest in 1860.
He
remained here two years, and aided
much in rendering this church more firm

then

in 1872,

after,

Marks,

David

in

few

labors

on him, he bought a very pleasant home
in the city of Lunsing, and removed to it

which he was afterward set apart. 'In
about a year, he was licensed to preach

removed

was

will be held

a success
Tis

the infirmities of age began to

tion, and indicated the course of life to
by the Walworth church, and soon

winning

could have achieved.

ments of religious truth which he would
often utter, soon attracted unusual atten-

grew to become the Ontario (Can.) Yearly
welcome Pedobaptists:
to the
Lord's Meeting, comprising the London, Norfolk,
ner the most of them,
But to be striven fuble;” and in theory they
Ilere,
make the: and Oxford Quarterly Meetings.
for earnestly, to cast their light upon
whole issue turn on that point, often ig- also, he married Miss Sarah Merse, his
each day's attempts, to give their value to noring the fact that there
are multitudes first wife, whose affectionate disposition
each day's words and deeds, its moods of Christians who have
been immersed and devoted life are remembered with
and thoughts, to unify its scattering pur- and are church members,
who are no great satisfaction by those who knew her.
poses, to show us at once how far we are more welcome to the communion
After returning to the State of New
in
below
them, and bid us still 10 hasten
‘ Regular " Baptist churches than Pedo- York; some sentiments which he advocattoward them,—something like this are our baptists are,
ed were regarded by bis brother minisy
ideals.
When prominent Baptists speak and ters as unsound, and the prominence’
The value of an ideal has been often write on this subject, their discourses, which he gave them, led to alienation
dwelt upon; as the sculptor, -painter, or tracts, etc.,are often so worded that many and division, until, in" April of 1833, he
poet, though never expressing that im- of their hearers and readers get the im- was disfellowshiped, as a minister, by the
aginary beauty of form, or face, or pression that they generally welcome all Q. M. Con'erence. Smarting under this
thought, which he himself beholds, yet Christians who have been
immersed and treatment, he deviated farther and farther
|.
striving toward it, rises far above what he are church members.
from the fuith of his earlier years, until,
would have attained, had that been lackNot long ago the writer listened to an misled by the writings of Paine, Voltaire,
ing.
And we feel its truth, and the trath eloquent discourse
from a clergyman, and Owen, and the lectures of Abner
of the words,
“He shoots higher who | delivered at a Baptist association, to Kueeland, he became a confirmed skeptic.
aims at the sky, though he fail to reach which the above remarks are particularly In 1841, however, he was reclaimed and
his mark, than he who aims his arrow at applicable.
was received hack to the fellowship of
a bush.” Yet,despite all this, it is someAs another specimen I quote from a his brethren of the same Q. M. with
times felt that most inconsistent, untrue,
tract by a Baptist entitled, ** The Lord's great rejoicing. Rev. S. Bathrick, who
and vain is this having an. imaginary Supper in Baptist
churches.”
¢ The was clerk of the Conference, and ‘who
standard which we never reach, * and moment we can agree on baptism we are was a member, also,when he was disownwhich we feel oftentimes bitterly, is so together on the communion question. Let ed writes me, ** That day will never be
unlike our lives and so far removed from us all practice the one baptism to which forgotten!
It beggars all description !
them, that the two can seem to have our Lord submitted in the river Jordan,
Men, women, and children cried, and his
nothing in common. We hardly. dare to and there is no longer any separation at bitterest enemies made the most humbie
own, it Seems to us in some moods, that his table.” . Again, * We say to all who
confessions.” From that day his faith rewe are trying to reach any higher plane of would come, have you complied with the mained firm as a rock, and his devotion
thought and action than the low level of Lord's requisitions? If so, welcome.
to the cause of Christ as true as the neeour daily - living ; so unlikely, we think, |
Those who are immersed, who dle to the pole!
would it seem in view of the efforts of the are buried with Christ in baptism, have
Most of his life, aller this, was spent as’
day. ¢ ldeals are discouraging, I will entered through the door and to such we
a pastor; but some part of nearly every
have none of them,” we half say. And say,Eat and drink at your Master's table.”
year he devoted to evangelistic work.
very severely are some books condemned Farther on in saidtract- is the following
In the fall of 1842, he assisted Bro. Bathfor having, they say, so much of the ideal rather obscure sentence : «If a baptized rick in a protracted meeting in Conneaut,
element in them as to be untrue to person is guilty of heresy or disorderly
Ohio, in which a large number professed
life.
walk we must exclude him from the com- religion. The same season, he atsisted
Yet one would give a very unreal munion.” If Dr. A. bad added, ** We be- Rev. R. Dunn in Mecea,O., where sonie 80
picture of life who gave no hint of longing lieve that all Baptists not of our faith and were hopefully converted.
During the
‘heretics’ and disorderly following winter, he removed to Confor better things, and their slow and order dre
gradual attainment, Saddest of all books walkers,’ ” there would have been no
neaut, and took charge of the church,
are those whose characters seem t6 Bave ambiguity about it, and that view would
and remained its pastor two years. While
be
in
harmony
with
the fact that his
no wish to be and to do otherwise than
here he assisted in a very ‘powerful rethey have always been and done,—they, denomination welcomes only such Baptists
as
they are pleased to consider ** regu- vival in Wellsburgh, Pa. In 1845, he reindeed, are unreal. And very dull and
moved to Pénfield, N. Y., and preached
2
Jar.”
dreary seem those’ lives wherein is no
The folAfter all the advocates of * restricted to the church there one year.
‘seeking to attain.” Among the auch
lowing
year,
he
organized
the
church
in
communio
n” have to say about the
which youth sees to which older eyes are
Fairport,
and
continued
its
pastor
eight
relation
of
baptism
to
communion; the
sometimes blind is this fair ideal, very
years. Hislabors were greatly blessed
have any
And for this question arises, Does baptism
far yet not impossible.
[a the
practical bearing on the commanion con- here in building up the church.
reason, also, do those on the ** mountainwinter of 1851-2 he came to Saco, Maine,
troversy
?
I
think
not. There are the
tops of youth,” looking out on the years
near where the writer was then settled,
before them, seeing that many who have Free Baptists and many other open comand
assisted the pastor, Bro. Bathrick, in
passed many of those years have not only munion Baptists; they do not welcome
a
series
of meetings that continued most of
them,
although
they have been immersed
gained little of the things that endure,
the winter. More than 400 hopeful con.
and
maintain
a
Christian
profession
.
which they themselves have not,but hope
If farther proof is needed. there are the versions occurred in brother B's congregato win, but have even lost much which
Seventh
Day Baptist churches, composed tion alone. The work spread into other
youth is rich in—pray If thou go not
towns.
A
entirely
of immersed members, which congregations, and other
with me, take me not up hence.”
great temperance reform preceded this
For, whatever we may say against are also close communion, refusing to
revival, and prepared the way for it.
them, very helpful, to aid. us to the at- commune with Pedobaptists; yet ‘* RegAmong the converts
werd scores who
ular”
Baptists
and
Seventh
Day
Baptists
tainment of the purposes embodied in
had been addicted to strong drink,
them, are the ideals set before us. It is refuse to commune with each other.
In theory they restrict the communion and some who, a few months before, had
something as has been well said, to be
to
immersed church members, bat in been regarded as hopeless drunkards.
true and kind in thought. Thought must
A volume might be filled with deeply income first; if that be lacking, where shall practice to members of their sect, making
teresting
incidents of this revival.
a
person’s
Bro.
welcome
depend
noton baptism
be the words or deeds?
S. seemed almost inspired in his sermons
but
on
whether
he
has
formally
subNo ideal or standard can be anything
and labors here, and the writer has met
but helpful, when set before us, as that of scribed to their particular creed.
Would
it
not
he
well for Baptists to with many, persons since, in different
the Christian by another hand than ours,
cease
to
reiterate
the
phrase ¢ we be- States, who date their religious experirebuking our desires and motives, changlied baptism is a prerequisite to com- ence, their profoundest convictions, or
ing often the words or acts of our life.
munion,” until they can show us that their interest in the great reforms of the
“And longing molds in clay what life
baptism has some practical connection time, to those sermons and labors. The
_Carves on the marble real.”
winter following was also spent in part
with the controversy.
at
Saco, in another revival.
During
If ¢“ Regular” Baptists are sure that
Thus has a poet set forth the uses of
they are right in refusing a welcome to his pastorate at Fairport, or at Brockport
longing. Very like clay are the longings,
the year following, his wife died, leaving
plastic, easily awakened, too often un- all other Baptists to the Lord's table, they
him
with three little children. Soon aftneed not be afraid to define their practice
stable, always, men are prone to think,
clearly; -but it seemsto the writer that er the death of his wife, he accepted a
useless. But who shall say that. their
instead of trying to make the ‘matter call from the church in Manchester, N.
very dorm is not, long after, very many
plain they frequently evade the real H., where he remained three years. A
times *‘ carved on the marble real 7? We
issue, and make it more obscure. If my gragious revival commenced here soon
often read of those who have risen from
Over
ideas as here expressed are not substan- after his removal to Manchester.
very humble stations to eminence ascribtially correct, 1 hope some abler writer 80 converts were baptized the first wining the beginning of their attempts, which
ter. While at Manchester, he was marwill point out the inconsistency.
afterward proved so successful, to some
ried the second time to Miss Merium F.
*o
longing of childhood or youth for that
Jenkins, then of Lowell, Mass., who still
REV. FREEBORN W. STRAIGHT.
position they afterward held, or for sone
survives him:
On leaving Manchester,
coveted good it would bring. And often,
he preachedto the church in Boston one
BY REV C. B.MILLS.
too, such a slender thread as longing beyear.
:
This dear father in the ministry was
gins the stronger cable of strong faith
‘At the earnest request of the church in
and trust by which we grasp the life born in Washington Co., N. Y., in 1806. Saco, Maine, he went from Boston,
which

toiling for and

state-

vantages for education very limited, and and weak in the faith. Ona visit to Michthis robust, energetic boy found abund- igan, he became so deeply interestedin
ant employment in his pioneer life, with- the condition of our cause in Jackson,
out even the ordinary opportunities for that he determined to remove there at an
mental improvement. But his restless early day. He, therefore, went to Conmind longed for knowledge, and every neaut, Ohio, in 1862, and after preaching
available source of information
was one year, on learning that the friends in
sought and improved.
At twenty-one Jackson had secured
a place of worship,
years of age, he listened, for the first he at once removed his family and comtime in his life, to the preaching of a F. menced his work in Jackson and vicinity,
Baptist minister, Elder Lyon, and soon Here he remained nine years, reorganizafter was converted and joined the Wal- ing the church, securing a place of worworth church, of which Elder L. was ship, surmounting
obstacles of every
pastor. The vividness of his experiences, kind, and through great discouragements

and Leslie.

In 1877, he visited some

the places in Canada

where

he

of

bad la.

bored in the earlier years of his ministry,

and was deeply affected by tke stateof
the ehurches, and,at what he believed the
call of duty, he

removed

to

Woodstock,

Ont., and took charge of two churches in
Zona, where he continued to labor with
the zeal and ardor of his youth till his
work was done. On Sunday, Dec. 22d,
he went to his appointments und preached twice as usual with much fervor, They
were his last sermons.
Returning home
on Monday, after taking care of his
horse, he busied himself with some outdoor work before going into the house,
as he frequently did.
‘Becoming somewhat alarmed at his long absence, his
wife songht him, and found him in the
wood-house—dead!
God had taken him.
Thus closed the life and labors of our
aged brother, at an unlooked for hour,
and at a time when we could illy spare
him. So we thought, but God knows
best.
Brother Straight was a man of large
and commanding form,
and of robust

health.

Somewhat diffident and retiring

unless aroused by circumstances or some
exigency, he nevertheless was intrepid
and bold enongh when aroused. He was
of an ardent, active temperament,

somewhat restless disposition

with

a

in youth,

| and untiringin his habits in after life.
|

He was pre-eminently social and

com-

| panionable. No man could be farther
| from misanthropy,
or jealousy
| than he. In public andPrivate his genial
| disposition appeared,
His inte’=et was

of

a

high

order

| Quick to see wod grasp ideas and fact;
| clear and diseriminating in their relations
and applications, with a memory
(hat
never fuiled to reproduce them at will,
and with language at command both

simple and forcible, he would give a
most masterly presentation of almost any
practical subject to which

his attention.

His

he

had

given

understanding

was

broad and clear. His logic never groped its way along, or halted for a moment,

but went straight on till it grappled

in a

conceive of a sphere he

have

death struggle with a foe, or stood unchallenged on the field of victory.
Had
he chosen the art of war, he could searcely have failed as a commander.
Had lhe
lived in a martyr-age, he would have
made a prince among martyrs.
:
With the culture of some, and the
training which a thorough course of study might have supplied, one can hardly
wight

not

filled successfully. But he loved the work
of the Christian ministry above every
other. He has pursued that calling, with
what help he could command, faithfully,
and will such success as few can expect
to equal. He diedat the post of duty.
Near where he preached his first sermon
in Canada, fifty-one years before, he came
back from his last sermon and surrendered his commission up to God. ** Know ye
not that there is a prince and a great
man fallen in Israel this day.”
The
funeral services were conducted by Rev.
Thomas

McElroy, assisted by

Prof.

Tor-

rans at Woodstock on the 26th of Dec., and

his remains
N.

Y.

were taken to

andlaid

first wife, and
eairly ministry.
four children.

near

Fairport,

beside

those

the

scenes

He leaves

a

of

his

of his
wife and.

*4+0-+o

Sermons should be composed with the
congregation always in view.
They
should be not simply discussions of subjects, strong arguments, elaborate in language and illustration ; bnt the question
should ever be present, Will this be profitable ‘to the congregation ?
Will it
reach the consciences of the stypefied and

hardened P Will it arouse ‘the careless
and impenitent ? Will it guard the young
from danger ? Will it attract them to the
cross of Christ ? Will it solve their perplexitios ? Willit dispel their doubts ?
Vill it impart comfort to the sorrowing
ones? Will it lead the church to holy
living and Christian activity ?
With
questions like these, and with . a single
eye to benefit his people,the minister will
compo
a sermon
se not only excellent in
itsell, but especially suited to the needs
of his people.— Bishop Simpson.
OOo

The Sabbath was made for man.
God
made it for men in a- certain. spiritual
state, because they needed it. The need,
therefore, is deeply hidden in human
nature.
He who can
dispense with
it must be holy and spiritual indeed. And
he who, still unholy and unspiritual,
would yet dispense with it, is a man that
would fain be wiser than his Maker.—
F. W. Robertson.
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the

window

looking

toward

crouched

a child,

sparkled and
arrows struck
rosy column
to the sky,
pillar of fire
be guard of

queer,

selfish-

lay near told that she

was

lame,

too.
:
She took her crutch and crept slowly
down the old stairs, which shook and
creaked most dismally at every step. When
she reached the front door she stopped
and stood looking at the lamps as they
were lighted one by one, and at the people as they moved to and fro. Suddenly,
Just as the stars began to tremble out into the darkening sky, a deep-toned church
bell commenced to ting slowly out on the
evening air; another chimed in and still
others, till it seemed as if all the bells

in

the city were ringing together, and to
little Nannie Burke it sounded as though
they werecalling, erying out some solemn message which she could pot understand.

An awkward,

I have

had

nothing to eat to-day but a piece of dry
bread ; the money that my father ought
to spend on his home
goes for whiskey,
which makes a brute of him ; and yet you
stand there, Ben Brannan, and say you
do no harm.
+* It was whiskey that made my father
give me the kick down-stairs that left me

and vicinity.— National Tem. Adv.
SR

crutch

honest-looking boy

grave,

till I

he'd

if your

men, nor inspirit them.

meet

whiskey

Ei

a wooden ship, it sends

FASTA

GIR

If a ball strikes

a few

splinters

around, two or three poor fellows are kill-

her in heaven, Ben Brannan!” cried the
childish voice, breaking into wild sobs,
at last; ** and oh,

0 i

We are told that Admiral Farragut
once said: “I would never go into battle
in an iron-clad. I could not handle my

it was your

that

TRB

T00 MUCH DEFENSE WEAKENS,

ed or wounded ; but the hole is soon stopped, the deck cleared, and the fight

kills

goes

on. But in an iron-clad the men feel from
the first that they are in their coffin, for
they know that if a hole is knocked in her
at side, she must sink, and it is much harder
any -to get up their spirit for the fight. Give
me a good ship of oak and put iron into
up- the men.”
totMen who are weak in themselves may

him, body and soul, and he's parted from
her forever and ever, will you dare to

tell my mother

when you

meet

her

the judgment, that yon never did
harm?”
The unnatural strength which had
held the child gave way at last; she
tered and would have

fallen,

had

not

a

tall, powerful-looking man pushed his
way out from the saloon and caught her
away from the kindly, womanly hand
stretched out for her. Holding the poor,
brave little girl in his arms, while the
great tears rolled over his rough, brown
‘face, he said:
«It’s all true, every word of it. I'm
her Sg
futher, poor lamb,
just
a and I've ? been
Posh
gus
such a brute as shes told you;
but
Im
ready to sign your pledge to-night, ladies," and by the help of God I'll try to
keep it. And now, Ben,” turning toward
him as he spoke, ‘* for the sake of poor
fellows like me who are so easily tempted, for the sake of their wives and children, for the sake of your own wife
aod baby, who is no prettier than my
Nannie was once, I ask you to give up
this miserable business.”
‘
Brannan had grown’ very pale while
Nannie and her father were speaking;
his pretty little wife was sobbing bitterly
as she clung to his arm, and the innocent
face of his baby girl looked wonderingly
up into his.
gle +in the

There
man's.

be so surrounded

by

defenses

that

the

very safeguards become sources of danger.
minister may get intrenched behind knowledgesand theological dogmas
until the - defenses become so weighty
that if you perforate one of his cherished
‘theories with a clear-cut fact, or with
sharp impinging logie, he is alarmed,and
his whole system of beliefis in danger of
| going to the bottom. He is liable to make
|gpihwreck of his faith, because he relics
too much oa the outward plating of hu{ man learning, and too little on the knowl{edge of Christ's grace and love in his
| h

|

’
in
Another seeks a protecting

panoply

of

respectability and dignity. He accretes
to himself so weighty a churacter for safe
conservatism and correct carringe, that he
may become afraid to act energetically
and aggressively on any great question,

lest he might lose his ‘ influence,” and
sink in public esteem, and that is a terri-

fying and dispiriting contingency.
But
the man whois willimg to be despised and
hated of all men for Christ's sake, will

was a fearful ; strug- + make a much sharper ficht against
soul; how could
he |
Per Sal
again

prin-

burried past her; towatd-the better part
I
cf the town, where the broad streets and yield when he had boasted that he never cipalities, and powers, and wicked spirits
in
high
places.
If
a
keen
shot
of
conhandsome houses were, going in such would! But then, how could he eontinue
haste that he did not notice the little fig- | to sell the maddening poison which could tumely pierce his reputation, the hole is
soon stopped and ‘* the fight goes on.”
ure on the steps, till she called out:
make a man crush and mangle the deliAnother may have money for his de* Dick ! I say Dick Townsend,
what | cate form of his own little child? Then | fone.
He gets a large salary, and thereoa the bells ringing for ? ’Tisn't Sun- as the idea which Nannie had suggested
Is he not beny.”
|
| came back to him, and he thought of the fore feels tolerably secure.
*“ Why, it's for the League,” answered possibility of such women as poor Mary hind a rampart of ‘almighty dollars”?
He supposes that he can labor and fight
the boy ; *‘they’re to have a prayer-meeting
Burke requiring their husband’s blood at without fear of coming to want, and with
for them in all the churches, while they're | his hands, he hesitated no longer.
no perplexing anxiety concerning provisgoing round.”
;
| “I'll give in,” he said huskily. «7 ion for bis family's comfort. But withal
** What's the League ?” asked the child,
thought 1 could hold out against an angel there may be a lurking fear that the inwonderingly.
:
from heaven, but I couldn't stand that come may decrease and his position be
“ Well, now, you are green,” said poor lame child.”
lost.
The larger the salary the greater
Dick, with a look of compassionate supe- |
Then Nannie was caressed and cried
riority ; ** why where have you been for over in a way that would have surprised the fear of losing it, perhaps. It is not
inspiriting to him to feel that his living so
this week and more
{ ber, if she had not been so wonderfully depends on man’s caprice, and that a
‘ My leg’s been worse than common,
happy. At last the crowd dispersed, the
and I've had to stay in the room all the child kissed Mrs. Brannan and the baby, slight turn of affairs may imperil it, and
time,” said Nannie.

‘‘ But please,

Dick,

what is it P”
‘ Why,” said Dick, ‘it's the ladies
who are joined together in what they call
a Temperance League: and they are going around to get folks to sign a pledge
that they won't drink any more ; aud then
they are trying to make the saloon keepers shutup, snd piomise never to sell
any more

whiskey,

never, never.”

*“ Oy Dick!” cried the girl, while her
greateyes glowed and flashed; “and do
they really do it 2”
¢ Do it!” said

Dick;

¢“ well,

I should

cause financial ruin to

and then, muffled in a great, soft shawl
which one of the ladies. had wrapped
around her, she was carried home by her,

stare

him

in

the

face. The fear of losing makes the man
timid, temporizing and unmanly, and he
is apt to seek to please men because he
father, whom she had. won back to the thinks men hold the purse-strings. He
right way, while faithful Dick Townsend
can not fight the world, the flesh and the
trotted close beside them, saying at in- devil with the true courage that comes of
tervals, * O Nan, ain't you glad you | assured faith, because he has only a wawent?” And the solemn star, which three vering confidence in his moneyed deweeks before had shone upon almost a fenses.
:
:
hundred saloons large and small, looked
Iron is good if properly distributed.
down that night to see the last one closed Knowledge is good if a man use it wisely.
and victory complete.—Pit{sburg Advo- Money is good
.if it berightly subordinated
cale.
and unflinchingly kept in its place as
0-80-00

T

servant and not master.
But the best rerather think they did. Why, those women |
sults, so far, on this p'anet,have not come
TEMPERANCE OHIPS.
go to them and sing and pray till they just
from iron-plated ships, science-plated
can’t stand it. What do you think, Nan! I
The ‘* Royal Templars of Temperance,”
men,
The sucsaw that old fat Keyser, who keeps a saloon headquarters in Buffalo, have councils gospel, or gold-plated
on Broad street, sobbing, like a baby, established in New York, Ohio, Michigan, cessful naval commander was certainly
yesterday, snd he knocked out the heads Kentucky, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, and right in morals, if not in naval affairs.
of his old barrels till the whiskey and Canada, Itis a mutual-aid society, al- when he said: ** Give me a good ship of
beer poured dowa the gutter like dirty lowing at death of male members $2,000, oak'and put the iron into thé men.”
This is the true principle. What the
water.
Father signed a pledge
that and of female members, $1,000. Cyrus K.
Mrs. Dr. Graham took down to the mill, Porter, Buffalo, N. Y., is Supreme Coun- good *‘ship of Zion” needs is not a heavier
and, Nan, he’s come home sober ever selor.—It is claimed that’ 2,800 cases of outside plating of theological evidences,
since, and that's four days.”
intemperance have been cured by a Chi- -or scientific demonstrations, but the un“¢ Dick,” said Nannie, while her voice
cago doctor by the use of red Peruvian conquerable aggressive energy that comes
quivered with eagerness, ‘‘has Ben Bran- bark ((hincona rubra).—Edward Cars- from the indwelling power. and love of
nan shut up P”
well, Ksq., has just coneluded
two weeks Christ in each heart. We need the iron
*¢ No,” said the boy; ** everybody else of evening meetings in the Berean Baptist in the men.— West. Chr. Adv.
has given in but him and two fellows on Church of N.Y. city with great success.—
Market street, and they're hoping to The twenty-fifth annual session of the
GENERAL RELIGIOUS NEWS.
bring them to-night; so I must hurry, for Right Worthy Grand Lodge of Good
Nebraska has just now
one hundred
I want to be in when it happens.”
Templars will be held at Detroit, Mich.,
Presbyterian churches.
*
*
*
*
*
comnfencing Tuesday, the 27th day of
The Marthu’s Vineyard Camp-meeting
At last they reached the establishment May. A large attendance is expected.— Association has decided to build an iron
whose proprietor had so persistently re- There is a bar-room in Blue Ridge, N. C., tabernacle.
fused to yield ; the saloon was brilliantly that has posted up notices that ¢ Children
The American Congregational Union has
lighted, and Brannan himself stood in the under ten years of age will not be allowed helped
to build forty meeting-houses the
door. Asthe ladies paused, he spoke to get drunk on these premises, unless past year.
to them very politely, and they commenc- accompanied by their parents.”—It is
There are fifty Baptist churches in the
ed their meeting. It continued for half stated that the House restaurant, in the
of Celumbia.
The majority of
an hour, and then, in the interval be- Capitol at Washington, sold, on the last District
these are colored churches.
tween a prayer and hymn, he told them night of the -Forty-fifth Congress, 2,976
language will be the medihe had listened to them very patiently, drinks of lager-beer.—E. J. Morris, Esq., um. Theof English
at the Syrian Protestant
and now thought it only civil that they of Cincinnati, has recently instituted six College instruction
at Beirut after next September.
should hear what he had to say.
Bran- divisions of Sons of Temperance in Indiana
The sixth Presbyterian church of Chicanan began by complimenting their music,
and greatly revived the order in that State. go is about to build a house of worship to
telling them how much he and his cus- —A recent investigation of the Longview cost $15,000, that sum having been subtomers had enjoyed it; he'said he hoped (0.) Insane
Asylum reveals an intem- scribed in advance.
.
it had amused them to come
there day
erate superintendent and shameful, inThe *¢ Easter offerings” ,made in Grace
after day,and that he had no objections to
adn treatment of ‘the inmates.—Rev.
church, New York city, lifted a debt of
their doing so for a few days, but that it A. Winter, Corresponding Secretary of
which had rested on it for many
was now assuming the shape of a nui- the Connecticut State Temperance Union, $37,000,
years.
sance, and if they did not discontinue has assumed editorial charge of the TemThe Reformed
Presbyterian church of
‘their visits, he would appeal to the law. perance Gem, published at Hartford.— Philadelphia,
Rev. W. H. Gailey, reports
He said he had as good a right to make | Alfred Fournier, in his ‘New French ninety-three accessions
to their membera living for his family asany man in the Dictionary of Practical Medicine and Surship during the past church year.
city, and if he chose to do it by selling gery,” says: “Alcoholism is a social
children of the English Presbyteriliquor, it was nobody's business. Ile calamity, one of the scourges of modern an The
church, during the twelve months endclosed by an emphatic declaration that
he had never harmed any one by his sa- societies.”—A Modoc Indian, who had ing February 28th, raised no less a sum
taken to farming and raised a pretty good than $6,900 for the China Mission.
loon, and again told the ladies if they ans crop of corn, asked a white neighbor,
The South Kansas Conference passed a
noyed
him any more he would have
« How do white man cook. corn so he resolution requesting the Bishops not to
them arrested.
drink him out of a bottle?”—The Liquor transfer to that Conference men who are
Just then the greatclock in the court- Dealers’ Association of Calfornia have is- in debtto the Book Concern.’
house struck nine. It was near the hour sued a circular, and
otherwise
did
A Loudon newspaper furnishes the cufor closing
their meeting, and
while
their utmost, against the adoption ef the rious and surprising statement that 1,885
Brannan
and his party
congratulated
new constitution, because it favors local
out of 5,241 shares in a new brewery comthemselves “pon a victory, the women option.—Geo. W. Bain, Esq., of Kentucky, pany
in Sheffield are held by. English
repared, oh, so sadly, to go
away.
;
:
is lecturing in California under the aus- clergymen.
Their
faith had
been
so
strong,
pices of the Good Templars. - He is one
The English Bible and Prayer Union,
they had believed that God would comof the ablest and most successful lecturers established for the consecutive and simulplete his wonderful work that night, and the order has put inh the field.—Rev. Dr. taneous reading of the Word of God, benow they must go, leaving it still un- Chickering, Secretary of the Congression- gins its fourth year with over 61,000 memfinished. Suddenly they
paused, for a al Temperance Society, has made a be- bers ip all quarters of the globe.

childish voice, which had the depth of a
woman's anguish, wailed out, ¢ Oh,

ginning in the Forty-sixth

curing

a few

names

from

Congress,

se-

Connecticut,

don’t give it up, it’s to save my father!’ 1 Kansas, ete., but will not complete his
1hen they parted, right and left, before canvass until the regular session in Decemthe bent and twisted figure of Nannie ber next.—Sir Wilfrid Lawson of EngBurke, who passed to the front of the land, Judge Noah Davis of this city, and
‘crowd.
As she stood there, with her Hon. Neal Dow of Portland, are among
tattered shawl thrown off, the light from
those who have addressed letters of hearty

By the assistance of

the

United

States

Consul in Laos, the American missionaries have secured
a proclamation from

the King of Siam, ‘granting full religious
liberty in North Laos, and recognizing the
:
.
Christian Sabbath.
The question whethef a ninister can
perform the nuptial ceremony in his own

THE

on the Sabbath between sifnrise and sundown. It does not apply to mail trains,
The progress of the Baptist. denomination since 1851 in London has been somewhat remarkable.
While Methodists of
all kinds have increased 104 per cent.,
Presbyterians and Episcopal churches 42
per cent. each,

Congregationalists

30,

and

d

communicants.

It

in the head, &c.

655

at

Sores,

added

to

church

sented in Utah by 10

is

mibisters,

to

the

is tho greatest known remedy; rabid-

ly ph

5 when other medicines have failed,

Presbytery, in twenty-eight of which the
stipend given reaches that
figure, whilst
in eight instances it ranges from $4,000 to

$6,000.
Robert Arthington,

:
England,

of Leeds,

gave the London Missionary Society $i#,000 to establish a mission at Ujiji, and by
aid of other contributions
it was
done.

He has recently pledged $5,000 to the
American Board for a new mission in Central Africa, and

now offers the

Missionary

Association $15,000 for another mission in
Eastern Africa.
Mr. Muller, of the Bristol Orphanages,
says, in his thirty-ninth annual report:
¢¢ Since founding the institution we have
received, simply through

prayer

and

the

exercise of faith, more than $3,920,050.
Sixty-six thousand six hundred children
or

grown up persons

have been

taught

in

the various schools, entirely supported by
the funds of the institution.
Ten thousand five hundred children now attend the
schools.”
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MINISTERIAL PERSONALS.
REV. CHARLES

A.ALLEN

was

installed

pastor of the Unitarian Society, Brunswick, Maine, April 25.
:
REV. JouN SCHRADER died at Poseyville,
Ind., April 15th, at the age of eighty-six.
He was the oldest Methodist
preacher in
Indiana. .
The Rev. A. J. Faust, an Episcopalian
clergyman, of Washington,has entered the

Roman Catholic Church.
Dr. G.W. B. Lewes, at
pal of the

Felton

Seminary,

Del.,

Santa Fe, New
Dr. Howarp

Mexico.
CrosBy

of

New

sented.

Prices

after a service of twenty years, the resignation to take effect Oct. 1st.
Rev. Wu. K. Harr, pastor of the First
Presbyterian church of Newburg, has been
appointed by the President a member of
the Board of Visitors to the Military Academy.
\
Rev. SAMUEL J. CUurTIs has been installed as professor in the Union park theologto

succeed

Dr.

Bartlett, now president of Dartmouth college.
&
Rev. J. H. STEARNS has been pastor of the
Epping Congregational church for twentytwo years, and

Rev. E. D. Robie

at Green-

land for twenty-seven years.
The Rev. ALLEN R. BeacH,
father of
Allen C. Beach, Secretary of State of New
York, and one of the oldest Baptist clergymen in the State, died

ison county, recently
three years old.

at

Hamilton,

He

was

Mad-

eighty-

H. Baldwin, of Monroe City, Ind., writes
under date of Dec. 3d, 1877, that his wife

used Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription
with wonderful results.
It effected her
entire cure, after several physicians had
failed.

The

many similar letters positively

affirming that the Favorite Prescription
had cured the diseases and weaknesses peculiar to women, induced Dr. Pierce to
sell it under a gurantee.
Ladies need no
longer submit to useless and painful local
treatment,

as the Favorite Prescription

is

a safe, sure, and speedy cure.
Hundreds
who had been bed-ridden for years have
been restored to perfect health by its use.
Factory

Facts.

Close confinements, careful attention to all
factory work, gives the operatives pallid faces,
Loo appetite, languid, miserable feelings: poor
lood, inactive liver, kidneys and
urinary
troubles.and all the physicians and medicine in
the world can not help them unless they get
out of doors or use Hop Bitters, made of the
purest and best remedies, and especially for
such cases, having abundance of health, sunshine and rosy cheeks in them.
None need
suffer if they will use them freely, They cost but
a trifle. See another column, °
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For the Whiskers.
.This elegant preparation

may

change the color of the beard

be

relied

from

on

gray

to

or any

other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at.dis-

cretion, It is easily applied, being in one preparation, and quickly and effectually produces a
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash

off.

:

.

MANUFACTURED

BY

R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H.
y

[No. 5.]

LOOK

em30

Flirtation Cards sent for two
Address,

CARLTON

R,

3c stamps.

SMITH,

Clinton
4120

ville, Conn.

Ih

A YEAR and expenses to agents.

$
Maine.

Free.

Outfit

Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta,
1y19

York

and

~ Gducational,

$1.75.

EXTRACT

New

Always

Take no other pre
be pressed.

BW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hampton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
| the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Tologra hy a specialty.
Best

CO.

London.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.;

:

teacher

of Penmanship

in the

State.

KEXpenses

less than in any other of like grade. ,Four
of 10 weeks each.

ralgia,

and

other

nervous

allections,

receive

attention of an expert in this specialty,

NOT NECESSARY TO SEE
original System of diagnosis,

SURGIOAL

Summer Term begins

closes

of

the

Scrotum),

Varicocele,

the operations

Ovarian

ard

phlet entitled,
Motion
on receipt of 10 Jeents.)

Winter term Nov.

ate,

and

the

WANTED,

Warranted

Illustrated

which

incidental

Board, $2 to

Lizzie

COLLEY,

Principal.

Northwood Ridge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,

EST

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

Taylor Co., West Virginia.

This

offers to students important and peculiar

Institution

advanta-

es. For particular information, send for a circur to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

PIANOS
$40; 5

$60,

11

AGENTS

Mail=-

TERS & SONS,
Manufacturers and
ers, 40 E. 14th St., New York.

Déal1y18

Music 1c.

5

BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crim.
CLINTON

a year.

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B, Principal, with a
complete board of assistants. For further partic
ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec
retary.

ed.

gon or Jet, 13c.
Conn,

nition,

$15

A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

Catalogues

per page.

the, Northwest.

ICHOLS LATIN.SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
?

$80.
7 Octave
PrANOS
$125,
not used SIX

5 years.

in

library fees, only

ress,

A GREAT, OFFERL! sad oncixs
months.

Commercial, Pre-

Hillsdale, Mick:

and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

&

Theological,

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
-| 1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev: 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
REEN MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,
WaTERBURY CENTER, VT.
Two courses of study. Instruetions thorough.
x
Expenses low. Students in this vicinity give us
your patronage.
For further informatoin ad-

Clubsfeet,
(See pam«

$35,

Tuition.
for the-

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

Favorite ¥
ription sold by Druggists.
R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Progr, World's Dispensary

SPLENDID ORGANS

Send

$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30..
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
3

The term, however, 13 but a feeble expression ot
my high appreciation of its value, based upon’personal observation. I have, while witnessing its posi=
tive results in the special discases incident to the
organism of woman, singled it out as the climax or
gem of my ial career. On its merits,
as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
of digeases, and one that will, at all times and under \
all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake
my reputation as a physician: and so confident am
1 that it will not disappoint the most sanguine ex=
pectations of a single invalid lady who uses it for any
of the aliments for which I recommend it. that I offer
and sell it under A POSITIVE GUARANTEE.
(For
conditions, see pamphlet Waning bottle.)
The following are Aone those iseases in which
my Favorite Prescription h as worked cures, as if by
magic, and with a certainty never before attained by
any medicine: Leucorrhcea, Excessive Flowing,
Painful Monthly Periods, Buppressions when from
unnatural causes, Irregularities,
Weak Back, Prolapsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Retroversion, Bearing-down
Sensations, Internal
Heat, Nervous Depression, Debllity, Despondency,
Threatened Miscarriage, Chronic Cengestion, Iie
flammation and/ Ulceration ot the Uterus, Fpotoncys
Barrenness, or Sterility, and Female W eakness.
do not extol this medicine as a ** cure-all,” but it
admirably ‘fulfills a singleness of purpose, being a
most
perfect specific’in all chronic diseases of the
sexual system of woman.
It will not disappoint, nor
will it do harm, In any state or condition.
Those who desire further information on these sub
ects can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE
{EDICAL ADVISER, a book of over 900 pages, sent,
st-paid, on receipt of $1.50. It treats minutely of
hose diseases peculiar to Females, and
gives much
Yalushie advice in regard to the man
ent of
ose affections.

$45,
7 do $30,
9 do $55

1879.

25.

Scientific,

buildings

oF

an immense Brishice at the World's Dispene
and Invalids’ Hotel, having treated many thou
cases of those diseases pecullar to woman, I been enabled to perfect a most potent and posi
remedy for these diseases.
designate this natural specific, I have named it

do
§65; 13 do $70, 13 do
SQUARE AND UPRIGHT
do $130, 7 1-3 de $140,

18,

paratory, Music and ‘Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college

HORACE WA-

BROS., Clintonville,
1y24

.

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. 1.
For particulars address the Principal.
- +
W. S. STOCKBRIDGE,
No

Scituate, R. 1.

YNDON

LITERARY

INSTITUTE.—J.

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent

Dr. Pierce's Favarite Prescription

Stops

i

For further information address the Principal.
ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Collegi-

WOMAN

cash.

15

Term

Send for Catalogue to

Uterine

100

tern's

Nov.

Summer

week.
Rooms from $2 to $4 per term.
and room rent free to those preparing
ministry.

as a Curative Agent,” sent

{

21.

ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent
assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of study for both sexes..
Board, including room rent, from $2 to $2.50 per

Address, oil's Dispensary Motteal UFFALO,
hoctatienN-

By
sary
sand
have
tive
To

26.

Apr.

begins

Fall
term begins
Monday, Aug.
to the Secretary for a Catalogue.

Tumors, Calcull (Stone 1m the Bladder), Stricture,
ete., ete. ‘We also treat successfully, by a new meth
od without surgical operation, Cancers,
Spinal Curvature, and other deformities.

June

Term

REV. A. B. ME®ERVEY, Principal.
N "AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
AVA
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low. Winter
Summer term begins Monday, Apr. 14, 1879.

‘

PATIENTS.—By our
we can
treat many

CASES. —Among

Winter

Summer term begins May 6; Fall term Sept. 2;.

(Successors to R. V. PIERCE, M. D.)
DR. R. V. PIERCE, having acquired a world-wide
reputation in the treatment of Chronic D
resulting in a professional business far exceeding
his individual ability to conduct, some
years ago
induced several medical gentlemen to associate themselves with him, as the Faculty of the World's Dis
pensary, the Consulting
Department of which has
since been merged with the INVALIDS® MOTEL.
The organization has been completed and incorporated under the name and style of World's Dispensary Medical Assoclation, with the following oilicers:
Hon. R., V. PIERCE, Pres. F.D. PIERCE, V. Pres.
JNO. E. PIERCE, Sec.
LESTER B. SMITH, Treas.
NINE PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS of eminence and skill have been chosen as the Faculty,
OHRONIO DISEASES of all forms come within the
province of our several specialties,
;
LUNG DISEASES.—This division of practice is
very ably managed by a gentleman of mature judgment and skill.
Bronchial, Throat, and Lung Dis
eases treated with the most successful results.
DISE
WOMEN.—Especially are our facilitics of a superior order for the cure of all those
chronic diseases peculiar to females.
NERVOU
SEASES.—uralysis, Nervous Debility, Epilepsy (Fits), Chorea (St.Vitus's Dance), Neu-

Presbyterian church of Middletown, N. Y.,

at Chicago,

Extract.
you may

50c., $1.00, and
PREPARED ONLY BY

YOND’'S

REV. dvcustus SEwArp, D.D., LL D.,
has resigned the pastorate of the First

seminary

None other is Jonuine

“insist on baving Ponds
paration, however much

York has

to

been invited to deliver the next course of
Lyman Beecher
lectures in Yale Theological Seminary, and has informally con-

ical

:

cle has the words * Pond’s Extraet,” blown in the glass,
and Company’s trade-mark on surrounding wrapper. - It

we are called Lipo] most frequently to perform, are
those for Nasal Polypus, Hasehip Tumors, Fistula
in Ano, Piles, Hernia (Rupture), Iydrocele Dropsy

is to

for

Buckingham’s Dye

CAUTION.
EXTRACT [been
imitated
The genuine arti

be

Princi-

sent, by the Methodists as a missionary

Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if the E
t is used. The pamPiles which accompanies each bottle gives
directions how it sheuld be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

chronic discases as successfully without as with a
forsonal consultation. For particulars see ** People’s
Jommon Senge Medical Adviser” {! 000 pages, sent
0st=pald for $1.50)or ** Invalids’ and Tourists’ Guide
ook ” (100 pages, 10 cents post-paid).

present

so effect.

says of it: “I consider it the best preparation
its intended purposes.”
‘

Female Complaints.
ii

is never soid in bulk.

same

the

dandruff;

As a dressing nothing has been found
"ual or desirable.
:

Nipples, £m
is Geary and

POND'’S

with

It removes all eruptions, itching and

Eyes.

11€8,

compoun.ied

and the scalp by its use becomes white and cléan.

efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it will never be without it.

schools

the

or Sore

is

color.

For Broken Breast, Sore

against 2

in

"%.: i

It is a
panacea, an
Faceache.
‘when A
according
to directions its effect is simply wonderful.
P H |
Blind, Bleeding or itching. It

con, with nota single ministerial
stipend
exceeding $2,000.
Now there are:no less

charges

This standard article

greatest core.
.
Its effects are as wonderful and satidfactory as
ever.
It restores gray or faded hair to 18 youthful

Earache, Toothache, and

A few years ago there were only twenty
congregations in the Presbytery
of Lon-seventy-two

Ulcers, Wounds

It can be used without the slightest fear of
harm, quickly allaying all inflammation and
soreness without pain.

where Catholic parochial schools are easy
of acess; gives the Hibernians a severe
reprimand for not allowing priests
to act
as their spiritual advisers.

than

HALL
VEGETABLE SICILIAN
HAIR

Our Nasal Syringe is of

Inflamed

numi
repre.

public

Lung and Throat Affections.

heat and pain itis unrivalled, and should be
kept in every
, ready for use in case
of accidents.

four years ago.
&here are eight organized
churches, and 800 Mormon
children are
in the day schools and 900 in the Sundayschools supported by the Presbytery.
Bishop Gilmore of Cleveland, O., has
issjied a pastoral letter to the clergy of
that diocese, which condemns labor unions
for their secrecy, forbids Catholic parents,
under a threat of excommunication,
send-

ing their children

‘Sore

Burns and Scalds.

Durham

the
.
now

and

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for
»
:

H
It is healing, cooland
B ruises. ing and ORISE.
The most obstinate cases are healed and
cured with astonishing rapidity.
.
For allay-

and 176 at the University London.
The Chinese students in the seminary at
Easthampton have formed an association
which they call the Chinese Home
Mission, the object being to raise funds for
sending missionaries to their own country
and for building churches and establishing
schools theye.
The Weekly Review (London)
says that
since 1860 upwards of six hundred Jews
have confessed faith in Christ crucified in
the Episcopal Jew’s
Chapel,
Palestine
Place.
Since December last thirty-four
persons have been
ber.
The Presbyterian

viccaing, cues

essential service in these cases.

Of 23,612 clergymen belonging to the
Church of England, 8,615 were graduates
at the University of Cambridge, 7,682 at
Dublin,

Whooping Cough,

And other Lung Affections,

Used as a gargle and also
T h roat. applied A ol
asdirected, in the early stages of the diseases it wifl
surely control and cure them. Do not delay
trying it on appearance of first symptoms
of these dangerous diseases.
The Extract is the only speCatar r h = cific for this prevalent and
. distressing complaint ; quickly relieves coll

Church.

1,761 at

Bond's
te 8
All neuralgie
pains of the
ia. head, Sralgie pam bowels,
cured by the free use of the
No other medicine will cure as
tanehin
For
stanc

Diphtheria

is esti.

82,000 belong
to other evangelical socities, while 20,000 adhere to the Anglican

Oxford,

Sutin

ou
cured by using

external or internal, it is always reliable,
and is used by Physicians of all schools with
5 certainty of success. For bleeding of the
vings
is is invaluable, Our Nasal and Fee
male Syringes and inhalers are material
aids in cases of internal bleeding

In Africa, native adherents of the different Protestant
communities
already
number 182,000.
Of these
78,000 were
represented at the¢ Presbyterian Council;

African

LG, WHITE'S

PULMONARY
EILLIXIR

known

itheu ie, tah Sly Shon eIng

Hemorrhages.

mated the Lutheran population is about
200,000 -sone-1vh of the” populace of the
State,
5

South

other

matism.
preparation
has
performed such wonderful cures of
distres
disease in its various forms,

N eu ral
are §
Extract,
quickly.

Mar.

cia A., to be invested and used as scholarships for the Christiun ministry.
Unusual religious interest is reported
among the Jews in Sweden.
At Gothenburg, the principal seaport, 4,000 are said
to have attended the Lutheran Church
service on a single Sabbath.
The Lutherans are strong in Pennsylvania. They have 550 ministers, 1,060 churches, and 154,000

| No

Rheu
ever
this

Roman Catholics 98 per ceut., Baptists
have grown at the 1ate of 115 per cent,
The late David Pattern of Boston, provided that Boston University should receive $3000 at the death of his wife,

GREAT

PAIN
DESTROYER
AND
SPECIFI¢
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES. .

cd as

At

look-

looking little creature, sadiy crooked and
misshappen, and a roughly carved crutch
which

and

Lorimer,

POND’S EXTRACT

loading of freight and the running of trains

-

and factories which usually

fearful

‘is as much the gate of hell as ever the
church was of 'heaven.”—The House of
the Minnesota Legislature defeated a bill
to prohibit the liquor-traffic by a’ vote of
22 to 74.—Colonel Bowen, of Baltimore,
Md., is engaged in a temperance campaign of unusual intérest in Newark, O.,

sometimes,

had made at her

the

devoted

A

freezing,

till she died of a broken heart, and it was

SALOON.

are

of tobacce.

tures. —** The saloon,” says Dr.

whiskey that. made him abuse my mother

setting sun threw its floods of gold over
the great town, glorifying even the dusky

un

to the cultivation

you that got him to break the promise he

It was a cold March evening, and

was

dollars

waste ! —As the result of John W. Drew's
labors in Council Bluffs, Iowa, he has a
pledge-list containing about 4,000 signa-

night to beat me with that

TEMPERANCE.

She

they meet.—It is ‘estimated that 5,500,000

acres of land in this country

a day, and you know that’s enough to
keep us well. We live in a miserable
little garret on Vine street; there is
hardly enough fire. to” keep
me from

ery out to God to let me die;

-O
4+ 0-0

his people.

grew firm and stern as

ike this ; it is that that sends him home at

— Nelected.

watching the river as it
quivered where the golden
it, and looking at the great
of smoke which rolled up
making one think of the
which Jehovah once sent to

Templar lodges of Kentucky either own
or have an interest in the halls in which

8.

as.

sistants.
Fall term begins
August 26, 1879
A first-class school.
Three comp lete courses

of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and.
Classical. Send for Catalogue, Address,
1. W. SANBORN,

Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio
Co., Ohio.

The

ese

terms of ten weeks ea.

year

Grande, Gallia
consists

of four

Fall term beginsAug.26.

The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: Classical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent)
$2,135 per week.
For further information appiv to A. A. MouUL-

TON,

May

A.M.,

Rio

Grande,

Gallia

Co., Ohio.

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Spring Term
close ‘May 29.
Commencement
Thursday,

29.

For

catalogue

address

the

Secretary,

WM. REED,
Ridgeville, Indiana.
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

York.

Wyoming

This schoel was never

Co.,

New"

in better condi-

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction.
With three care-

fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course. For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
IRVING

3 A FHITESTOWN
.|

B. SMITH.

SEM INARY.—This Institution.

is one of the largest and best in the State.
Send for Cawlogue,
.
Terms moderate.
J. S. GARDNER,
Fncipal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.

ATES

COLLEGE

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

B —For further information address the Pres.
ident, 0. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOHN FUL~
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
3
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi.
ness,

scientific

schoels

or

the

J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal.

best

colleges.

or

ELIHU

For further:

articulars, address the principal,
HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
u
‘W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

TILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil.
ton, Muscatine Co., lowa. Special arrangements

for

the

coming

year.

.

For particulars address the Secretary,
MubpGE, Wilton Junction, Iowa. *
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ap

voice,

Yet as sweet as the breath of the royal rose,
Is the perfume they exhale:
And why they bloom, and where they bloom,
The good Lord knoweth well.

garret,

the

ADVERTISEMENTS.

courts three

SC

There are flow’rets down in the valley low,

west,

birthday

the

-e

:
Are days of quietness;
And the praying days of those who trust
Are days of perfect peace.

glowing

and

land, celebrated his eighty-sixth

| on the 4th of .March.—Seventy-five Good-

in

ee GE AR

When Jesus leads the way.
And the waiting days of those who hope

the

she "said,

lets whiskey.alone ; he earns two

in Christ asway;

of a dingy little

a

Burke, is a kind and tender man when he

And days of darkness are days of light

ed so black and dreary.

was

an accusing angel's, ‘“ my father, George

faith,

Their working days are never so hard,

mills

Brannan,”

weak lit{le voice

To be given in every place.

THE

she

been

years in Ireland, and the decision finally
reached is that such a marriage is valid.
The Sunday law just made by the North
Carolina legislature provides against the

TVLIAYD

‘“ Ben

And duties with Christian grace;
And there’s Christian sweetuess to every one,

And over the mountain side,
‘Which were never praised by a human
Nor by human eyes descried.

though

messenger from the world of spirits.

There is something to do for his dear sake,
Or something to calmly bear.
There are trials to meet with Christian

there

strange in

marriage has

IS .*MDOLS
*000°000°

her appearance, as

But the Master's work is there;

CLOSED

eyes,

was something so weird~and

There is néver » way so narrow or short,

WHAT

with .solemn

hair

1879.

and pale face

IN HIS VINEYARD,

flouting

to Miss
‘ Home
—Joseph’
of Eng-

JANUARY,

the poor little form, on the

svmpathy and encouragement
Willard in the prosecution of the
Protection” campaign in Illinois.
Livesey, the veteran teetotaler

INCORPORATED

Selections.

Who find

)

one of the colored lamps falling full on

O.

§

&
il

sip

A

BR

is

{
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|

T

The Rorving Star.

tyrannical control of half a dozen police
authorities.”
8
The same writer says of the revolution-

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1879.
&. F. MOSHER,

ists:

Those are not rightly informed who
think that the revolutionary movement
now going on in Russia is the work of

Editor.

23 All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money,

&c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

THE

SITUATION

IN RUSSIA.

For the time, the Russian government
svith its stringent measures appears to have

«cowed the Nihilists in St. Petersburg, and
political murders have of late

been

con-

fined to the provinces. The Cear has de«creed that prisoners triedby court martial
must

be.

doomed

or

acquitted

within

twenty-four hours, and their sentences
executed within twenty-four hours after

they are pronounced.
The London Times in an editorial
‘thinks that * the Russian government has
, ‘undertaken a very curious experiment.
It is endeavoring to find out how far it can
go towards imprisoning a nation.”
The
same paper gives this picture of the capi-

tal of that country :
The morning of life in the Russian year
has just
commenced.
The
population
consoles itself for many months of winter
by scenting through the long and pleasant

evenings the advent

of spring.

has been made penal for any

one

But
to

secret

society of any

kind, Itis the work of all intelligent
Russian citizens, to whatever class of society they may belong, who are tired of
the yoke Russia has borne for so many
centuries, and who consider political liberty and the dewnfall of autocracy the
necessary condition of all further progress
of the Russian people. The name of this
party, if it still may be called a

party,

stir

police.

No student may burn the midnight oil.
* Accurfew law, more rigorously enforced.
than by tyrant Norman, forbids a light to
be seen in a dwelling after ten. One of
the most hospitable and brilliant capitals
in Europe is transformed at a word into a

is

—legion. It is everywhere and nowhere.
Representatives of the noblest families
of the empire, professional men of every
description, government officials and even

priests, school-teachers and army officers
—all are to be found in the ranks of this
great ‘‘ army of the Discontented.”
These views of the Nihilist writer may
have to be taken with a grain of allowance, but they "contain facts enough to
show that there is an element in Nihilism
which redeems it from the lower deeps of
Communism and Socialism. There is a
true and deadly fighting for liberty, liberty of thought and speech, fighting

to put

constitution and laws above kings
emperors and the ‘Third Section.”

and
The

term Nihilism is a term of reproach which
has fastened itself upon the revolutionists,
and, like other terms of’ reproach which

it ‘have been heaped upon the destroyers

out after nine who can not show a certifi<ate of the place he comes from and the
place he goes to. No citizen of St. Petersburg may henceforth surprise an ac«naintance with an impromptu evening
«all. No party may be given, no theater
- be visited, without leave from the

one party or of a

despotism, is pot a just name.

of

Without

doubt there is a large anarchical element
among the Nihilists, but there is also a
stronger element among them which animates them to destroy that they may
build a better structure. Even the London Times unwittingly confesses the
power behind the Nihilists when it declares that ‘without sympathy with
Nihilism, the upper and middle classes of
the Russian nation have yet grown to be

who desire to affiliate themselves with in the defense of the public support of the
these Young Men's Christian Associations c8mmon schools is that the 'state is benewith a view to leavening this large and
tempted class in the community with
moral and spiritual purposes.
These organizations have done more
than any other causes,
perhaps, to
practically demonstrate the principle that
Christian people can successfully cooperate in gospel

work,

notwithstinding

their denominational peculiarities,
and
also the important truth illustrated by
the fact that families do not become
any the less families because they cooperate in certain features, as in churches
and schools, to lighten the labor of all.

Not only are the beneficent influences
of Young Men's Christian Associations
seen in the many duties peculiar to themselves, but also in aiding in general
church work.

Many of our own churches

have been refreshed and quickened and
in some instances been the recipients of
marked

revivals

delegations
bodies.

through

of young

—

yy

A

the

men
entree

labors

of

from these
—

THE SECOND VETO.
As our readers have been informed in our
Washington correspondence and in the
news columns, Congress, after receiving the
veto of the President on the army bill with a
rider prohibiting the use of troops at the
polls, framed a bill entitled

** An

Prohibit Military Interference
tions.” This the Executive has
it his duty to return to the Ilouse
sentatives with objections to its
The bill is as follows:

Act

to

at Elecalso seen
of Repreapproval.

Be it enacted, etc., that it shall not be lawful to

bring to, or employ at, any place where a general
or special election is being held in a State any

of the army or navy of the United

part

States, unless

such force be necessary to repel the armed enemies of the United States, or to enforce section 4,
article 4 of the Constitution of the United States,

and the laws made in pursuance thereof on appli-

cation of the Legislature, or Executive, of the
State where such rorce is to be used, and so much
of all laws as is inconsistent herewith is hereby
repealed.
L]
:

huge private lunatic asylum without its
pastimes, or a hydropathic establishment
svithout its picnics.
One of the numbers of the North American Review for this year contains an ar-

satisfied to let it and the Ceurt fight their

ticle by a Russian Nihilist on

and President Hayes has pursued the
same clear, decisive and straightforward
manner in his treatment of it us he did
country would be neutral in the fight; in the first instance. The objections’ are
and we suspect that the middle classes above a partisan basis, and stand-en the

*¢ The

Em-

feud out between them. The world has
never witnessed so strange a spectacle of
popular neutrality while the champions of
despotism and anarchy were wrestling
to the death.” If it is merely anarchy
that the Nihilists desire, we do not believe it possible that the middle class of a

The spirit running through the

legisla-

tion which produced this bill is the same
as that which occasioned the first veto,

fited by a better class of citizens thereby,
and that by reducing the ignorant classes
it at the same time reduces the dangerous
classes. This argument is just as foreible in favor of making an appropriation on the part of cities
for public
amusements.
We are altogether too
much afraid of the paternal theory of
government.
Take
the question
of
public amusements in its simplest form
of out-of-door concerts during the 'summer

months;

and

who

of the Czar’s supreme power; it is the
organ and instrument of his personal
will ; it stands accordingly above all the
Jaws, the institutions and

even

rights of each

Its

citizen.

the

civil

agents’ are

spread all over the country, exercising a
secret control over every office-holdeny
every provincial institution—the governor
of the province himself not excepted, who
is generally first to quail before its secret
power ;” therefore, the writer is convineed that «it is clear that, so long as this
_ dnstitution exists, every law, every liberal

‘reform, is but a mockery.”
A suggestive item is found in the way
© #ext-books are manipulated for the schools.

All that tends to evenfhow
thought is eliminated

from

liberality
them.

of
For

example, in ancient history, the Roman
~ Republic is not mentioned. After giving
the history of the kings, ‘the Roman peowle became unruly and revolted against
ihe legal authorities. A time of hideous
«disturbance followed until Julius Caesar
appeared,” etc. The history of France is
‘brought down only to Louis XV. The
series of deceptions of which this is only
one example has undermined the charac-

time, as their executive officer,

in behalf of the young
munity.

to

work

men of the com-

“in all these respects. the Amer-

ican Societies have been steadily growing, notably during the past ten years.
The biennial meeting of the American
Y. M. Christian Associations commences
on Wednesday of this week in Baltimore,
closing on the Monday following. The
special feature of the meeting is the fact
that for the first time an official representative from Europe will be present in the
person of Mr. Charles Fermann, of
Gefeva, Switzerland, the executive officer
of the International Central Committee
appointed by the world’s conference of
these societies which met in Geneva last
August.
It is particularly noteworthy that during the past year, at -the city centers of
the South, special exertions have been
rewarded in the securing of sufficient
funds in seven cities to employ in each
of them a competent salaried secretary
who shall give all his time and labor
to the prosecution of this work.

Aggressive efforts have also been made

ice is honey-combed with bribery and
venality.
To direct the public mind from political:
interests, debauchery of every kind is
patronized, and ‘liquor shops, night

to reach particular classes of young men.
There are already railroad branches of the
Y. M. C. A. established at sixty-one railroad centersin this countr§,opening reading rooms in the R. R. depots, and fighting the vicious influences of the saloons
and other demoralizing resorts. There is
the college branch,doing a healthy Chris-

‘restaurants with private parlors adorned

tian work, among

ter of the officials.

The government serv-

in the most luxurious manner, low thea. sters specially dedicated to can-can,gvhere

performers and public chiefly belonged to
the lowest

class

of fallen

women,

and

‘other establishments of the same or of a

‘worse kind, enjoyed an active protection
on the part of the police, while public
lectures, schools, newspapers, books—in

short, every function of public thought
and opinion—were subjected to a most
»

college students;

and,

moreover, the German Secretary of the
International Committee is now giving
his entire time to visiting and organizing,

this provision then it willbe

the duty’ of

our legislators to provide a remedy for
those abuses, but when they attempt to
abolish the principle itself they take a

long step in the direction of the dissolution of the Union itself.
400-04
+4044

INDIVIDUALISM has had a’hard fight of
it against world institutions. Great sacrifices have been laid at the feet of free
thought and free speech; and it is not
surprising that individualism, costing as
dearly as it has, should be greatly valued.
Among the religious sects of our country
the Unitarians have naturally fell to worshiping at this shrine, and the fruit of that
idolatry is seen in the disorganizing effects
of a too liberal tendency. They themselves are becoming conscious of this,
and there is wholsome reading in the
Christian Register, wholesome for the perusal of other than Unitarians, too.
The

following is an extract from the editorial :
Individualism was a protest against the
bondage of the

private

Judgment. - The

private judgment has been emancipated
and can not be re-enthralled. This gain
of individualism will remain, but the law

of solidarity by which the individual is related to the general judgment and the
general welfare of the universal man is to
receive

a

warmer

and

a more

perfect

recognition. Itis a time to build and
lant for humanity. The individual must
earn that ‘‘ no man liveth to himself,and

no man dieth to himself.” Individualism
in its degenerate forms is a recognition of
rights, but not of duties. It has no power
of cohesion. In society and religion it
disintegrates,
but does not unify.
-

in the larger German Communities of our + ‘As the Springfield Republican has it,
land, the Christian young men for the
aggressive and helpful work contemplated’by these associations. Then, again,
among the 60,000 and over of commercial
trayelers throughout the country are a
large number of Christian young men

“ where so much is spent to make men

know more, it ought to’ be possible to
spend something to’ make them enjoy
more.”

In

nine

cases

out

of

ten,

lawful pleasures will drive out unlawful
ones. One of the chief arguments used

(Dr. Oswald Dykes, pastor),
first to forma branch society.

has been the
in connection

with the new association.
During the last
three years a number of the ladies of this con.
gregation have contributed close upon $300
per annum towards the support of a female
boarding-school in Amoy.

THE RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK.
Evangelical Social Bible Union.

can doubt but a

This is the name of a newly
organizmuch larger proportion of the people who
ed
society
in Boston
which
meets
walk the streets at night would abstain
weekly for Bible study.
Its members are
from visiting places of doubtful and
ladies and gentlemen of the various evanvicious fluences if such concerts were gelical denominations,
and it is especially
provided? There is as much of pure
intended for Sunday-school teachers.
A
utility in this idea as of philanthropy. To report of the first meeting states that the
keep people out of rum shops and gam- | presiding officer, Colonel Russell H. Conbling dens is a great gain financially to well, said at the beginning that the intenag
——eee-

FRIDAY, the 16th inst., was the 39th
anniversary of the sailing for the first
time of Rev. O. R. Bacheleras missionary
for India.
The
week
previous
Dr.
Bacheler was ordained at the.Freewill
Baptist church in Lowell, Mass.
The
sermon on the occasion was given by
Rey. M. Cheney, who took for his text,
Matt. 28: 18—20.
Revs. N. Thurston, A.
Caverno,

tion is to have a weekly conversation on
the Bible lesson of the following Sunday,
and in pursuance
of this plan most of
TEN
those present
tak an active part in the
exercises, whicll'

consisted

cassions on the thoughts
verses under discussion.

of

brief

dis-

contained in the

St. Patrick's Cathedral, New

York.

This costly and elaborate edifice which
the Roman Catholics are building is rapidly approaching completion, and it is ex-

B. Phelon, S. Curtis, -D. P. pected that everything will be in readiness
Cilley, E. Mack and J. W. Holman also
for the dedication, which will take place on
had parts in the appropriate exercises. the 25th inst., and in which it is expected
That was in 1840, and the sentiment with ‘that representatives of the Roman Cathowhich the departure of foreign mission- lic church from all quarters of the United
The
aries was then reghrded is expressed in States and Canada will participate.
main -altar at the east end of the cathea brief epistle to the Star as follows:

BosTON, India wharf,
12 o’clock,Saturday, May 16.
BROTHER BURR,—Half an hour since, our
deur missionaries floated away from the wharf,
on board the fine new ship General Harrison
for Calcutta. Their faces have been seen to
be seen no more by these weeping, heart-

stricken parents. kindred and brethren. The
mute signal of adieu has been exchanged—and

at this moment the forms of the departed are
barely
descernable on the deck of the retiring
vessel, and our hearts feel with emotions such as
mine never knew before, that they are gone—

gone

forever!

E.

More particulars heveafter. '
EE

Mack..
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pire of the Discontented,” and with all
ENGRAVING OF DR. PHILLIPS. We are
«ue allowance for natural prejudices, he
ready to deliver the’ fine steel engraving
abundantly proves what the facts being
of Brother J. L. Phillips. There are two
made public every day since the article
sizes: 9x12 inches, at 25 cents, and 12x15
was written are constantly corroborating, {are not as neutral as the Times would broad platform of the national: welfare. inches, at 35 cents ; both printed from the
that Russia is an empire of the discontent- have us believe.
The true rule as to the employment of | same plate. See advertisement.
0-0-6
ed. We are likely to think, without mak+404
The situation in Russia to-day presents military force at the elections is thus sen- |
ing any special investigation intothe sub- a great problem, and the civilized world sibly laid down by the President:
¢ The
Jeet, that the czardom is of Russian origin
watches with interest as itis being solved. elections should be free from all forcible
The remark by Jay Gould that should he
and that although it needs to be largely
start a road from nowhere to nowhere he
In the mean time, all the dangers and dis- interference, and as far as practicable
modified to adapt it to the rising spirit of
advantages of our own country fall into in- from all apprehension of such interfer- could place the bonds in a week, is one method
the age, yet thiseautocracy is a national
of showing how some people are infatuated
significance,and the true glory of America ence. No soldiers, either of the Union or with stock speculation.
outgrowth and that the Nihilists are fightlooms up mountain high, as we compare the State militia should be present at’ the
The funny man of the Oil City Derrick has
ing fanatically to destroy that which they
the freedom in these United States with polls to take the place or to perform the a kernal of wisdom stowed away somewhere
should much more sensibly seek
to the absolutism of Russia.
ies of the ordinary civil police force. in his head. Take away the rudeness of the
ameliorate. But something of the emphaThere has been and will be no violation statement'and there is genuine wit in this;
sis will be taken off from the denunciaof this rule under orders from me during “ A good square kick will "sometimes help a
tions against the present revolutionists of YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIAthis administration, but there should be man further along in this world toward indeRussia when the following paragraph
TIONS.
no denial of the right of the National pendence and prosperity than a dozen pulls
by the hand.”
i
:
{rom the North American article is read :
Although organizations of Christian Government to employ its miiitary force
The Soutfern Baptist Convention
which
The truth, however, is that. the czardom
young men ‘existed in Great Britain and on any day and at any place in case such
isnot at all of Russian origin. It was Ireland more than two hundred years ago, employment is necessary to enforce the “has just held a session in Atlanta, Ga., did a
practical thing in collecting four thousand
born out of the Tartar yoke, which has
weighed on Russia for two centuries. what is now known as the Young Men's Constitution and the laws of the United dollars for the theological seminary at Lewisville. The
convention also instructed the
Si
‘The Asiatic despotism of the Khans crush- Christian Associations owe their origin to States.”
ed all independent classes and political a much later date, in short, to a meeting
And itis just hers, where the bill strikes Home Mission Board to commence a anunalorganizations in Russia; and the Czars of of clerks in a London mercantile’ house at the sovereignty of the National Govern- labor school among the Creeks in Indian Territory by October.
Noscow, after driving away the Tartars,
continued the same policy, and achieved in 1844. Similar bodies sprang up in ment, that its danger lies. There would
The
Brooklyn
Presbytery,
after, having.
the work begun by their Moslem prede- different cities of Great Britain, and in be more palpable reason to object to the spent $40 a day for seven weeks in the trial of
~cessors. The power concentrated in the December, 1851, one such association was present laws on the question if there had Rey. Dr, T. DeWitt Talmage,has dismissed the
Russian Czars is without precedent in formed in Montreal, and soon after it been any interference ‘on the part of the complaints brought against him, and thus
Aistory, and has at all times exerted a
military in the freedom of the elections; negatively endorsed his eccentric ways. This
most fatal influence on public life in Rus- was copied in Boston.
and it will be difficult to make unpreju- is somewhat more in his favor than the spirit
These
organizations
have
multiplied
:sia as well as on the Czars themselves.
“Trained to a slavish obedience and to the until they now number 2400 scattered diced persons feel the necessity of strik- of toleration with which he has been popularbelief thatthe personal will of one man over the world, 1000 of which are on this ing at a fundamental principle of the ly supposed to have been held by the Presbytery.
and not the law was the guiding princi- side of
the Atlantic.
The American Government to obviate what may become
The British Quarterly Review does not
ple of their whole existence, they gradually
believe that theology cun be whipped out of
sank into that political and intellectual group is not only the strongest in num- in the future a possible evil.
Nor is this new doctrine that President modern thought any more than religion can be
:apathy from which even now the mass of bers, but in capital. They own already
the Russian peasantry hasnot yet awaken- in 56 buildings, over $2,500,000. The Hayes enounces. From Washington's day whipped out of the modern mind. At least,
ed,
4
annual
expenses
of thése thousand in 1792,down to the present time, the import- here are its own words: *‘ The continuance of
The absolute nature of the Russian au- societies amount to $400,000, and in over ant provision authorizing the use of mili- religion and the perpetuity of the vigor of
Christian truth and experience are the .contin‘tocracyis embodied in an organization 100 cities and towns of the United States tary power to execute the laws of the uance and perpetuity of theology ; for theology
known as ** The Third Section of His and Canada, these associations employ a National Government has existed in one is only the systematic form which religious
Majesty's Private Chancery.” This is “in General . Secretary to devote his whole form or other. If abuses spring out of convictions and ideas are made to assume.”

«every sense the true and full expression

they have a special duty in helping to educate
and Christianize the women of China.
Active steps have already been taken in ‘the for"mation of a Female Missionary’ Association.
| The Regent-square
congregation,
London

As long as human nature is human nature
we can not very well find fault with a returned
missionary who is reported as complaining
that on coming back to America after thirty
years’ of service in India in building schoolhouses, largely with his own hands; he finds
churches in large cities which cost $200,000
and $500,000, and a secretary of his own Foreign Board receiving a salaryof $5,000 a year,

when the oldest mission

in India

¢ is really

dying out for lack of men and means.”
Don’t ask Mary Clemmer what she thinks of
General Grant, if you do not want to have her
say: ‘“ So blinded is he by adulation, by lust of
perpetual power, by the flattery and promises
of the toadies and office-seekers whose future
importance hangs upon his future re-election—
which by day and by night they are manipulatigg—he can no longer see that his one

chanee of honor with posterity isin his speedy
retirement as a doldier.”
phrase this is putting it

To use an idiomatic
a little strong, and

will be apt to help the General as much

as to

dral will have a central spire 50 feet in
hight,
and the reredos will be 32 feet
wide. In the cardinal’'s throne the material employed
is English oak, richly
carved;

the bad

eftects

of

‘laziness disguised as religion ;” referring to the
convents, nunneries,
and like
institutions
against the continuance of which both governments have taken measures,
On the other
hand are not Americans in many instances
suffering from the effects of activity ‘disguised
as religion? The unhealthy drive and push
and overdoing characterize our; special religious efforts as they are the bane of our commercial and professional life,
’

Evangelical

Ministers’ Association

Boston at their meeting last week took
Sunday question, and resolved to call

of

up the
a con-

vention of churches of that city and vicinity at
Boston, May 26, ‘‘ to take such measures as
will encourage and sustain the Boston munic-

ipal authoritiesin enforcing the Sabbath laws.”
It would be well for other cities and towns
to meet in conference to consider this question, especially those places on the line of
railroads.
The observance of the Sabbath
must be agitated in order to work up a public
opinion which shall enforce the laws in regard
to such observance.

Some of the women of the English
terian church are awakening

to

reredos,

marble

the

Presbyfact

that

from

A Perplexing

Question.

The New York Observer notes the fact
that missionaries are often perplexed as to
their duty in regard to receiving converts
who have, according to the laws of their
country,

more

‘cords the

than one

following

wife,

and

minute

it

adopted

the U. P. Presbytery of Sealkote
regular meeting at Jheelum,

re-

by

at

the

India, in

De-

cember last :

wives (which marriages

are

recogfizon

as

by the laws of the land), bas applied for

legal

aptism

for himself and wives; and whereas the fo\lowing
question has
bees asked of Presby tery,” viz.:

Can they be received into the
present relations ? therefore
Resolved,

church

That whilst it is clear

that

in their
such

Now there are one archbishop,

five bishops, 538 priests, 500 churches
20

more

in

process of erection,

ang

87 chup

els and stations and 876,000 Catholics.
In
1826 one Ursuline convent was built and
afterwards, since the press and clergy of
other denominations misrepresent it,it was

burned by an incendiary.

¢ The Rev. Ly-

man Beecher, a man of intelligence but of
narrow-minded bigotry,” added the Bish.
op, ** did he live to-day might perceive
how futile
his efforts were against the
work of God.”
The Foundry

Church,

The Foundry church in Washington has
assumed a national interest, as it is the

place of worship

where President Hayes

and family are regular attendants.
As to
its name, a correspondent of the Christia
Advocate

says that it was so

called

by

young man named Henry Foxall,who attend.

a

ed the old Foundry in London, where he be.
came an enthusiastic follower of the great
reformer Wesley. He came to this country
and settled

in

Georgetown,

and being by

trade a molder, he erected a foundry,
and began casting cannon for the Ameri‘can armyin the war of 1812.
After the
battle of Bladensburg the British burned
the Capital, President's house and public
buildings, and retreated, leaving Foxall's
foundry untouched, whether
by accident
or design does not appear.
But the circamstanee touched the heart of Mr. Foxall, and he resolved that as a kind Providence had spared his property he would
make return by building a house unto the
Lord.
Accordingly he went on the * otherside

of

the

- creek,”

purchased

a

site,

and erected a chu.sch, and calied it Foundry, after the old London foundry and in
deference to the miraculous escape of his
own foundry.
In 1864, the old church was
torn down, and under the pastorate of
| Rev. W, M. D. Ryan, the present edifice
was erected at a cost of $90,000, and paid
for by voluntary contributions.
Quakers.

According to an English journal, the
Quakers are more than holding their own in
Europe. Not only has the falling offin the
number of members of the society been
checked for many years,but

a comparative

ly rapid growth has also occurred during
the lastfew years. Notwithstanding emigration, there is an addition to the small num-

ber of Quakers-in
and a ‘‘ monthly
tablished

Whereas a man who, aceqrding to the customs
of his former religion,
has ben married to two

in

Norway and
meeting” has

Syria,

Some

Denmark,
been estime

ago

a

Friend's mission was begun at Mount Leb-

anon, aud there are a score
there.

of
4

’

members
:

k

per-

sons are not eligible to office, yet in the opinion of
Presbytery there is nothing in the Bible to
vent their reception mto church membership.
The

Evangelization

The leaven is
Evangelization
which began its
central stations,

pre*

of Spain.

at work in Spain.
The
Society of that country
work in 1855, has now 7
with as many congrega-

tions; 8 missionary agents, 31

minor

mis-

sions and preaching-places, 6 Bible dayschools, 7 Sabbath-schools, and 5 evangelical night-schools for adults. The annual
cost of the work

is less than $11,000.

Skepticism in Germany,

The decrease in the number of those
Who enter the Protestant ministry of Germany is charged to the spread of skepticism throughout that empire.
In Upper
Hesse, for instance, out of 195 places for
Protestant clerical aspirants,
86 are vacant; in Rhenish Hesse, out of 88 places 12
are vacant, and in the province of Starkenberg, out of 132 places, 12 are
There
are 33 out of 94 curacies

and it is impossible to ind

them.

vacant.
vacant,

candidates

for

In the University of Giessen there

are at present only seven divinity students,
so that the future looks no brighter than
:

the present.

Gospel Work

in Nice, France.

A correspondent writes to the London
Christian that a work on the same plan as
Mr. McAll’s in Paris and elsewhere, has
been commenced in the old French town
of Nice. Large numbers gather and listen
with much attention, hearing the good news,
for the first time. ¢ A young man, the son
of a French pasteur, who began this work,

had to leave suddenly to return to his
studies in Paris. He requested M. Peretto
to take the direction till the arrival of M.
Sagrul, who is to carry it on,. giving up
his engagement with Mr. McA!l for this
purpose.

It is a most

important

moment

for work all aleng this coast. Do pray for
a blessing.
The great gambling establishment at Monaco is ruining thousands from
all.countries and of all classes.Suicides oc-

cur almost daily.
with power here,
cious souls!”

May

and

the

Lord

work

rescue
:

many

pre-

The M. E. Missionary

The Watchman commences an editorial by
remarking that ¢ both Italy and China seem

The

the

altars will be about $100,000.

injure him in the minds of some.

to have discovered at once

and in

Italy and France, where it has been preparing. It is estimated that the cost of the

members.

ciety the statistics for 1878 are presented.
The Society has 194 foreign missionaries,
missionaries,

preachers, 320 local preachers
ers, 21,446

members,

6,241

248

native

and

teach-

probationers,

118 churches valued at $300,378,
parsonages valued at $154,485.
tion to these are 19 missionaries

with 80
In addisupported

by the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society. The Society has 2,300 domestic missionaries scattered among the Welsh, Germans,

Scandinavians,

Chinese,

cans and Indians.
Catholicism

inNew

New

Mexi-

England.

One of the chief elements of success
with the Roman Catholics is that they
believe in themselves; and that
succeed is seen in some figures

they do
recently

given to a Charlestown, Mass., audience by
Bishop O Reilly, of Springfield. He stated
that a little over fifty, years ago, there
were in New England only one-bishop. and
three priests, and but a small number of
“i Th

ried secretaries or agents, there bein g
one or more of them to each of the leading societies. The other was what was
supposed to be a rivalry, possibly a
conflict, between these agencies in raising
money at general meetings, and on other
occasions. The men engaged, however, :
re so intelligent and so friendly withWito the general cause, that Ido not think
that
to any considerable extent, this was a

serious matter.

Since the change was

made, if there has not been as much money raised as there would have been had
the old regimen been continued, as much,
and possibly more, has gone to .the purposes for which it was especially intended. So that this part of the arrangement
ought to, as it generally does, afford satisfaction to the friends of the causes in
;

question.

But in one respect there has segmed to
be defect in the machinery itself, or in its

manipulation.

One thing is certain it has

wabbled badly.
;
The plan at its inauguration contemplate
ed a sort of established ratio of income-

for the three Societies, at least this was so

as far as the card system

was concerneil.

time, that

the

Boards

had put their heads together, and,looking

Society.

teenth annual report of its Missionary Soassistant

was the.too great expense by way of sala-

I supposed at the

The Methodist Episcopal church is eminently a missionary church.
In the six-

42

No reader of the Star for the last year °
or-two can have failed to observe an increase of Missionary intelligence, and especially an increased frequency and intensity of appeals for aid in behalf of our :
several benevolent enterprises.
These
have often been touching in the extreme,
sometimes well nigh frantic.
The responses to them, considering the circumstances of the times, have on the whole
been encouraging and even hopeful.
And still it may bethat in one respect
there need be some improvement on the
past in modes of operation—with a view
|
to the most satisfactory results in the long
.
run.
Before the inauguration of the present
arrangement for raising
funds, - there
were two sources of complaint. The one

over the

whole

field,

concluded that

at

least at present it might subserve the general good for the churches to raise money
some where near the proportions specified

in the cards.

This it was supposed

would give steady and equal progress to
the three enterprises.
:
But the exigencies of the times, or

the

exceptional wants of one department and
another, have hitherto more or less retarded the operative force of this part of the
arrangement. At one time, the wants of
our Foreign Mission enterprise became so
largely predominant, and at another those
of Harper's Ferry, that attention was almost wholly turned from our general
Home Mission field, so that this most im-

portant and vital work came almost to a
stand-still. - In the meantime, its especial
friends,

and

we

are

all

that,

became

alarmed, and appeals have been made as
vigorous and intense as those raised in behalf of the other two interests. And the
responses already begun give promise
that the tide is turning in that direction.
Now it is a question worth asking, is this

3x
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West Virginia.

=

midst.

7
Fer-

ry. It was indeed a great joy to many hearts
to participate in the services of this day. Four
strong young men were of the number that
united with the church,
And when two little
er cause, which claims to be at least of
girls, one 11 and the other 10 years of age,
e?
thes
of
either
with
equal importance
deliberately and trustfully received the rite of
Its column footed up about one-half of its immersion, many an eye, both of the aged
ups
the
in
If,
.
established proportion
and the young, in that hushed audience, moistand downs of the two missionary inter- ened with téars; and it seemed as if the powests, the Educational is to be ground as er of the Holy Spirit rested upon us in an unbetween the upper and nether millstones, usual manner. It will be of special interest to
will have many to know that the little miss of eleven

then there are some bodies that
something to say about it. I make here
no special appeal, only suggesting that
the

to. steady,

down

settle

Let us

other.

Nova

strong, and equal work on all hands.

Possibly what we have witnessed for
the last eighteen months or more is exceptional, and the thing, if left alone, will
right itself. But I am speaking of what

we ought to aim at in the future.
limited

our resources are

Tusket circuit, and

We

pastor.

on

the

new

well

meet-

brethren

the building.,

The church is

very

much

worshiy, especially as there is no

and excellent
the Lord gave
converts being
we have some

of

meeting-

Louse in town. - The brethren and sisters are
struggling hard to complete the building free
from debt.
Any help from the outside will be
very welcome, and may be forwarded to the

B.

principles.

Rev.

T.

tor.

His

O.

services

have

been

care of Rev. — Brown, who was ordained last

winter....There are

We learn that Rev. W. S. Packard has accepted a call to the West Nottingham church,
and has already entered upon his labors.
“a
Rhode Island.
During the spring and summer of 1878, the
Pond St. (colored) church, in Providence, became very much divided, and strong fears
were entertained that it would either disband
or be Jost to the denomination.
On recommendation, however, of pastors in the neigh-

was

four other

ministers

’

in

We

must

grow

extended

to Rev, J, D. Veney, of Berryville, Va.
He
accepted, but did not commence his labors until December.
As the result of his quiet and
efficient efforts, attended with the blessing of
God, the congregation greatly increased and
the spirit of revival became manifest.
As a
part of the fruitage, on Sunday, May 11, seventeen were baptized and added to the chureb.
There is every indication that the labors of the
pastor will be permanently useful....On Sunday, the 11th inst., four were baptized by Rev.
B. D. Peck and united with the Auburn
<hurch.
Massachusetts.

ED fpr——e

labors

as

gates.

pastor with the church in Hinckley, April 1st.
We

trust that God will bless

the

union,

that

Rev. Addison Jones has taken the pastoral
charge of the church at Marion.
He comes
to us from the Regular Baptists, and has been
for many years one of the “ Liberal Baptists”
oa the communion question, being a strong

”

New York.
Rev. Geo. Donnocker has accepted a call to
the Indian Falls church and commenced his
labors, May 1.
The new pastor at the Odessa church is

wery much pleased with his field of labor.

A

neat country meeting-house witha
good vestry, a good Sabbath-school with a live super.
intendént, one who uses the blackboard with
original exercises;
and at the first covenant
meeting two requesting to be baptized and
four or five expecting to join by letter at the
next meeting—these are certainly encouraging
to a pastor’s heart.
We must not forget to
mention that recently, nearly $3,000.00 have

been given by this church for mission purposes,
‘The St. Lawrence Y. M. iseholding on its
way with earuest longings for more spiritual
prosperity. "here are patient workers with
+ hopeful hearts, looking unto Jesus the helper.
They shall not always look in vain.
Bro. A.
J. Canny is settled at N. Lawrence, and set-

tling to his work with fair prospects of success....The Ellenburg church is making a
brave effort to secure the

services

of Rev.

J.

B. Collins, lute of Dickinson Center, as their
pastor. : We know net who will take care of
the spiritual interests of the Dickinson Cen-.

ter church. Itis hoped they will obtain an
under shepherd who will feed them with the
true bread of life....Bro. M. White is doing
.as well at Burke as circumstances will pormit. The small pox broke up their meetings
and Sunday-school last winter, and doubtless
hindered the progress of God's work,
But
if anything was lost, reviving spiritual graces
and constant prayer and manly Christian work

will restore waste places, and bring again the
joyousness of prosperity....The
Hopkinton church has enjoyed a year of seeming
prosperity.

Congregations

and the 8, 8. prosperous.

have,

The

been large

year

closing

with April 1, showing on our class books 161
scholars with thirteen teachers, averaging for
the year about 100. But the spirituality of the

church is low.

Three only have

been

added

to the church, Pray for the H, church....Of
Peirport we know nothing,but as Bro. White-

field’s home, it is likely to be living and growing....The Parishville church is prospering

of the Rome church, and
fourth of the time to the

one

and

Sabbath.

The

Q.

Business done in

harmony

and

charge

also preaches oneCenterburg church

of the same Q. M....Reyv.J. F. Tufts, pastor of the church of Providence, Ind., has
lately died and was buried at Maineville, his
former place of residence and labor.
TYowa«

Rev. H. Kettlewell has been holding a series
of revival meetings east of Spencer the past
winter, with what success we have not yet
;
learned.
Says Bro. H. D. Parsons: ¢ The grasshoppers and other things of the past have entailed

poverty on very many,and by removals depleted churches in this State, in many cases breaking them up entirely.
Ministers too have been

driven to other parts, not to earn (for they
could do that here) but to get their © scanty
Isolated members of our denominalivings.”
tion are scattered over these western prairies
too far apart to keep up church organizations
needed
wand too poor to support the auch

Q.

the

united

ordain him

Council met on the day above-named,
Bro. W. sound in doctrine and truly a

was
not baptized. « He then
will Baptist, but Aged
3
wi
buried with Christ in baptism by Rev. Geo,
Bullock, and was received into the
Right hand of fellowship
church,

Lexington
was given

in behalf of the church by Rev. E. J. Doyle.
The council then proceeded with the Ordination service in the following order: Sermon
by Rev. E. J, Doyle;

Rév. Geo. Bullock;

Consecrating

Charge

by

prayer

Rev.

by

G. B.

Cutler; Hand of fellowship by E. J. Doyle;
Benediction by the candidate.
Bro. Warren

held with the

The churches

will

be sent

directly

5250

for
to

mission

Rufus

M.

stop

ROYAL

WELCOME
NEW

HYMN
B=

MONROEQ. M. will bg
held with the Wheatvilie
church, the 1st Feiday in June.
A.Z MITCHELL, Clerk.
with the

Rome church,

Galena,

on

HOLLAND PURCITASE Y. M. will convene Friday,
June 13, with the So. Jarmouy church, at Grant StaP.O. address, broken=
tion, on. the A. & G, WW. R.
straw, N.Y.
2121

Children’s

WESTMORELAND Q. M. wiil be held at Latrobe, the
2nd Saturday and Suuday in June, instead of May as
formerly published.
J. W, HiLLs, Clerk pro tem.
ERIE, N.Y. Q. M. wil! be held with the West Falls
church, commencing Friday, June 6, at10 1-2, a. Mm,
V.R. CARY, Clerk.

Bove

all

For Cleaning and

from sample as by a personal visit

ELECTRIC

Epcrcoms
Wiscasset

BELTS.

ete.

Circulars mailed free,
43 Chatham

The

Address

only

reliable

J. K..

decure,

REEVES,

St, N.Y.

3ms8

Rev, L. L. Harmon,

pastor

of our church

at

Hampton, still supplies Organs and Pianos. on
very favorable terms, sending them to any part

States.

His

address

is Hampton,
6wortf3

GLOBE SOAP.
with”

entire

satisfaction;

perior to any other article.

nothing

Address

like

For cleaning
Soap as su-

Agents wanted.

R. A. TYLER, DOVER,

a

pr

C
PORO \ PLASTER.
REMEDY.

A WONDERFUL

There is no comparison between it and the
plaster. 1t is in
sommon slow-acting porous
electrical appliances.
al elements

Any

new

which, in combination

her, possess the
leving,

It contains

most

medici-

with

rub-

extraordinary pain-re-

strengheningand

Q. M. will be held

tax,

Clerk.

with the Woolwich &

church, June 2022, commencing

CAL

Music Dealers.

curative properties.

physician in your own locality will confirm

the above statement. For Lame Back, Rheumatism, Female Weakness, Stubborn and NegColds and Coughs, diseased. Kidneys
lected

affections of the heart, anc
Whooping cou;
11 ills for which porous plasters are used, it is
simply the bést known remedy. Ask for Benand take no othson’s Capeine Porous Plaster
Price 25 cts. Sent on
or, Sold by all Druggists.
ce, by. Seabury & Jo hson, 21

FRENCH CREEK Q. M.willbe held with the Sherman chureh, commencing June 6.
.
A. C.BRUSH, Clerk,
CLEVELAND
Q. M. will hold its next session May
28-25, with the
Royalton church, thirteen miles sonth
of Cleveland, Conterence, Friday, at2, P.M.
.
G. H. DAMON, Clerk.
JEFFERSON CO., Neb. Q. M. appointed for March
7-9, was postponed on account of prevailing sickness.
It will be held June 6-8, at Rese
Creek city.
A full
attendance is solicited,
M.J. ARNOLD, Clerk.
CORRECTION.
Whitestown Q, M. will be held with
tle Plainfield church, Unadilla
F¥orks,N,
Y. commencing June 6, at 7, ¥. dM, Opening sermon hy J. M,
Langworthy. ‘It is hoped that every church clerk will
send a full report for Register at that meeting.
P. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
The following is the programme of exercises of the
Storer Normal s¢hooli May 27, 283. Examination of
classes, May 20, at 91-2,A, M..
Meeting
of trustees.
May 29, a1 3, P, M,, Oration before
the alumni by J, H.
Skepworth.
At 71-2, Public reading by Mrs.
L.R.
Burlingame.

May

30, at9, A.

M.,

Anniversary

exer-

cises, At 21-2, PM. Dedication of Myrile Hall by the
Woman's Mission. At 71-2, P.M, Exhibition,
Post-Office Addresses,
REV. E.N. FERNALD (tc whom all contributions
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies shouid
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
521
Rev G W Wallace Apponaug R I.
/ Rev
BD Peck Auburn R I.
Rev W A Nealey Adamsville Newport Co R I.
Rev Geo Donunocker Indian Falls Gennesee Co N Y.

Money Letters Received.
RE Anderson—Mrs L Allis—Abby P Allen—G W
Anderson—B Alexander—S Aldrich—M E
Aldrich—
Mrs A R Brown—dJ Ballard—H 8 Ball-K Bachelder- L
I1Baldwin—N C Brackett--E L Berge—~C A Bickford—
M L Beers—H J Brown—S Beecham—W A F But.erfield~Mary
Bennétt—D C Burr—=Mrs C Bagl y—J
Bootes- G W Colby=8 D Church=F
M Conant—J C
Connor==N Clark~D Calley—Mrs 8
A Cox—H Car
ruthers—A H Chase—=M N Cowan—=E Chapman—8 M

e

mvite

SIX

Silver

and

too

large, we

always

Goods will
the remit.

return

the dif.

s

Contains

nearly 700 standard

with responsive

Services,

MRS.

together

Songs

receipt of 22.00.

and

specimen
free.

and

ap

-

pages, with plans and
:

JOHN CHURCH
S803 Broadway, N. YX.

WARNER

BRO'S CORSETS
PARIS

EXPOSITION,

all American

competitors,

HIP

Their

CORSET,

20 bones) fits with perfect eas2. and is
‘arranted not to break down over the
hips. Price by mail, $1.25.

Plaited
prepara-

7

;

THE

H E

SET

{snow made IEA LTH
CO ust, which
issoft and flexible and contains no bones.
Price by mail, $1.50.
Nursing Corsets,

8

2

For

4D
7

Sale by leading Merchants

WARNER BRO'S, 351 Broadway, N. Y.
25 READER!
|’

popes

BEFORE

PIANO

BUYING

A

= ORGAN.

Do not fail to send for my latest 20.page Illustrat.
ed Newspaper
with much valuable information
Free.
New Pianos,
$125,
$135, and upwards.
New Organs,
$635, to $440.
Be

12t11

sure

PRIOR’S.

paticulurs,

& CO,
Cincinnati, 0.

FLEXIBLE

to write me

before

buying

elsewhere. . Be-

ware
of
Imitators.
Address,
DANIEL
F.
BEATTY, Washington, N. J.
4tldeow

By

$1.25.
tact combined

full

Received the Highest Medal atthe recent
over

Paint, &c.

We can’t have too many

Hymns,

Gospel

propriate pieces for special occasions, the whole
making the most elegant and complete Hymn,

Tune and Church Musie Book Published.
wa. Elegantly bound in cloth. Sent by mafl upen

is the only

EMILY ADAMS.
16mo.
Ill.
“ A sweet story of womanly

Christian trust.

that

THE NEW CHOIR AND CONGREGATION

original and .only genuine
world-wide as the INDEXI-

AT

convinced

BY GEO. F. ROOT.
A year’s trial of the New Idea in Church Music
has practically demonstrated its power to produce
harmonious and effective co-operation between
Choir ana Congregation. It has been
Indorsed by the Leading Ministers, Praised by the Choir Singers, and Pronounced Good by all the People,
Wherever it has been introduced.

8S. 8S. BOOKS.

MONTHS

orders,

FOR THE

given it their unqualified approval.

NEW

i

{| CHOIR AND ALL THE PEOPLE.

Polishing

SOAP,

5

boots, $2.75, and

1 Bugs, Tus, Auten Chay ed Svs

Glass, Mirrors, Marble,

SILVER

button

$1.60;

A COLLECTION OF

by ROBINSON BROS. & CO., Boston.

at 2, P, M.

OTSEGO Q. M. will hold its
May session with the
Franklin church, commencing Friday before the 4th
Sunday , at 7 o'clock,
D.M. MILLER, Clerk,

Erench calf

to

holes, $2;

boots,

"§ MHOR and
New ONGREGATION

East Ninth St.,
NEW YORIif.

thing to use for cleaning
Silver, Electro
lated
Goods, Marble, Jewelry, Statuary, &c. Made only

ofthe 20th, Clerks of the churches are requested to for ward their statistics.
E. ROBINSON, Clerk,

A sure cure for nervous debility, premature
cay, exhaustation,

annual

button

heel, button

the

Low

$1.25

Broadway andTwentieth St,
Grand, Chrystie, and Forsyth, N. Y.

CAUTION.
The
Silver Soap
is known

D. 8. SMITH,

Youths'

errors,

tance is
ference.

LAWRENCE, N. Y. Q. M.wiil be held at Ellenburgh,
June 13=15, Churches will please send their statistics
Register, also 5 cents per member.

spring

from

the moneys or, where purties wish,
be sent by express, C. 0.1).
Where

50 cents by mail.

This is the most convenient and effective

have

SHrjers

a first trial will insure us thé regular custom
hereafter.
:
All orders for Goods to be nccompanied by

West's Liver Pills cure Indigestion.

for

and

Chilof

boots, $3.75.

2~Our goods are all first-class. We fill all
orders exactly and to she Interest of pur.
chasers, guarantee all purchases to he satis.
factory to buyars, and stand ready to remedy

Business “Hotes,
Fit, quality and workmanship,
are guaranteed at
Oak Hall, Boston. Orders can be as safely given

made,

Infants’ shoes, all colors. #1.25.

EXETER Q.M. willbe held with the
churchat Garland, W ednesday, June 11, at 2, P. M. °
V.D.SWEETLAND, Clerk.

- R. J. RusseLy, Clerk.

hand

“NEXICAL SILVER SOAP
Ware, Window

quality

a good, durable laced shoe, $1.95,

urposes ever offered to the public
tion for these
even by inexperienced help -with
It may be use
entire safety, as it containg nothing that can possiMany of
bly injure the finest plate or jewelry.
our largest Manufacturers and Importers of Sil
ver and Plated Ware have used this Soap, and

o'clock.

fine

walking

35 cents by mail.

Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.

|

to $5;

kid

shoes, the novelsy

32.50; Misses best pebble goat, worked

move yellowness from skin
and eyes. Warranted tocure.

1he Cleveland ;Mt, Vernon & Columbus
R. R..—Richland & Licking Q.M.
2u2l
B. ¥. ZkLL, Clerk.

button

$4.50; genuine

shoes from $2

will cure the disease and re-

Friday, June 6.

near

season,

ITTERS

PARSONSFIELD Q. M.will be held with the No. Parsoustield canreh, June 11, 12,
A. SN, HILTON, Clock.

P, M.,

low

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

Clerk.

SHOES.

summer,
for Ladies, Misses, and

top,

Are a symptom of Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Constipation, Biljousness,andPiverComplaint.

vis-

AND

and

Goth

BICGLOW & MAIN.

LITTLE S10UX VALLEY Q.M. willbe held with the
Union chureh, six miles east of spencer, Clay Co., Io.
commencing Saturday, June 14, at 9. A. M.:
Bring in

First.

spring

810 pur 100 copies; 15 cents by mail.

YELL

all

Goods.

requisite for a gentleman's outfit.

For

Any one of the above sent on receipt of the retail
price, or the 7 books on receipt of $2.00.

Ap23Ma7.21Jud

and

color and shade

Furnishing

posable

BOOTS

SERVICE (Paper covers),

76

linen,

dren.

(Boar.| Covers),

73 Randolph Street,
CHICAGO.

hemmed

class and medium grades of goods at our usual reason.
“able prices. Quality, style, and fit the prominent features
ol this department.
:

(Board Covers),

85°Sold by Booksellers and

plain

(Board Covers),

$40 per 100 copies;

Sec.

FRANCOIS CO., Mo.. Q, M. will be held with thg De
Lossus church, commencing Friday night before the
1st Sunday in June.
J. Woop, Jr., Clerk.

at 2,

Every

BOOK OF.PRAISE (Board Covers),

M.—Held its last session

with the dedication of tLe new meeting-house,

Gents’

$30 per 100 copies; 35 cents by mail.

HYMNARY

WENTWORTH Q. M.will be held at Wentworth,
June7,8.
We hope the Q. M. clerks will have the
blanks filled for the Register; alsothe ten cent tax
ready to be paid.
C.W. NELSON, Clerk.

which through the blessing of God and faithful labors of their ‘pastor, Rev. R. W. Collins,
they have built during the year.
Notwithstanding the severity of the weather
and
bad traveling we enjoyed a profitable time.
Rev. E. B. Fuller, from Huntington
Q. M.,
reached the dedication sermon from the text,
Vorship God.
Next session with the Enosburg church,
June 28, 29. Con. Friday preceding at 2

TIDINGS

of

RIBBONS.

$40 per 100 copies; 50 cénts by mail.

CHAUTAUQUA Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Dayton courci, P. O, address, Fast Leon, on June
7. Rev. Spencer to preach the opening sermon, Friday
evening, Clerks please forward the capitation tax.
W.E.GRISWOLD, Ulerk.

CENTRAL OHIO Y. M. will convene

BEST

selection

All the choice grades, containing every

Board Covers),

AND

superior

known. . Fresh additions daily.

.

in Maine

H. D. PARSONS,

A

linen hemstitched, and scolloned Handkerchiefs. Also,
embroidered” Silk Handkerchiefs unsurpassed in beauty
or color.
hh

$30 per 100 copies; 35 cents by mail.

Portland,

statistical reports, strong delegations and as many
iting brethren anv sisters as possible.

.con-

35 cents by mail.

$30 per 100 copies;

BRICHTEST

LAKE GEORGE Q. M. will vonvene with the Hague
church,on Friday, June 6, at 2, P.M,
W. H. H. DAVIS, Clerk.

with

DIADEM

grades of hose for ladies

prices.

Ladic~, misses’, and children’s kid, cloth, and Lisle
Thread Gloves of the best manufacture, in all the newest
shades to match any dress material.

-

$30 per 100 copies;

Clerk.

8. V.R.SLADE,

Finance,

PURE GOLD (Board Covers),

Per order of Ex. Com.

2020

Street

Also, the medium

and children at very moderate

select from the following list:

remem-

work

Deering,

The larcest, rarest, and most unique French novelties

in the city.

Should you want
a new Music Book,

No.. Parma

please:

Hosiery, Gloves,& Handkerchiefs.

Dincine Books.
|

& COSTUMES.

goods in proportion.
Any article in the Wardrobe at list
price; really cheaper than the home-made article, and
much more salistactory.
\

UPERIOR
UNDAY SCHOOL

fer

will

FOR

1y18

of ‘Wall

by men

Superb assortment of fine French hand-made UNDERWEAR, comprising every requisite for a lady's wardrobe.
Also, children’s suits for every age and size.
Our Infants’ Furnishing Department is thoroughly
equipped.
Complete Wardrobes as low as $35;" better

taining
valuable information for investors. Ad.
dress
Baxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,
1y42
New York.

The IowA or WESTERN, F. B. ED. Soc. meets at
Waterloo, lowa, in connection with the Iowa Northern
Y. M., commencingJune 6, It is very necessary that
the officers and members of the society attend.

ENOSBURG Q. M.—1Held its lust session with

the

found
Free-

railroads

AND RETREAT

Send stamp for circulars.

Complete History

the European centres.

Ladies’ &Children’s Undergarments:

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE

Jnne

church,

it for removing dirt ard’ stains.
type we regard the Printer’s Globe

to the work of the ministry.

June 6=8,

Me.

the West Bolton church, P. Q., Feb, 14—16,
instend
of
the usual time, in connection

The church, anxious to
Lexington church.
have him as their pastor, called a council to
meet with them on Friday, May 2, to examine

and

Q. M. will be

All money contributed

with the Pittsford church, April 11—13.
Several of the churches have enjoyed precious
revivals, while all report ary
prosperity.
The Scipio and Woodbridge churches were
dismissed to join another Q. M, The devotional part of the meeting was indeed a spiritual
feast, and all felt itto be a precious season.
The preaching was by Bros, Mills, Kenney,
Chase, and Sister M. Girard.
J. S. HARRINGTON, Clerk.

our family

with

by

SUITS

DR. GEO. WV. RHODES, Resident Physician.

.

ME. F.B. HOME MISS, 80C,

Some of our lady friends have been using the
Globe Soup, and say that itis the choicest article
for washing they have ever used,
It is used in

Baptists,

Frieadscoming

ber the statistics and 8 cent tax.
2t20
C. A. HILTON,

be borne in mind in religious full as
in any other matters, and worked
diligence.”
:
Michigan. |

with the Freewill

Sabbath.

should

HOME

maintains its supremacy, and shows

Our SUITS and COSTUMES fully sustalti that pre-emipence so justly established, and always represent the
latest styles and fashions.
2

INVALIDS.
A private, first-class institution for
the treatment of all Brain Sickness, Spinal and
Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Hysteria,
&c., 298 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass,

EX, Cox.

ROCHESTER

of the United
N. H.

Bro. J. S. Warren, licensed preacher of the
M. E. church, changing his views on baptism
and chureh polity, and being ih, sympathy

MEDICAL

department

Our Cloaks and Sacques are cut and made
ta:lors, therefore style and fit are guaranteed.

Married

KENTUCKY Y.M. will be held with the Paducah
church, commencing May 30.
Ministers’ Conference,
Wednesday before,
2t
J.8. M.

up and
shepherd, required to gather them
keep them together in little bands. The old
maxim, ¢ In union there is streugth’ should
much as
for with

contributions

This

the best productions trom

In Lake Villaze, April 37, by Rev..t. W. Seribner
Mr. Newell B. Varney,
of Dover,and M iss Jennie C.
Merrill, of Gilford,

at Pottsdain, where teams. will be in readiness to take
them to the place of meeting five miles distant.
2120
’
.
WM. WHITFIELD, Clerk.

J. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.

HILLSDALE

Also

SHAWLS, CLOAKS, AND WRAPS.

Xall,

6040
A.H. MORRELL,

OTISFIELD Q. M. will
be held with the Canton
church the 1st Wednesday . and Thursday in June.
Conference aL 8, A®1. Wednesday. A statistical report
trom each church is expected for the Register,
:
A. P, WHITNEY, Clerk.

;

27-29.

be paid.

—-

H.MORRELLW |

Hall Ossipee N H
A friend W Bowdoin Me
A E Godwin Lawrence Mass
M F B Miss Soc Boston Muss
Rev E Winslow New Portland Me

S81. LAWRENCE Y. M. will be held with the church
in Parishville.commencing June 27, and continue over

chureb,

Next session with the Brooks

He is a gradu-

Rev. J. J. Mills has taken the pastoral

’

over

Kentucky.

ing.

Rev. D. M. Grabam is to supply the church “ate of the Baptist College at Granville, O.,
at Somerville during the summer.
The little and also of the Theological Seminary of Rochester, N. Y. Fornearly twenty years he has
company of brethren constituting this. church
been pastor of Baptist churches in Cal, and
are laboring with great zeal an.l wisdom, and
He is u man of fine nataral abilities,
“are greatly encouraged by the increasing in- Oregon.
large culture and ripe experience, and is a
terest in both financial and spiritual affairs.
The second Sunday in May was observed as a valuable addition to our ministerial talent and
workers. He commences his work under famissionary day, and after a discourse by the
missionary agent
a collection of $13.30 was vorable auspices....Rev. H. W. Vaugh,late of
taken for H. & F. Missions..«.The church in Northern Ind., has taken charge, lately, of the
Concord and Dutch Cross churches, inthe
So. Boston is passing through a trying expeboundsof the Richland & Licking Q. M....
rience and is likely to become extinct, unless

help is afforded.

extend

dispatch.
Enjoyed a very good session.
The
spirit of the Master seemed to pervade all the
meetings,
Chose Cor. Mess. as follows: To
Montville
Q. M., Wm. Ford; To Unity, Humphrey Small, jr.; to Ellsworth, Isaac Deer-

mich good may be the result of his labors.

advocate of free communion,

yet

in Ohio, may

2t22

ProsPrcT Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Belfast & Swanville church.
Most of the
churches were reported by letter and dele-

Ohio.

For Myrile

The Trustees of the Green Mountain Seminary Corporation are hereby requested and notified to assemble
in their annual meeting in room
No. 5, Seminary, at
10:A M.-on Friday, June
13, for the transaction of all
necessary business, We solicit a full attendance as
matters of vital importance are then to be considered.
8. W. COWELL, Rec, Sec.
Waterbury Center, Vt., Moy 16,1879,
3122

Quarterly Feetings.

Western.
his

_oppor-

contains two churches with a prospect of one
or two more soon.
They will unite with the
Ohio River Y. M. at its next session, and are
known as the Lewis (Ky.) Q. M.”

if or-

sense.

Rev. A. Striemer commenced

not

on last Saturday

dinary energy and wisdom is exereised. Our
principles are the people's, the embodiment of

simple truth and common

wn

Rev. Joseph Masters writes from Dane, O.,
under date of May 14: “ Rev. A. Crabtree and
myself have just returned from a point* in
Kentucky some sixty or seventy miles from
here, having organized a Q. M. in that section

thisQuarterly Meeting.
Two are by age unable to labor.
The other two, Revs. D. Oran
and W. Weston have not at present any settled
fields of labor.
Both of them are tried servants, and have long borne the heat and burden of the day. The future must have great

good in store for us.

whenever

given

not receive the ministration of the Word from
F. B. ministers oftenerthan once a month, and
sometimes hardly that, I realize that there is
plenty of work to be done by willing hearts
and hands,
May the Lord find us willing and
ready.-—FRANK A. JONES,

great blessing....
The Kempt circuit is in the

New Hampshire.

among

11.0,
9)

GOODS.

Novelties in Cachemeres, Snitings, Debeiges, and the
standard cloths, in splendid variety. Also, “Anderson's”
Scotch Zephyrs, printed cottor Dress Goods, Momie
Cloths, Coteiines, Percales, Cheviots, &ec., with every
grade to be tound in a first-class establishment.

Mrs 8 P Adams to tinish roow in Myrtle

State. Home and Foreign Missions and Edueation,

in

1.00
4.00
6.00

2,

our own, who are ready

ourselves

DRESS

For Stover College.

try very many earnest Christian
brethren
whose religious views are in harmony with

to squeeze

MATL.

A

EVERY

YARD WARRANTED.
;
In COLORED SILKS our well-selected stock is offered
at prices that cannot be undersold.
Also,
COLORED AND BLACK SILK DAMASSES, embracing
the rarest gems
of the European or
American Markets,
In SUMMER SILKS and FOULARDS we have everything
that is new and beautiful.

Rev H 8 Limhoeker Mich
No Reading ¥ B ch per do
TC Lewis int Me

Since the removal of Rev.J, W. Parsons from Marfon, O., to Saco, Me.,, who wus the
{treasurer of the
Ohio Free Communion Baptist Assaciation, Rev. 8, D,
Bates, of Marion, has -been
appointed treasurer till
the next annual meeting of the Association, to whom interest on endowment notes, and Bible school notes.

with which I have become acquainted ‘who do

of

Juneb.

2t2

There are seattered through this coun-

Our Anrican Cachemire INDESTRUCTIBLE BLACK

SILK justly claims earnest attention, being equal to the

est of foreign manufacture at half the cost.

Forwaraoua,

BY

The brethren appointed by the several F. W. B.Q
Ms. of lowa for the purpose of effecting the consolidation of the two Y. Ms, of the State, are requested ¥
meet, without fail, at Waterloo, in ¢onnection with
the Northern Y.M,, June 6-8.
O0.E.B

set their stakes,

STLKS.
Our BLACK SILKS contain the well-known brands of
Bounet, Ponson, Tapissier, Guinet, Girard, and other
equally prominent manufacturers. The Lord & Taylor
FAMILY SILK enjoys a reputation for universal excel
lence that is unsurpassed,

Rev D H Enyart Waynesville Ind.
JF Hopkins smeede Point Io,
Rev O E Baker Waterloo lo.
Mrs Permelin
R Wight E Otistield Me,
J Coughenour Cheshire
C B Willis W ParishvilléN Y.

CEN. NEW YORK Y.M.will be held with the church at
Johnsburg,
Warren Co. N. Y,, at tae terminus of the
Adironda®k
R. R, lune 27-30,
2020
ALE. WILSON, Clerk.

month, but as I call to mind different churches

pas-

productive

laboring
charge of
If we as
any porwait un-

in the Westgfoes

churches.
During last winter
him a large revival, some 110
baptized....At Beaver River,
tried and well-girded churches.

, Books

23.

WiscONSIN Y. M. wilibe held at Ithaca, Richland
Co., commencing
June 27. Tie Migistgrs’ lustitute
will follow the session otthe Y, M.
2020
J.B. GIDNEY, Clerk.

tunity shall be given, to unite with us, and to
be known as of us. It can not be otherwise
expected than that they, failing of such opportunity, shaltin time become lost. to us, by
uniting elsewhere.
My own experience here

large

Rev. I. H. Smith for sometime has been

pastor, Rev. F. A. Palmer, Milo, Me.

borhood, a call to the pastorate

F.

DeWitt has the pastoral care of the two

en-

couraged to think that it is. to have a place

by

has

in the ministry to take pastoral
them.
But it can not be otherwise.
a denomination are
to
occupy
tion of this field we can not afford to
and then try

meated

complete

people

other denomination

pecially as there are so few actually

them.

rial is nearly all on

to

No

til other denominations have

richest and best fields within the compass of
the denomination. The entire Island is per-

ground

disposed.

WE CAN POSITIVELY ASSERT THAT AT NO PERIO
HAVE WE DISPLAYED AN ASSORTMENT OF DR
GODS 30 ADEQUATE TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE PUBLIC OR AT PRICES 80 Al APTED TO THE
NECESSITIES OF ECONOMICAL SHOPPING.

—J BSouthwick 2—§ W Shepard—D H Sayers—A J
Smith~T
A Stevens—J B Sargent—J
UC Sears—J E
snow=A I, Smith—8
8 Schneil—=C
Stirling—Vrs E
Stewart—L
Straw—G M
Sperry—=H
H
Tabor-—
«J
NTucker—I Tucker~0 A Tohey—Hd P
slater
—F Treat—C Stevens—W H Stowell—=MrsJ
Smith—/J
Y Scruton—R Tebbetts—J Q Vanhuse—=RT Valentine
~T Wiggin—H
H Wallace=H H Wells—E Wins on
—J P Walker—A B Walker—=D Webster
LM Ward OW Young—A Wyman—Miss
L
Woodward—0O M
Watkins—A Whitcher—E H Willls—J
W cstlake—H
Whitcomb=8 B Young--B ¥ Zell,

The following 1s the programme
for the MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE of the Genesee Y. M., to be held
at Byron, N.Y, June 25-27, Opening sermon, J. Hyatt. alternate,
J.D. Smith,
The General Judgment,
J. M. Crandall. Evidences of Curistianity, C. B, Hart,
The Resurrection Body, C. A, Hilton.
God Revealed
in Nature, DD. M. L. Rollin. Intermediate State ofthe
Dead, R. Martin, The True Mission of the Chureh, J.
D, Smith. What Should be the Position ofthe Chuveh
ou the Temperance Question? C. H, Hoag.
Whom
Shall We Encourage to Enter the Christian Ministry
and by What Means? I, Hyatt.
All winisters of this
Y.M .not included in the above, are requested 10°
furnish papers ot their own selection for criticism.
14
E
Nec.

the

ening Spring Display
NEW DRY GOODS.

Ran'ett—-S W Rundwl=N HRhodes—M 8 B Rogers—
SW Roberis—M 8 H Rogers—G W Rose—L S Ranwge

NEW HAMPSHIRE
M., Laconia,
June 10,
SUSQUEHANNA YY. M,, Virgil & Dryden, June 2),
OHIO & PENN. YM, Cleveland, O.. June 27,
ME. WESTERN Y, M., 8», Cornish, June 17,
GENESEE Y. M., BYRON, N. Y., June 27.
ONTARIO Y.M,, [ONA, June 19,
OH10 Y. M., Springtield,- Clitton Ave., June 6-8.
CENTRAL NEW YORK Y. M., Johnsburg, June 27.
WISCONSIN YX. M., Ithica, June 27,
KENTUCKY Y. M,, Paducah, May 30.
NST. LAWRENCE Y. M,, Parishville, June 27,
HOLLAND PURCHASE Y, M., So Harmony, June 13.
OHIO VENTRAL Y M., Rowe, June 6.
:

made any orgunized effort, so that we are the
first in the field. We are confident that others
will unite with us soon.
Arrangements have
been made for preaching once in two weeks.
The Western ministry are sometimes blamed
for organizing so many ‘small churches, es-

meeting-house to be erected in LaGrange this
season. The foundation is laid and the matethe

feel that

The community is a large one, and the

pays them a visit. It is a good circuit,and it is
a pity they are not supplied with a minister.
....Rev. Wm. Downey bas oversight of two
of the churches in Barrington.
He is highly
respected and greatly beloved....Barrington
Center is watched over by the Rev. J. L.
Porter, one of the most devoted men
in the
denomination....Cape. Island is one of the

Maine.’

commenced

Occasionally one of the

I0WA NORTHERN Y.M., Waterloo,

services.

stations.

The people are building a new

ing-house.

converts,

a good school-house in which to hold

visits the Argyle circuit once in four weeks.
We have two large churches, in good working
order....On the Pubnico circuit there is no

Eastern.
already

preaching

sutfering, I will

Yearly Meetings.
WHEN AND WHERE HELD,

We have

for his
in the

Actuated by this motive

MICHIGAN Y. M., Cnpac, May 30,
ILLINOIS YY. M., Fiat. May 30.
MINNKSOTA Y. M.,
Spring
Brook, 'June 13,
MINN, SOUTHERN YM. Mapleton, June 20,
SOUTHERN ILL, Y.M,, Cairo, May 23,
ST. JOSEPI'S VALLEY Y.M., East Gilead, May
UNION Y. M. Lebanon & Smyrna, June 11.
NEW YORK & PENN,Y, M., Adrian, June 6

Wiggins—A
H jcks—P

Rugeed W Hoyt—W C
Haymond—A
P Houghta'h
—W
A Humphrey—J
Johnson~C
¢ Johnson—D B
Jones—Miss M A James—Lydia N Keach—I N Kitch
en—J R Haines—Mzry
H
Lougee~A Lash—Mrs J
Loomis—J P Longley—=D
Libby—R R Moorhead—E
Manson—E Myers—J B
Moore—A
H Morrell-E J
Morgan—g Mariner—=Mrs FE
Morgan—C
A More
honse—~B F McKennev—>3 A Monroe—J G Munsey—J
Nixon—-C W Nelson—C G
Nutter—G 8 Nutting-H'
McAllister =A H Morrell—J
Morse~R
Marrah—A
Palmer—W Peters
—P Phillips—L Perking--f A Rogers—J C Robiuson—E
Powers—F
E
Pease—) M
Persea F Penney—W Parsons-#' A
Paimer—Mrs
M Palmer—S8 W Pratt—D W Perry -C CC
Prott—) A
Partvidge-J M Plummer—t!
Reed—]
DD Robey—\W

Hotices and Sppointnvents,

out-look of the church is agood one.

drew largeaudiences....Rev. A. W. Downey

Ministers and Churches.

has

two

Although small in numbers, we

is an inter-

Hyatt—D M Hoag -O High—R

Asthma,

gend free of charge to all who desire it, this recipe, with full directions for preparing and using, in German, French or
English, Sent by
mail by addressing with stamp, naming
this
paper, W. W. SHERAR 149 Powers’
Block,
Rochester, N. Y.
13eow3

Nebraska.

This winter we have had some special meetings, which have been greatly blessed. In
connection with three churches we have in
working order both a Missionary Society and
a Sabbath-school.
During the winter a number of popular lectures have béen given, that

have undertaken for a small denomination a great work, and if we can not carry
on all its departments triumphantly, let us
be content to carry them all on fairly well.
This will best contribute to the general
prosperity of the denomination, and that
part of the precious cause of Christ entrusted to our care and labor.—yJ. ¥.

Work

The circuit

Catarrh,

and a desire to relieve human

* The first Sabbath of this month,your correspondent accompanied Bro. 8. ¥. Smith on one
of his t1ips from home.
This time about ten
miles from Fairbury for the purpose of holding a morning service and organizing a church.
After the morning services were over three of 4
the brethren signified their desire to be baptized, when we repaired to the water and Bro.
8. officiated. Meeting together again
in the
afternoon, a church of eight members was organized, the writer being one of the number.

Scotia.

esting one, providing ample scope
abilities....There are four churches

For

best.

at

and tried ministers.

his suffering fellows.

witness.

ed the
baptism
of nine happy.
Others will go forward soon.

Presi-

Our interest in Yarmouth, under the care of
Rev. Wm. Knolling, is growing in strength
and numbers.
For over a year the pastor has
been in feeble health, but he is fast regaining
strength.....Brooklyn
circuit is under the
care of Rev. F. Babcock, one of our esteemed

an-

to

loss

beloved

children! Let the name of the Lord be praised, and let all the friends of this mission
“ thank God and také courage.”—aA. H, MORRELL.

now vital to the increased prosperity of
the School, is moving altogether too slowly. Bot my present point is, that pressing to the front one enterprise too strongly, whilst it may keep that, it may at the
same time result in an equal

of our

dent, Rev. N. C. Brackett.
How precious,
how full of promise is the conversion of the

rooms, Just

furnishing

of

enterprise

years, is the daughter

Rev. Geo. Sharp and wife united with

500 persons+gathered ut the river and

Bronchitis,

and all
Throat and Lung Affections, also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
all Nervous Complaints, after having tested
its wonderful curative powers in thousands of
cases, has felt it his duty to make it. known to

the church. ‘ Bro. Sharp was formerly a Freewill Baptist minister, but has been with the
Close Communion Baptists for severul years;
has tried hard to believe in and practice
close communion, but can not be consistent
_with his own conscience and stay awuy from
home any longer, and returns with repentance
to his father’s house where there is room for
more.
Several of the members of the church
havebeen acquainted with Bro. Sharp for many
years snd esteem him highly as a Christian
gentleman and a minister.
He rendered val
uable assistance to the pastor in the revival
Just winter.
Sabbath following,
May 11, about

On Sabbath, the 11th inst., six move of the
students of Storer College were baptized, and

eight received td the church at Harper's

Consumption,

TE

with t

books o

AS

—Choicest in the world—Importer’s
prices—Largest Company in America

—staple article—pleases everybody—
_increasing—Agents “wanted
this kind in the familyor Sunday-school.”—Jtev . | Trade ® continually
everywhere—best inducements—don’t waste time
Heman Lincoln, D. D.
|
.
YENSIE WALTON.
By Mrs, S. R. GRAHAM 1 | —send for circular.
ROB’T WELLS, 43 Versey St, N. Y,, P. 0. Box
CLARK. 12 mo. Ill. $1.50.
1287.
p
TteowT
A story of great power and of suflicient interest
to hold

the attentien of the

most

careless

Yet the story is subordinate to the moral
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S. Literature.
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ofour Prettiest Motto Chromo Cards, ov 25 Il
luminated Chromos, 10c. NASSAU CARD Co.
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Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churclies
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc, FULLY
WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free,
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FREE
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Meetings.

x

ECHO

S ; IBY R. G. STAPLES. A new and choice collection of sparkling, bright,
« {cheerful Hymns and Songs for the Sunday-school Prayer and Praise

Gives perfect satisfaction wherever used.

Price, 30 cts.; $3.00 per doz.;

$25 per 100.

By J. H. ROSECRAN S. A very choice collection of 8, 8. Music, mostly
meeting
of the Sunday-Schdols, $20Prayerto theite needs
adapted
new, and
.
Price 25 cts.; $2.50 per doz.
per 100.
School
GATES
and
Home
Every Sundaycan afford
Y Circle.
PEARL

ORNI G
earls, Golden

The last and best work by the late Knowles,

SHAW.
Shining!
(Shaw, the successful revivalist, Author of Sparkling Jewels,
Gate, ete. Price 35 cts.; $3.60 per doz.; $30 per 100.
will make no mistake in adopting either of these books.
Ba=A copy of either sent by mail on reSTAR

«

{By KNOWLES

You
ceipt of price, or one of éach for 75 cts.

CENTRAL

RB,

:

Crandall—J B Frick- I Farmer—H M Field—C C Folsol H Fish-J B Shiney H Gould—W Greele
—B Grover—B H Gould—(f A Gleason—H F Gale.
B Gould—D Hutches—A Henry—A
8 Humphrey—I

missionary the formula of a simple vegetable
remedy for the speedy and permanent cure for

at Riley Center. . Although it was a very busy
time with farmers, there were about thirty at
the meeting,
and to give life and power to the
meeting the precious Saviour was in the

cles at Parishville,

Carpenter—A M Coombs—J Darnall—J H D :Xter—D
Dolloff=D
Durgin—J Dillon—Jd H Decker—W M

Cd ep A

according to the re-

port of the Financial Secretary, were
That probably is as it
nearly equal.
should be, certainly it was a comparative
gain over previous months for the Home
Mission cause which is certainly as it
should be. But how was it with that oth-

Cured.

An old physician retired from practice, having had placed in his hands by an Kast Indian

SD

for the last month,

Consumption

has the confidence of the church and community and enters upon his work with good prospects. Saturday, May 10, covenant meeting

ARIAT

under the efficient labors of our young Bro. J.
to result in the neglect of our foreign field, A. Hoyt. A good revival interest is enjoyed,
ent
rassm
embar
s
seriou
to
it
and so leave
and the church is making progress in Divine
and hindrances, and thus lose advantages things. We hear a rumor that the Y, M. is to
‘already gained at no little expense of be held with the P. church. It is a good
money and anxiety? The incomes for place. A warm welcome from warm hearts
awaits all who go up to-the feast of tabernathe Home and Foreign Mission causes,

Specimen

pages free.

Address

BOOK CONCERN, Ci ncinnati, Ohio, or Oskaleosa, Iowa,
and OLIVER DITSON & Co., Bosjon, Mass.
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Bortry.

said, as that river runs into the Avon,
and the Avon runs into the Severn, the

THE SEA'S ANSWER.

Severn into the narrow
run into the great seas,

|

The pale moon rushed along the stormy sky,
Now hid, now seen, like some belated bark

She saw how black the gathering cloud

wrack

warning

liberal-mindedness,

mut.

tering near;
She felt the kindred tumult in her breast,
‘With Nature’s angry mood was prompt to
blend;
Yet the sea answered, stilling her unrest,
** The hardest hap comes ever to the end.”
Though the great: waves roll thundering to
the shore,
And o’er the reef the cruel surf-clouds foam,
Though fierce and high the crashing breakers

roar,
Between the weary fisherman and home;

Calm to its depths the tide will ebb at night,
_The waves creep whispering backward

from

the Scar.

parts

of the world; emblem of the doctrines
of the Bible which he gave to the people
of Leicestershire, and which are now
spreading themselves over the entire
world.
John Wicliffe was so far advanced in

lowered,

hoarse

seas, and they
it may be that

his ashes have been carried into all

That drives among the breakers aimlessly, ~
Their white crests gleaming silver through
the dark.
Pale as the moon, beneath the light-house
cowered,
The silent watcher on the great stone pier,

She heard the gale’s

1)

®hat

he

said if any

man loved and understood the
might preachit, and preach

gospel he
it in any

place, without

ordained,

waiting

to

be

and without asking permission of any
bishop.
In the middle of the fifteenth century,
the art of! printing was discovered; and
the first book that went from the press
was the Bible.
The first martyr

to Protestantism

was

burned in Smithfield in the early part of
that century. He was put to death for
saying that he adored the Christ. more
than the cross which®he priests held up
before the

people.

The

second

martyr.

And as the cottage hearth shows welcome
was Lord Cobbam, one of Wicliffe’s follight,
?
| lowers.
He was hung in chains and
The laden coble leaps the harbor bar.
Ears that can hear, ‘liearts that can under- burned to death in the fields near London.
stand,
:
The ¢¢ great reformation” occurred in
Know Ccean tells us, like a stanch old the sixteenth century.
In the year 1521,
friend,
Wolsey
burnt
Luther's
books at St.
¢ God holds the future in His loving hand.
Paul’s cross.
Henry the Eighth was
The hardest hap comes ever to the end.”

then king of England.
He professed to
be a good Catholic, and said he abhorred
Protestantism ; and I suppose he did, for
he wrote a book against Martin Luther;

The red-roofed houses piled beneath the Mead
In silent separate lights began to shine,
The struggling moon her tearful radiance shed

On the grand beauty of the ruined shrine;

and the Pope, to whom

From the quay-side, laugh, snatch of song, and
call,
5
.
(‘ame fitful to the pier upon the breeze,
And, regular as pulse’s rise and fall,
:

a copy

was

pre-

sented, was so delighted with it that he
gave him the title of Defender of the
faith ; this title the English monarch still
wears. The king kept a jester, who hap-

Boome the long echo of the breaking seas.
And still the watcher on the great stone pier
Lingered above the eternal waves to bend,
Taking their answer.home to hush and cheer,
** The hardest hap comes ever to an end.”

pened to come into his

room

when

the

king was rejoicing over his new title ; and
Henry said, * See here, the pope has
made me Defender of the faith.” To this
| the Jester replied; ¢ Sire, if I were you,

—All the Year Round.

A LITTLE GIRL'S WONDER.

I would just

‘What do the birds say, I wonder, I wonder,

let the

faith

defend

itself,

With their chitter and chatter? It isn’t all and I would defend myself and my kingdom.”
And yet this ‘king got an act
play.
Do they scold, do they fret at some boggle or passed in the year 1534, which declared
blunder,
that England would have nothing more
As we fret, as we scold, day after day?
to do with the Pope; that his holiness

‘When some enemy" threatens

them over

under

or

:

The great, leafy boughs of their great,

leafy

homes?
Do they vow.to be friends, I, wonder, I wonder,
With promises fair and promises sweet,

Then, quick as a wink, at a word fall asunder,
As human friends do, in a moment of heat?
But day after day I may wonder

And ask them no end
these,—

With

and wonder,

of such

questions

°

chitter,

as

el

and

chatter,

now

over, now

under,
.
The big, leafy boughs of the big, leafy trees,
They dart and they skim, with

their

of plunder,

bills

i

full

But never a word of an answer they give.
And never a word shall I get, though I won-

der

>

.

From morning till night, as long as I live.

. —Nora Perry;

St. Nicholas for May.

Family Circle.

|

CHRISTIANITY IN BRITAIN
y
AMERICA.
BY

GEORGE

King Henry had six wives.

AND

vorced ; two he beheaded; and one was
living When he died.
Many people died for Christ during

RODGERS.

VIL
John Wicliffe, the priest of Lutterworth, in Leicestershire, a most godly
and learned man, was raised up of God
to translate the Bible into the English
tongue. The desire to learn to read
writing—there was no printing in those
© days—was then felt among all classes;
and when Wicliffe’s great work was finished in the year 1380, it was read by many
thousands of people.
As printing was not discovered until
had

to remain

One died

a natural death; from two he was di-

a

1450, Wicliffe’s Bible

the sixteenth century.

Queen Mary dur-

ing her reign put three hundrea Christians to death.
;
Three times during that century fires
were

kindled

at

St. Paul's’

cross,

aud other good

books, were

there

north side of the cathedral, was taken

dowd many years ago; and on the spot
where Bibles used to be burned, the Religious Tract Societies’ store now stands 3
and from that store books are going forth
into all the world.
It was during that century, in 1526,

in

cursed

each

other,

and]

with his work until his strength failed;
and, in 1384, just four years after he fin-

viz.,

THE DEACON'S STORY.
THE LEADING HAND.
Deacon Baker laid down his religious
weekly, raised his * specs” until they
grasped firmly the

Ten years after

his

death, a law

was

arms

of

his

Elder-

Brewster arm-chair, crossed his legs

and

made to prevent the people from reading looked meditatively into the fire.
Whenever Deacon Baker raised his
Wicliffe’s Bible; twenty-four years after
his death, a law was made to prevent the ‘“specks,” assumed that position, and
reading of anything that he had written said he had something to say, we knew
or translated.
But the ‘people would it would be worth hearing.
The Deacon's household was a primihave portions of the Bible, and they read

be about $15,

and

that

sum

would

be

The Word of God was precious in those
days; and many rich

men had

writers

employed all the time transcribing portions of the Bible ; and although to read

any part of the Scriptures was

for which many
slow to inflict

a crime

in authority were not’

severe

punishment,

the

people continued to read the holy Word.
- About forty-two years after his death,
word

came

from

Rome

that Wicliffe's

grave mustbe opened, and his bones
burned. So they made a fire outside the
church-yard, where his bones were

con-

sumed to ashes; those ashes

they cst

into the river Swift,

runs past

‘Lutterworth.

And,

which
as

some
.

one

has

uments of God’s saving grace,’ ‘brands
plucked from the burning,’ and all that;

I don’t put the Deacon in that line, but I
am certain that at some time, and in some
place, he has gone wrong.”
I always tried to make out why Ben
could think so, and I always

ended

as I

began—in wonder. The evening of which
I write, it all came out.

‘I have jest read alittle carcumstance,”
continued the Deacon, * that puts me
back a matter. of fifty years. You can
read for yourself what 1 allude to; but
what I am going to tell has never been
in print.

¢ Fifty years ago, come April, I was
fourteen years old,—I remember the day,
and more particular the night, as ’twere
an hour since. I see my old home as
‘twere before me now—the sloping roof,
the big flat stone at the door, the maple
trees, the orchard, the well-sweep;
the shadows

they cast, for the

I see

moon

was

up; I see myself standingin the road and
looking back ; 1 hear the words I said,—
they have

always

sounded

in

my

ears,

more or less, coming back from the past
as the echo from the hills: ¢ The world is
wide,’ I said, ‘and I mean to try it; Iwill

go where I can do as I like, where 1 can

be my own master.’
“Poor fool that I was!

ant home,

a

dear

.
1left a pleas-

mother,

and

a good

how to get the most for the least,

and

to

get square with the world because I had
set myself against it. My Mother had forgiven me for running away, and had
gone to heaven; my father had brought

me and flung me clean out of my wicked
ways. I kept guard in that store all
night; my comrades, seeing thé light,

out

and snatches one back—as I would snatch
you from the edge of the falls—and flings
him upon a hight from which he can
never more descend.
“I was seventeen years old when the
Hand reached me. 1had about. touched
bottom ; I had contemplated, but,

thank

would be on the high seas.

In them days

there was no telegraph to getahead of us,

and we had no fear of being

canght.

was to remain in the store,secreted among
some old boxes; at a certain hour I was
to let in my companions, and together we

would do the ne
deed; Well do
I remember that night; it was dark, and
outside it was still ; inside there was noise

enough. I could hear my heart beat like
taps on the door; the blood forced into
my head with a whizzing sound; there
were strange, unnatural whispers in my

ears, and I could have sworn I

.

Bebieto,

LotusTs AND WILD HONEY.

‘em, and so they shipped in the east Indiaman, and in the morning were far
away. With all my bad surroundings
gone, I began as 'twere a new life.

*' Sunshine,” and * Birds and Poets.”

“I have heard it is said,

¢* The

“Deacon

Baker,”

said

Ben,

grasping the old man’s hand, * I knew it
—I knew you had fought with temptation
and beat it.”

:

* Did you ever,”

said I, ‘hear

your companions?”
“Yes; there was a missionary

from
aboard

the ship; through him -the Lord caught
hold on them. One staid out t» India,
and I've hearn he did a great deal of good

there ; the other one becamé\master

of

a

full-rigged ship, and went down on her,
standing by his duty like a man, refusing
to. get into the last boat, because he was
one too many. O boys, I' often think of
them old days at home before I ran away.
I can never make out what possessed me
to do as I did, and turn my back on them
that loved me. Itell you it's an awful
thing to go out into the world from the
home that has held you eo long and so
tenderly, without a leave-taking and a

God bless you.

it:

** Boys,” said the Deacon, when he bade

us good-night, *“I hope you will never
have to.be pulled back with the force I
was, and never forget there is above you
a leading Hand.”— Observer.

‘HE HAS NO MOTHER.”
Sitting in the school-room, I overheard
a conversation between a sister a
a
brother. The little boy all. of
insults or wrongs received from another
little boy. His face was flushed with
anger. The sister listened a while, and
then, turning away, she answered :
“I donot wantto hear another word,
Willie bas no mother.”
The .brother’s lips were silent. The

rebuke came home to him; afl,

stealing

On London Bridge

up this volume

with

the

Boston

end bis life by leaping from London Bridge,
when he was arrested by a faithful worker in

the temperance cause, and brought back to so..
ber and.respectuble life. It is a good story,
well told.
;

will take

pleasantest anticipa-

tions, That essay holds the place of honor in
it, and is followed by eight others, in each of
which is displayed the same, sympathy with
Nature’s moods, the sam» affectionate interest
in the gentler denizens of field, brook and for-

est, and the sume apt description of their forms
The ways

and habits of bees, their mechanism

of a small

gradually became a drunkurd and was about to

* Winter

of life that characterized that essay.

title

| Murray, the promising son of wealthy parents,

John Bur-

Pastoral Bees” in the May Scribner

is the

volume published by the National Temperance
Society (New York), which relates how Ross

Houghton, Osgood & Cor 12mo.
pp. 258.
($1.50).
\
Persons who read Mr. Burroughs’s * The

sins of

brother

By

roughs, author of ** Wake Robin,”

youth become ihe smarts of old age.’
That may all be; but the sting is taken
out of my smart; I have bound up my
bad days like a book fastened with clasps,
and I seldom open it: for I hold, what
God has forgiven, man may forget. But
that little piece in the paper brought it
all back to my mind clear as noonday.”

and

their

The May number of the Preacher and Hom.

iletic Monthly contains sermons iu full by Drs,
Storrs, C. H. Hull und many othérs; the third
of the series of papers on Expository

Preach.

ing, prepared by Dr. William M. Taylor;
* How Dr. Duryea Helps Himself in Extem.
pore Discourse; ” a paper (first of a series) by

Rev. Lewis O. Thompson.author of the Prayer

wonderful mathematical skill are here faithfulMeeting and its Improvement, on ** Uniform
ly described. In ** Sharp Eyes” a good deal
Prayer-meeting Topics; etc., ete. This month.
of curious information is given about the habits
ly has successfully stood the test of ull the fauls
of such birds as the swallow, the cuckoo, the
that could possibly be found with it, and seems
bluebird and humming:bird, so that one feels
now to be more firmly established in popular
after reading the essay as though an acquaint
favor than ever before, New York : The Relig.
ance
had
been made with
ious Newspuper Agency, 21 and 23 Barclay St,
new
friends.
“Strawberries” is a most delicious subject for a
most delicious essay.
The current number of The Library MagHear Mr. Barroughs:
azine contains: The Defense of Lucknow, a
‘I think, ifthere is ever rejoicing throughout
poem by Alfred Tennyson; The Difficulties of
one's alimentary household=—if
ever that muchSocialism, by John Stuart Mill; Biographies of
abused servant, the stomach, says Amen, or
the Season, from London Society; The Choice
those faithful
hamdmaidens,
the
liver and
spleen, nudge one another delightedly, it must
of Books, by Frederick Harrison; Homes and
be when one ona torrid summer day passes
Haunts of the Poet Tasso. by Frances Eleanor
by the solid and carnal dinner for this simple Trollope ; Plain Words About the Afghan Ques.
tion, by Archibald Forbes; Fresh
Arcadian dish.”
Assyrian
Finds, by B. H. Cooper, B. A.; The Study of
Nearly all the old whims and signs about the
weather
Entomology, by W.S8. Dullas, F. L. 8.; Art
have been gathered together and
pleasantly commented upon in “ Is It Going to Education in England, by Sir Coutts Lindsay;
Rain?” while the heart of the angler will exToilers in Field and Factory, from London
ultin glee as he reads * Speckled Trout” and
Times; Waguer as a Dramatist, from Fraser's
“The Haleyon in Canada.”
The Royal Wedding, by H. C,
In “ A Bed of Magazine;
Boughs™Mr. Burroughs reveals the true nature Merivale,
American Book Exchange, pub.
of the philosophical camper-out, and gives, be- lishers, 55 Beekman street, New York.
sides, some appreciative talk about WordsZell's Popular Encyclopedia, of which we
worth, and incorporates a brief poem by Mr,
spoke a few weeks ngo, is now completed, and
C. D. Shanly, The differences between certain
the revised edition is really a convenient and
birds in this country and the old are described
useful thing to have, for those who can not" afin * Birds and Birds,” while birds’ eggs and
ford the larger works.
The publishers will
related matters are discoursed about most ensend specimen copies at 20 cts. each.
Pailadeltertainingly in “ Birds’ Nesting.”
In allof
phia:
T. Elwood Zell, Davis & Co.
these essays revelations are being constantly
made to the reader of what is going on conA. 8. Barnes & Co. (New York aid Chicago)
stantly in the world about him, and which he
publish A Manual of International Law, Ly
wonders the more that he had never before
Edward M. Gallaudet, Ph, D.,
discovered.
LL. D., PrexiIt is one of the pleasantest sumdent and Professor of Moral and Politi-al Secimer books that has yet come to our table, and
ence in the College of Dear Mutes, Washing.
one need be no more than an smateur in the
ton, D. C, This book gives in condensed form
study of Nuture to thoroughly enjoy it.
a comprehensive view of what is now recognized as the Law of Nations throughout the
SIXTEEN SAVIOURS, OR ONE? The Gospels not
Brahmanic.
By John T. Perry. . Cincinnati, civilized world; is designed for higher schools
Ohio: Peter G. Thomson.
12mo.
and colleges, and wil! be found a handy volume
pp. 148
(Cloth, 75 ets. ; paper, 50 cts.).
for reference in every private and public libraThis admirable criticism which Mr. John T.
ry, and interesting to the general reader,
Perry, of the * Cincinnati Guzette,” mukes
upon certain books published » While ago by |

T

Mr. Kersey Graves, of Indiana,in which some of

MUBIC.

Golden Years are Passing By
the most reckless and unfounded assertions
(song and
away, he muttered, ‘I never thought of were made against the doctrines of the one chorus). W. IL. Thompson & Co., East Liver:
:
i crucified Christ, ought to be in the hands of “pool, Ohio.
:
that.”
Where Is My Boy To-Night? (song and
Appearing firstas a
He thougbt of his own mother, and the | every thinking person.
chorus).
Biglow & Main, New York city.
loneliness of Willie compared with his newspaper article, it has at length answered a
The May number of the musical magazine,
growing demand for its publication in a more
own happy lot. “‘ He has no mother.”
the Vor Humana, has an article by Louis C.
readable and permanent
form.
The price
Elson on * Tone Pictures;” a synopsis of Prof.
Do we think of it, when want comes to brings it within reach of
all, while its arguthe orphan, and bard words are spoken to ment can not fail to convince the candid read. Child's lectures on ** Popular Ballads;” five
him? . Has the little wanderer no mother er. Inthe West, especially, there isa large pages of valuable reading matter; an able and
complete review of new music, and seven pagto listen to his little sorrows? Speak class that follows the lead of Ingersoll, ung de- es of selected
music.—George Wood & Co,
vours
the
writings
of
Paine
and
Voltaire,
Volgently to him, then.— Good News.
Cambridgeport, Mass.
ney, Godfrey, and Higgins with avidity and
The Musical Record,
Edited by Dexter
confidence. Ove will not find in Paley or Dr,
Smith. May 3. Oliver Ditson & Co., BosAlexander any refutation of such assertions as
HOME TOPICS.
ton.
PLANTING AND CARE OF FLOWERS. that Krishna wus born under circumstances
parallel
Spring
with
those at the birth of Christ, or
March,
by A.
Parlow;
The
The first point to be considered in arrangthatthe Bible and the usages of Christianity Dream, by Rubenstein; It Is Not Love (vo
ing our plants in beds, is to have the tall- are borrowed from Orients]
cal),by Sullivan; May Delights (instrumenlegends—stateest in the center, with the others gracual- ments on which Mr. Graves’s skeptical vol- tal),by Merkel; Mazurka (No, 86
of Hiller
ly decreasing in hight, until the margin umes rest. * Sixteen Saviours, or One,” is in- Album) ; From Home, From Thee ( song and
is reached, when the dwarf kinds must be tended to supply this defect in Christian apol- chorus) ; all from Oliver Ditson & Co., Bos-

used
to serve as a border,
or, asit were,

a frame to the picture. The arrangement
of colors aecording to the rules of good
taste and harmony is understood by few

florists, but is a feature that should never

be overlooked. In setting out our plants,
it is well to remember that the sudden
change from a warm greenhouse to the

open

airis

often

deleterious to

their

‘health. Consequently, plants should be
home a new wife, who had no call for me,
placed in a partially shaded situation for
and there seemed no hand to hold me
a few days, before consigning them to
back. And this is what struck me so forcible in that piece in the paper: that there their final position. After planting, soak
is a leading hand of Providence; that it is the ground thoroughly, and shade with
ever stretched out and above us; that its newspaper or other light materinl; and
grip is often loose—that it lets one go and sprinkle the foliage every evening should
the

go, as 'twere,—but at last it reaches

Hiterarp

thought Iwas caught and would tell on

weather prove dry.— Hoopes Brothers’

Hand Book.

ened by recent successes, adopts an origi-

nal style that is at once conspicuous and
trying. Her satellites immediately vote

the innovation *¢ awfully stylish,” and im-

itate it en masse.
than

ourselves

No

that

one knows" better

many

of our

most

I cherished fashions are the butt of ridicule
and criticism’ for the other sex. What
man lives who has not laughed at chign-

ons,

paniers,

_ogies.

While specif
an ica
exposurelly
of Mr.

Graves’s extravagant assertions and countless
blunders, itis an analysis and refutation of the

fundamental

positions of that entire class

crinolines,

and

trains?

And what result. has his mockery ever
had? No!. Itis a serious error to imagine ladies dress to please their husbands, brothers, or lovers; they dress,
and especially they overdress, to please
themselves and to arouse the envy of their
rivals.— Bella's Letters in Progress.

TETE-A-TETE.—New silk bows for the

throat are made up of the material of the

|
WE

of

writers.
It overthrows their pretentious but
shaky structures by destroying their foundations, It combines simplicity with thorough
ness, and by its multiplied citations of standard
authorities, directs to further researches, those
who wish to master a very interesting and important department of inquiry.
The special
merit of the book is the condensation by which
it presents in a small space, and in language
intelligible to all,what must elsewhere be gathered from a small library of expensive, voluminous and often not easily attained works.

|ton

La Gondola (barearole for piano), by T.P.

Ryder.

White, Smith & Co., Boston.

Listen tothe Old Church Bell (song);
Old Fashioned,

The

Fireplace (song and chorus) ;

Harvest Tithe Comes By and

By

(song and

chorus) ; all from Geo, D. Newhall & Co.,
Cine
cinnati, O.
The Garner.
A pocket edition of the best
hymns, suitable
for use in Sunday-schools,

temperance

meetings

Philadelphia: John

and

prayer meetings,

J, Hood, 608 Arch

Joy Bells,by W. A. Ogden,
contribution of sacred music
school, and is a good thing,
Whitney, Toledo, O.

St.

is the

latest

for the SundayAddress W. W.

———

The American Unitarian Association (Boston) bas published in a neat: little volume the
seven discourses delivered last winfer in Wash-

ington, D. C.

A MISTAKEN SupPosITION. Fashion's
votaries are much like the proverbial
sheep—they follow blindly one general
leader. It is, in my mind, a mistake to
suppose that ladies dress for the one object of aitracting the admiration of gentlemen. Far oftener their motive is
emulation of one another. Female rivalry is the impetus that makes costumes
extravagant and outre. Mrs. C., embold-

heard the
dress
clanking of chains and the opening and scarfs and its . trimmings.— White muslin
bid fair to be very fashionab
closing of prison doors. My own breath season. They are folded doublele this
ioned chairs, settles, fire-places and ocand
became painfully audible and was fanned edged with Breton lace.—The Marie Ancupatiens. There were clothes for every
toinette bonnets have one side filled in
day, and Sunday garments :—the latter | back into my face like a hot flame. 1 with flowers, and are becoming
to fresh
could endure darkness, as longer; I crept
laid away during the week, folded ®nd’
faces.—An English advertiser, in
out from the boxes ; Fgroppd about until | young
is anxiety to represent the suppleness of
perfumed, made one think there might
a candle;
d
Ilit it, and seeing a his. Indian silks, gave his engraver such
be a religion in dress. There was a Sab- I foun
directions that he drew a figure wearing
bath observance that made one feel that piece of written paper, I took it up and garments
that seem to move, while the
read it. It seemed to me then like the
there still remained:
train
of
the
hand-writing
on the wall. Some time I furtherm gown fairly wriggles and its
ost
end is leaping into the air.—
‘¢ A day of rest and beauty,
will show it to you; I have it laid away. Bonnets are deceitful.” Now, what would
A day of peace and love.”
This is what was written :
sound more pleasant to an innocent youn
There was nothing stilted or forced, and
husband than the announcement that his
“ «It may be thou art on the verge of wite
wanted a straw bonnet, with its brim
we boys, who had been sent up from the ruin; if.s0, turn back ; from a sinful purcovered
with white muslin, and hayin
city to get exercise and health on the pose it is never too late to retreat. The an Alsatian
bow of that
on the
farm, took in the simple piety that path of evil thon hast well trodden; for- crown, and with no othermaterial
trimming
exupgrow
will
grass
the
disused,
it:
sake
abounded there as we did the sunlight
cept a yard and a half of pink ribbon tied
on it ;- thou wilt perceive it no more.”
around the crown, and a bunch of
and the healthful air of the hills.
*‘ Some would say it was chance laid cherries and green leaves on the left sidered ?
Father had been there before us, and
that paper in my way ; I tell you, boys, it- And yet that bonnet would cost $30,—
he often saidhe owed much of his sucwas the hand of Providence; it grasped Boston Transcript.

them. The cost of transcribing was very tive one; in it many of ‘the old customs
great; the cost of a New Testament would were preserved. There were old-fashequivalent to $200 of our present money.

ings,” said Ben, * tell about being * mon-

God, not committed crime. I had planned
with two companions to rob my employthe | er. We had engaged passage on an East
Indiaman to sail at break of day; when
the robbery would be’ discovered we

ished his great work, he died in his ‘bed rested on the top of his shiny bald head,
"at Lutterworth.

same frailties and failings; only he had
mastered them—compelled them to yield.
“I have heard people in prayer-meet-

that William Tyndale gave to England

happened that at that time there were Ler most precious treasure,
two popes contending for the chair of printed English Bible.
St. Peter
; two holy and infallible men
* +04
and

con-

sumed to ashes. That unsightly building—St. Paul’s cross—which stood on the

to attend to the matter, he would, I believe, have had to die a martyr.
But it

denounced

and

Bibles, Wicliffe’s works, Luther's works,

manuscript seventy years.
For this good work Wicliffe was persecuted, and if the pope had had leisure

each called the other antichrist. Wicliffe
‘said both were antichrist, and he went on

Deacon was of the same sort as other people, and that away back he possessed the

father—ran away. My only stock in life
was a defiant will and a purpose to do as
Thad a mind. I had rebelled because
my father insisted on my obeying him
had no authority over the church of Eng- without question. I found other things
land ; and that Henry was the supreme wide besides the world. I found there
head of the church of England and Ire-' was a great distance between the starting
land. He did this; not because he had out and the getting to; that a poor boy
found that the church of Rome was with a bundle, and a good place with
wrong, and that Protestantism was right ; kindness and pay in it, were 01t of sight
not because he had changed his religious of each other, as is our country on the one
views at all ; but because the Pope would side and China on the other. 1: found it
not grant him a divorce. He had grown was one thing to plan what I would do,
:
weary of his Queen, to whom he had and another to do it.
“1 have often heard people say that I
been married twenty years ; and had fallen in love with a fine young woman who was good because I was born so—that
lived in the Queen's Court, and who had ‘twere the natur of things. Tam not one
promised to marry him if he could get of them sort who call themselves * vile
free from his wife. The Pope was ready worms of the-dust;’ I trust I have attainenough to grant Henry the divorce he ed some measure of grace, and I have got
prayed for; but it happened that Charles it by hard discipline. I would like to tell
the fifth, Emperor of Germany, a most all my life from fourteen to seventeen,
powerful prince, was the Queen of Eng- but there is no time to-night, and there is
land’s nephew ; and as he thought much this particular carcumstance 1 want to
of his aunt, and was likely to be very dwell on.
angry if she were separated from her
“I can’t say I had no principle at sevhusband, his holiness felt it would not do enteen years old; butI can say, the good
to make out the divorce so much desired- in me was about all covered up. Ihave
So Henry divorced the Pope, and then often thought .of myself then as a rich
compelled the archbishop of Canterbury piece of ground run over with weeds. My
to divorce him from the Queen.
plans were how to deceive my employers,

Do their hearts ever ache, I wonder, I wonder,
At anything. else than the danger that comes

:

cess in lite to the wholesome teachings of
the good Deacon—teachings that came,
as come springtime and autumn, in their
course. There was the opening of a furrow here, the dropping of a seed there,
and at length a reaping of good resolves
and purposes that astonished even ourselves: for we hardly knew whence they
came.
My brother Ben was quicker in perception than myself, and he always said the

——

1

The

book

is entitled

Unitari-

LITERARY

NOTES.

Mr. Charles Dickens is compiling for publication this season, a * Dictionary of London,”
which aims at presenting in a concise, conven-

an Affirmations, and its contents are *
The
Universal dnd the Special in Christianity,” by
Rev. F. H. Hedge, D. D.; “ The Bible,”
by

ome of every

by Rev. Andrew P. Peabody, D. D.; * Jesus.
Christ,” by Rev. Brook Herford; * Man,” by

has,” says Mr. Dickens, “ been ever yet
attempted, and the arrangement of details will
be in many respects as novel as the general
’
plan.”

Rev. Jumes

Freeman

Clarke, D. D.; * God,”

Rev. George W. Briggs, D. D.; “The Church :

the Society which Jesus Gathered,” by
Rev.
Rufus Ellis, D. D.;
The Life Eternal—Heavyen and Hell,” by Rev. Samuel R. Calthrop.

One finds in the sermons

the distinctive Uni-

tariaa beliefs, with great faith in humanity,
reverent love of God, the holding up of Christ
as a perfect human example of life and conduct, and an absence of nearly all doctrinal
trammels, so far as they might affect: the independent statements of personal convictions.

- The

subscribers

Chambers’

to’ the

Acme

edition

Encyclopedia of English

of

Litera-

ture may congratulate themselves that the re-.
maining four volumes, to complete the set,
are to be issued June 1.
The work deserves
the sale it has obtained of nearly 100,000 volumes already, and ought to attain, as it proba-

bly will, to a round million.

The price, which

has varied at different times, increasing as the
publication has progressed, has now been permanently fixed at $2.00 for the paper (8 vols.
complete, nearly 3,600 pages), $3.00 for cloth,
$4.75 for half morocco, gilt top, and $3.75 for
‘the 4 vol. edition in half morocco, gilt top binding. Simultaneously with’ the completion
of

this work the publishers announce the publi

cation of six other standard and popular books,
all choice’ editions, at low prices.
They are
“ Rollin’s Ancient History,” 1,192 very large

ient and economical forman

about London.

The

kind

of

intelligible

practical

epit-

information

‘“ No work of its precise scope

first installment of

Mudame

Bona-

parte’s Letters from Europe,” contributed by.

Mr. E. L. Didier, will appear in Scribn
er for
June. These letters were written betwee
n the
years 1805-33; they are connected
by the
theme of Mme. Bonaparte’s aspirations
for a
royal marriage for her son, and give freque
nt
glimpses of the Bonaparte family .from
behind
the scenes.
To say thut they are characteristic
of the writer is a sufficient voucher
for their
interest.

The

death of Mr.

Sedgwick,

the

London

shop-keeper who .was the great author
ity on
hymns, is not, after all, to leave the world
without any hymnological headquarters. His work
will be carriedon by an educated gentleman,
who does not need to make adiving out of
.
it.
Miss Susan
Hale
contributes an original
drama, “Beauty and the Beast,”to Mrs. Lizzie

W. Champney’s volume of *¢ Entertainments,”

now nearly ready at I. Lothrop & Co.'s,
The life of Rev. Charles Jewett, the lately
deceased temperance advocate, at his
request

is to be written by Rev. W. M. Thayer,
of
Franklin, Mass.
M. Jules Ferry, the French Minister of pubelic instruction, is said to have advanced
25,000

francs in behalfof the

State, towards the exdouble-column pages, large ‘type, price in: pense of publi
shing the works of the late excloth, $2.25; in sheep, $2.75 ; “Josephus’ Com- President
Thiers.
:
plete Works,” 1,042 pages, uniform with RolDr.
Charles
Rau, archaeologist of Abe Smithlin, but still larger type, price, cloth, $2.00;
sonian Institute at ‘Washington, has been chossheep,
$2.60;

** Arabian

Nights,”

large

type,

en a member of. the Royal Society of Northern
cloth, 65 tents;
Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Prog| Autiquaries at Copenhagen, and Prof. J. Lawress,” very Targe type, cloth, 50 cents;
Rob- rence Smith,of Louisville,
Ky., the chemist, .

inson Crusoe,” large type, cloth, 55 cents; and
‘ Baron Munchausen,” extra large type, cloth y

50 cents. A discount of 10 per cent. from all.
these prices is allowed to all whose orders are

has been elected to
Sciences,

the

French

Mr. Emerton says, in a note

Academy
\

regretting his’ -

count of 10 per cent. when ordered in clubs of

absence from the Frothingham
ing in New York: “ I am not
to make visits or take any partin
01d age has rushed on me in the

time, American Book Exchange,55 Beekman
St., N. Y,

tied my tongue and hid my memory,
made it a duty to stay at home.”

received before June 1, and

an

additional

dis-

five or more of either book, or to the amount
of $10.00 or more selected from the list, at one

of

farewell meetina condition .
conversation. .
last year, and

and thus-
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Hiterarp Wiscellany,

tage as when shooting with the bow.
Archery shows to the very best effect the

THINGS TO REMEMBER,

are archery clubs in Crawfordsville, Indi-

Avoid popularity; it has many
no real benefit.—
Wm.
Penn.

charm and grace of the figure. Chicago
will hold a tournament in August. There

and

snares,

Socinl isolation is the great o ortunity of reRepublican.
ligious omy
The worst of all knaves ape those who ean
.

mimic their former honesty.—Lavater.

A man’s hobby rides him a great deal more
Furness.
than he rides it.—ZRev. Dr,
Love is more pleasing than matrimony,

just

than history.

as romance is more entertaining
—Chemfort.
The whole question is not whether sin tempts

or not, but whether it reigns

or

low North.

not.—Brown-

effective thun tactics.—David Swing. I could never divide

myself from

any man

upon the difference of an opinion, or be angry
with his judgment for not agreeing with me in
that from which within a few
days I shall

dissent.—
Sir Thomas Browne.

Nature seems to exist for the excellent. The
world is uplield by the veracity of good men;
they make the earth wholesome.
Life is sweet
and tolerable only in our belief in such society: and, actually or ideally, we manage to live

with superiors.— Emerson.

I can’t abide to see men throw away their
tools i’ that way theminute the clock begins

to strike,as if they took

no pleasure

i’ their

work, and was afraid of doing a stroke too
much.
I hate to see a man’s arm drop down

as if he was

shot,

before

the clock’s fairly

struck, just as if he’d never a bit

o’

pride snd

delight in’s work. The very grindstone ‘ull
go on turning a bit after you loose ‘it.—Adam
Bede.
* Pa
+o +e

A FAMOUS DISPATCH.
It is safe to say,

says

the

bow ladies, too.
Mrs. Eliza Greatorex, an Anierican lady, has, with her two daughters, taken a
studio in Paris, and her art works are
much admired. - Her ** home and foreign
sketches” are admirable.
She has care-

fully copied many ancient bnildings and
relics of American history. Her etchings

terest us the one which

Mr. William E.

Kettles, then an operator in the service
of tie Government at the War Depart-

in

Washington,

received

[rom

Richmond on the morning of the 3d of
April, 1865. Mr. Kettles, then a mere
boy of fifteen, but an expert telegraph
operator,
was
working
the Fortress
Monroe & City Point wire at Washington. The
Washington & Cherrystone
operators were engaged on a long meswhen

suddenly

both

comprising

extensive

landscape views, of souvenirs of the interior of the home of the Washington family, attract great attention. Views of old
churches and public edifices in New York,
Philadelphia, etc.,

are in the same collec-

tion. She has also a volume of etchings,
composed of scenes selected during her
travels in Germany.
To beat Madam, his wife, is a right out
of which the average John Bull will never be argued or punished.
And the women? Well they have been brought up to
it, and appearto like it. The English
newspapers report a case in which a lady
—they say she was a lady—was giving evidence.
Being asked if her husband did
not occasionally beat her, her reply on
the instant, and without a moment's hesitation, was, ‘“ Who

has a better

right?”

The commentof one of the newspapers
was, *! That lady was spokeswoman for
thousands of her married sisters in these
merry little islands.”
A San Francisco correspondent of the
Woman's Journal refers to a curious phase

Philadelphia

Weekly Times, that no message ever sent
by telegraph was of such national im-

sage,

Indeed there is hardly a Western village
or hamlet without its merry bowmen, and

of Mount Vernon,

Home surpasses West Point in training for
the battle-field; for if the latter can supply an
art, the former can supply an inspiration more

ment

anna; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Kohomo,
Indiana;
St. Louis, Cincinnati, Springfield, Havana,
and Lafayette, Illinois.

men

were

of the Chinese question in that city.
While in the East the Chinese laundries
charge fully as much as the other washing-houses, and are only patronized bhecause their style of work is preferred by
some, in San

the

lowest.

Francisco

their

prices

are

The. correspondent sta‘es

that several cases have come to her
knowledge where the Irish washer-women who have joined in the cry that ‘¢ the
Chinese must
go” have taken away
clothes, for which they were to be paid
$2.00 and $2.50 a

dozen,

and

have

had

them done by John, paying him $1.00
and pocketing the difference.
Cattle ranches in the far West are almost invariably largely profitable when

taken aback by what seemed to be a most
foolish demand from Fortress Monroe,
“Turn .down for Richmond, quick!” properly managed.
ut they
require
Had a flash of lightning struck through constant and active care.
When, therethe walls at that moment the shock could fore, reports reached the widow of Hon.
uot have been greater than it was on the Alexander W. Randall, former Governor
part of every man in that room. Such a of Wisconsin, and afterwards United
thing as communication with Richmond, States
Postmaster-General,
that the
which had not been known since the be- ranche in Nebraska which she had purginning ot the war, notwithstanding the chased with the $15,000 left her by her
frequent successes of the Union Army of husband was losing money, she deterlate, was entirely out of the question in mined to go and see after it- herself. A
evgrybody's mind. Richmond, the great cattle rancbe is hard work for a man, but
stronghold of the South! Could it be a it is doubly so for a woman; and more
joke!
| than all itis generally isolated, with the
There was great alacrity in turning nearest neighbors almost a day’s journey adown the adjustment. There were trem- way. Mrs. Randall understood this, but her
bling fingers while it was being done,and investment had to pay, and she went. The
there was a gathering of many operators, condition of affairs has changed during
with curiosity, suspense and impatience her several years of management, and
combined, to see what it meant. Sure though she has sold 86,000 worth of catenough! the signals of the operator in tle annually her herd'is constantly increasRichmond to the operator in.
Washington ing, and it looks as if she was to become
were bounding along the line. No signal one of the richest dealersin the State.
was ever - answered more
promptly.
EE
Then came the question—
JENNY LIND.
*“ Do you get me well?”
And,
before
I quit the theme ‘of song
“Ido; go ahead.”
“ All right. Here's the first message and of singers, let me mention a glimpse
that I caught before leaving London, of
for four years:
‘ Hon.

E.

‘RICHMOND, VA., April 3, 1865.
M.

Stanton,

Secretary of War—

— We entered Richmond -at-eight o'clock this
morning.

G. WEITZEL,
Brigadier General Commanding.’ ”

Mr. Kettles concedes that he copied
the message, but he could never tell
how. He remembers starting up from
his chair and upsetting inkstand and
instrument, kicking over a tin that set in
the fireplace, in

order to

make

a noise,

and rushing for General Eckert's room,
where sat President Lincoln and Mr.
Tinker, the cipher clerk, talking in a low
tone. As Kettles was about to hand the
message to Mr. Tinker, the President
caught sight of the words, and with one
motion and two strides message and
President were out of sight, on the way to
Secretary Stanton’s room.
Mr. Tinker
and everybody else were dumbfounded.
Kettles quietly returned to his instrument,
walking like one in a dream; proceeded
mechanically to turn the inkstand right
side up, and to straighten up his overturned: machine.” Then he sat down in
his chair and stared straight before him
in blank amazement. Around him were
the other operators, every man alike
flustered ; and unable to get their minds
back to their work or to utter connected
words. .
.

one of the celebrities of the past.
On
leaving the home of Mme. Albani I cross-

ed-the-street-to-look

Jenny Lind. The
the street, and the
summer be a very
verdure extends in
the

ak
tha
atthe

dwall:
-awelting

of ¢

house stands back from
garden that must in
bouquet of flowers and
front of it. A bust of

great singer, life size, and in

marble,

stands
in the large bay window that fronts
the garden. And beside the bust sat an
elderly lady, in a white mob-cap and
white cashmere shawl, engaged in partaking of the afternoon cup of tea that forms
so prominent a feature in English social
life. She was talking to some one in, the
room, and as she turned to the window I
saw again the face that I had last looked
upon,

crowned

with

roses

and

lighted

with inspiration, on the stage of Tripler
Hall, twentv-eight long years ago. Un-

der the disfizuring cap, the fair hair, now

to secrecy, and all the thirteen were Masons.
Among the number was Colonel
Rose of the One Hundredth Pennsylvania
‘Volunteers, who first ap
d at this
time; Colonel A. L. Straight
Was not of
this number, as at this time he was confined in a cell for attempting to escape
before this.
vig
i
The first idea was to tunnel into the
sewer and from thence across Cory street
into the James River, but when the sewer
was reached it had to be abandoned, on
account of the greatstench arising from it.
No one could enter but,_a short distance
before being overcome by the foul air.
Then, this outlet being oJosen up, it was
decided to tunnel across the street and into an old tobaceo shed used for storing
hogsheads of tobacco. The next tiwae a
detail from the.prisoners was made, Colonel Rose managed to get out and step the
distance off, and the tunnel started ac,
cordingly.
After digging the distance
stepped by the colonel, they started up
and found that they had miscalculated, as
they came up immediately under the
fence and right under the guards. That
being closed, they again started ahead,
and,

after going a short distance,

found

they at last were right, for after digging
upward they found they had come up under an inverted hogshead standing on the
dirty floor.
:
That night was to see the great stampede for freedom and the North. Captain
Flick gave up his place to go out with the
original thirteen to Colonel S. D. Siraight,
of Indiana, supposing, of course,» he
could manage to get odt with the next |
lot. The first man out of the tunnel passed out of the warehouse door, out

across

the street, climbed the lamp post and extinguished the gas right under the nose of

the guard, who supposed the man to be an
employe attendingto his duty, and did not

167
|

AN ANCIENT NATION,
At the departure of the children of Isra-

el from Egypt, China was seven hundred

Joare old; and when Isaiah prophesied of
er she had existed fifteen centuries. She
has seen the rise and decline of all the
Sisal nations of antiquity.
Assyria,
bylon, Persia, Greece, and Rome have
long since followed each otherto the dust;

but China still remains, a solitary and
wonderful monument of patriarchal times.
Then look at the population of the coun-

try,

PARAGRAPHS,

People of settled convictions—Prisoners.
Men whose business drives them to the
wall—Billposters.
1
Professor Agassiz, the younger, is a
short,

slender

man,

looking

like

a

Frenchman, with a fine forehead and bright
eyes.
No matter how little a woman knows or
cares ahout art,

she will

never decline

the

chromo which is given away with every
package of coffee.— Meriden Recorder.
About
the guiltiest-looking people in
this world are a man accused of a crime of
which he is innocent and a newly married
couple trying to pass
for veterans.—N,

Y. Com. Ado.
‘ My

wife,
home

wife;

5

dear,”

said

a

gentleman

to

our club is going to have all
comforts.” * Indeed,” replied
“and

when,

pray,

is

our

his

the
the

home

to have all the club comforts?”
A few years ago the czar sent the emir
of Afghanistan a quantity of lightning
rods, and the Afghans put up the gilded

John had bought a watch at our jeweler’s,
but as it ran too slow, he took It back,saying, ¢* Watchee no good.”
¢ Whatis the
WOMEN'S LYING LIVES.
matter with ic?” asked the jeweler. ¢ Ob,”
When an entire life is one organized said John, ‘‘ watchee too muchee by’m-by.”
:
falsehood, what material moment can — Harper's Drawer.
there be in a few untruths more or less ?
The mayor of Birmington—Jessie ColThese living embodiments of mendacity | lings is his name—has found out a pleasant
are less rare than might be imagined. It way of being good to his fellow creatures.
is not that they are exceptionally given At his personal cost he is giving a series

is

that events

of free concerts ut thetown

of which was attended

by

hall,

the

8000

men, their wives and their children.

imagined was her choice? Possession is
the grave of illusion; and the lover who
was all that was noble and chivalrous
stands revealed as the mean-spirited,commonplace, und
generally contemptible

liewof Pekin will

in her fonder moments, she vainly

husband.

Before

the

treacle-moon

is

over, the bride sees the bridegroom of her
heart in his true colors, an empty-headed,

pretentious, dull imposter.

Yet this was

years ago; and, so far as the world is
allowed to know anything of the matter.

the middle-aged

father of her children

to the matron ull that the youthful

was.

The

casual

gentleman what,

spectator

sees in

lover
the

as a matter of fact, his

gifted with all the attributes which make
humanity great and good. She is not
to him;

she worships

him.

He is at once her husband and her oracle.
She-nevee wearies of quoting his dullest
platitudes as pearls of wit and

wisdom :

yet all the time she is well aware at heart

that he is what the world in general takes
him to be.- Who shall blame her, any

more than the habitual drunkard, who, as
a last desperate
resource, takes
the

pledge?

The lady knows that total ab-

stinence from criticism is

the only

Chinese
contains

enclopsdia, published at
cver 50,000
names, and

cost 87500 per copy.

The religious

not

show

much

weekenter-

prise until they offer a copy of this book to
each

person

sending

two

dollars

for

a

year’s subscription .— Norristown Herald.
In the great race

for

wealth

and

fame,

does it ever occur to a man that 6500 years
ago Sirius was the predominant star of
autumn, and that 6000 years hence it will
be the ruling star of spring ? ' We don’t
suppose it does.
The greed of gold drives
the love of ‘astronomy out of a man’s head,

and if you were to

tell

him

that

200,000

is years hence the

wife sees in him, too." Nevertheless, the
casual spectator is given to understand
that he is the sovereign lord of her bosom,
merely loyal

_The
Pekiv,

first

working-

have placed them in a position which
makes their whole existencea lie. Who
does not know the lady wedded to the man
who,

guar-

anted of toleration, just as the alcoholized

sot perceives that if he is to be ever sober
he must forget the taste of stimulants. The
discipline is severe at first; but the habit
comes at last, and the lady who has attuined to it well knows that any relapse
into an attitude of jwpartial observance
!
would be fatal.
Life abounds in experiences of this
kind.
It is quite certain that they come
before no spiritual confessor.
It is also

at Lowell

and

thirty-

five years ago, lived an active Christian,
died in hope of a blissful immortality,

JESSE DOLLOFF

died at Meredith

March 29, aged 79 years,

Christ many

Elder John

He professed faith in

years ago, and was

Colby.

and

Center,

baptized

by

His last hours were peace-

ful and calm, his hope’ growing ‘brighter and

A Denominational Biography:
Besides the ‘History of the Freewill
Baptists” itself, no book contains

more

information in regard to the early days

stronger as he neared the goal,
MRS. Saran H., widow of John Piper, died

of the F. Baptists than the *¢ Memoirs

Sister

the Life of David Marks.”

P. professed religion more than

twenty

of

An agent of

roughly estimated at four hundred Hampton. She was an exemplary Christian the Book Concern under whose
auspices
millions, ten times the population of the ‘in all her walks and ways in life and has gone
United States, more than thirteen times to the rewards of the blessed.
the Morning Star was once published,
MRS. SARAH, wife of Chase Robinson; died
the Pophlation of Great Britain and Ireat
Meredith
Center,
April
16th,
aged
86
years.
land. Every third person that lives and
A mother in Israel has gone to the home of
breathes upon this earth and beneath the blessed. Sister R. accepted Christ as her identified with the Anti-slavery character
these heavens is a Chinese; every third
ortion sixty-five years
ago, was baptized by
ilder Knowlton and united with the ¥. B, of the denomination, undergoing trials
grave that is dug is for a’ Chinese.— Rev.
church at M. She lived a Christian and died
Sylvester Whitehead.
with hope in Jesus.
:
:
;
because of his temperance principles, toMRS. HANNAH M. SWAIN died at Meredith

:

to the vice of falsehood in details. . Their

baptized

years ago, was baptized by Rev. I. D. Stewart
and united with the ¥. B. church at New

.
©>--o

distinguishing peculiarity

was

united to the ¥. B. church

at Meredith Center, March 31, aged 66 years.

say anything or challenge him at all.
The thirteen were to have one-half hour
start before any more started. As soon
as the time was up all began a great rush to points on their houses
without connecting
get out, and it continued until four o'clock them with the ground.The
effect was not
A. M. the next day. Captain Flick did ‘favorable to Russian popularity.
not succeed in getting out at all, the rush
A correspondent at Portland, Oregon,
was so great.—G. W. Gilson, in Rochester
furnishes this of the ‘“ Heathen Chinee” :

Democrat.

:

faithful, Christian worker,

moon would shine in the
daytime and the sun at night, he would n’t
manifest any alarm whatever, but coolly
reply, -¢“ we shall see.’—Norristown Her-

ald.
.
A son of Maine who went West in early
youth and has there attained wealth and
an honorable position, returned last summer to visit his old home.

At the

village

store he saw an old man whom he had
known in his yqunger days.
He accosted
nized
him, but
Ze
S6—you

Center, April 22, aged 90 years and 3 months,
In early life Sister 8. sought and found tbe
pear of great
price, was baptized hy Elder
nowlton
and
united with
the church at
M. Although for many years her life has been
one of suffering, yet her trust in Christ proved a faith well founded, and now she sleeps in
Jesus,
.
CoM.
Mrs. ELLEN JONES, widow of the Jate Wm,
A. Jones, died, April 22, at Oelwein, Iowa,
aged 78 years und Y months,
Mrs. Jones was
born in Wales, and cume to this country thirty-one years ago, They first settled in Racine
Co., Wis. They came to Fayette Co., Iowa,
twenty-one years ago and remained here until
their decease.
Sister Jones became a Chris.

tian in her childhood.

She

wus

baptized

by

Elder Hilton and joined the C. Baptist church
twelve years ago.
Soon after the organization
of the F. Baptist church in Oelwein,four years
ago, she joined that, and remained a worthy
member of it until her death.
She was a
sweet-spirited, devoted Christian.
Truly she
was a mother in Israel.
It was a reul feast to
sit by her side and listen to incidents connected with ber sixty years or more of Christian
experience.
Mother Jones was loved by all
who knew her, and especially by the church.
We greatly miss her bowed form and smiling
face in all the associations of the church.
But
we hope to meet her’ in the * Sweet by and
by,” ¢ where no farewell tear is shed.”
She
died ~imply of old age, and her departure was

like the going to sleep of a babe.

Com.

triumphantly

in-the-arms-of

the

Saviour

3

ant

thus passed
to. her rest and reward.
She
leaves
a husband and one son to sojourn a
while in this vale of tears, while for her to

shaking him by the hand, ‘‘ and I'm very
glad to see you.”
¢* Well,” persisted the

SISTER PHEBE GORDON departed this life
‘April 29, at her home at Pleasant Ridge, after
a short but severe illness, in the 53d year of
her age.
Sister G. was baptized and joined
the church of which she was a worthy memsber, in 1871, at its organization.
She was
ever solicitous for its welfare, and many of the

‘I never

did.

To

think that

this is you.
They tell me you've grown
awful rich, John.” John admitted that he
had ‘ saved something.”
¢ And they say
you're the president

of a railroad and

get

a big salary.”
Again John had to admit
that rumor spoke truth.
¢ I'm glad on it,
John!

I'm glad

on it, my boy!

It beats all

what sarcumstances and cheek will
a man.”—Boston Transcript.

do for
;

@bituaries.

ings from Maine to Ohio, and a record of
incidents connected therewith— make this
book of 516 pages one of marked interest
to the reader.

It

may

be

obtained

for

$1.10 per copy, postage paid, by addressing Rev. I. D. Stewart,

Dover,

N. H.

Freewill Baptist Publications.
The Morning
Star.
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in 1ts

fifiy-third

volume

gressiva
dressed to

All
communications,
lover, N, H.

It1s able, literary

Terms per year advance

and pro

should

be
;

ad-

$2.50
$2.20

|.

Postage is paid by the vub.isher.
The Memorials of the Free

Baptisis

give the rise and progress of this bodv of
Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
| weeks, on superior Paper.
eautifully illustrated

i Both papers are of the same size, but the LITILE
Mrs. MeHITABLE
TOWNE,
daughter
of Srar is for an oldey class of readers than the
YRTLE.
Isaac Cole and sister of Benj. J. Cole, died in
Tens : single copy, each, 3 cents.
Lake Village, April 18, at the age of 84. She
Packages of ten or more to one adwas born in Chester, N. H.
When a child her
dréss, ench.
«'
25 cents
parents moved to Landaff, where she married
Payment always in advance, and no commissicn
allowed on money sent,
Joseph
Towne sixty-four years ago. They
Sample copies sent tree,
moved to Lisbon where they lived thirty-four
vears. They moved to Luke Village twentyf
Lesson Papers.
of the Internauonal Series, for both adults
five years ago, where Mr. Towfle died two
and
children,
are
printed monthly, at the rate of
years after.
Mrs. Towne belonged to a family
copies to one address for $6.00,
If the order
of eleven children, and was the mother of 100
is for less than four mont s at a time, the charge °
eleven children, of whom six are living,
Siswill be a1 the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Payter Towne embraced religion some fifty years
men in advance. Sample copies sent free.
ago, and lived a consistent, devoted Christian
The Psalmody
life; but few reach nearer perfection in this
is the denominational Hymn Book, extenlife than she did. She possessed an even dissively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocposition, was amiable and ever desirous of co, $1.10; Morocco Gut, 1.5-; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
doing good. She had her stated time daily for Postage 9 cenis each. Small, Moroceoy, 85 cts;
:
reading her Bible, und going away by herself postage 4 cents.
The Book of Worship
for secret prayer.
J. W. SCRIBNER.
a few copies-leit, All gilt edge, $1.00.
only
postage, 10 cents.
MRS. ALMIRA DOOLITTLE, sister of Rev. N.
Biographies of
Ww. Vaughn, one of our ministers, died in
Hinckley, O., May 4, in the 61st year of her
David Marks, $1.00, post, 10 cents.
William Burr, - - RTE
Uhr
hE)
age.
Sister D. experienced religion and unit«
+
Jackson,
Daniel
= 30
»
93.5.2
ed with the F. B. church of Liverpool thirty50
”
04
”
John Stevens,
seven years ago, of which she has ever since
Christian Baptism
remained a worthy. member. . She died in full
postage 3
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.;
hope of the gospel, because in this hope she
;
cents.
lived faithfully.
Her illness was brief and
Bapticts
Freewill
the
of
History
The
death sudden and unioeked for. She leaves
covers the first hall century o1 our existence
a husband, children, brothers and sisters, and
It describes with. cousideraly e
from 1780 10 1830.
many friends who deeply mourn their loss.
detail, the early events of our denominational
G. H. DAMON.
$0.75; postage 10 cents.
history.
JMemoir of George T. Day.
MARY J., wife of Eben Barton, died in Cascontains a Narrative of his Tice, Letters, Serco, Me., March 21, aged 63 years.
She experiPrice 75 cents.
mons and Lectures.
enced
a hope in Christ forty-five years ago,
The Church JMember's Bodk
is a valuable little work, and every Christian
was baptized by Rev. Charles Bean, and joined the F. B. church, of which she remained a Yoh be benefited by reaaing it. 25 cts; postage
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.
|
3 cts.
member till death.
The deceased was a deButler's Theolog
voted wife, an. affectionate mother,
a kind
discusses briefly, But clearly, all the questions
neighbor, a sincere friend, and, the crowning
of dectrinal theology, and the author's views
excellence of her character, a faithful Chrisare those generally accepted by the denomination,
tian. The Christian hope sustained her amid
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
all the changing scenes of life, and proved
The Minntes of the General Conference
both sure and lasting.
Her short illness she
are published in pamphlet form at the close
embrace
and the bound volumes
of every session,
patiently bore, resting sweetly, trustfully and
A
a

don’t remember me,” he said: ¢“ I am John
R——.”
“You!” exclaimed the old
man,
‘‘you don’t mean to tell me that you are John
R——2” ¢ I certainly am,” said the visitor,

old man,

te

gether with his almost constant journey-

die was gain.

>

J. PINKHAM.

Lord’s servants have found

beneath

her roof

that rest and comfort that they needed.
She
was
patient in her last sickness, and as her
end
drew near she seemed calm and willing to
go, and after earth’s sights and sounds faded
from her sight and hearing, she was murmuring of Jesus.
She was the first resident member the church has lost by death since its organization and in her death we have lost a
kind and respected neighbor, a faithful and
devoted sister, an anxious and loving mother,
and a faithful and affe~tionate companion, vet
while we mourn our loss we know that our
loss is her eternal gain, for her life was of that
nature that of such Jesus has said ** be thou
faithful unto death, and I will give thee a
crown of life.”
B.S. R

the proceedings
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cents; postage, 9 cents.
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of the doctrines
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It 1s published
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Our Faith
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18 a confession

25 cents;

by au-

pose

Covenant

of 17 articles of faith and a de «

sirable church covenant.
Minister's Manual,

3
x

.
Just issued, desigued especially for ministers.
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
‘the Rules of Order

are

comprehensive,

and

yet

very concise and well arranged ; stating in fifteen
Pages all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents;
.
Rules

of Order.

are the same as those in the Manual,
paper covers, 10 cents,
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thick
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are ror adanlts and children.
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one years. In otherrespects Jenny Lind moral influence are deplorable. Heie we sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
by the same author,—Prot. J. J. Butler, con.
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
1s greatly changed. Few could have are met by one of the many unanswerable
other ov Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
recognized in the pale, worn lineaments -puzzles of life. It is clearly the duty of 18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy
excellent help ‘for Sabbath schools and family
ADVERTISEMENTS
reading. $1.0: postage, 12 cents,
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The Register
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day and generation. I permitted myself manner already described. Of course,’
Ir you are a man of pniness, weakened py the
the names of all Freewill ‘Baptist churches, arSAMUEL GARLAND died of pneumostrain of your autics, avoid stimulants and take
but one glance, not wishing to violate this process re-acts upon her moral char- nia,DEA.
i
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in tneir appropriate Quarterly
and Year)
in daverhill, Mass., Good Friday, April
| meetings, with their statistics; the names of ail
a ———————— =p
4 even by a look, the sanctity of that tran- acter. Gradually she becomes absolutely 1i, aged 75 years and 8 months. While the
ministers and their posi-office addresses, officers
quil home. Iam told that Mme. Lind~ incapable of rigid adherence to truth in Christian church was celebrating the sacrifice
of our benevolent societies, an account of our
FAOTS ABOUT WOMEN.
If you are a man of letters, toiling over yourmidliterary institutions. obituaries of deceased min.
Go'dschmidt,
as she styles herself, is very many matters in which truth is really of of her beloved Lord, this dear servant of “God
night work, to restore brain and Lerve waste, take
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(From Progress.)
isters,
&c., &e.
Puce, 10 cents a copy; 968 a
laid
down
his
earthly
life
to
enjoy
the
heavenYet she owes it to
eccentric and peculiar. She still interests some importance.
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
ly. He was the senior deacon of the Winter
A daughter of Theodore Hook is keep- herselfin music, being the leader of the this very fact of bei
a persisten
ng t liar Street F'. B. church from its organization, and
Lectures
ing an obscure lodging-house in London.
If you are young, and suffering from any indisON THE TRUTH OF THE
BIBLE;
an excelBach Choir,
a private association, to that she is a faithful and devoted wife.
without exception stood foremost in all its
cretion or dissipadion, tuke
{lent book for ail who would
‘search the ScripOregon, Mo., rejoices in a woman's club.
which some of ‘the first ladies in London Who shall condemn her? aud if no one achievements. He lived a devoted life, and
tures 7. Twenty-two lectures
oun the most
ima peaceful death,
His chief aim in life
It has been in operation seven years. It belong; and so severe is sne in her re- condemns her, who shall say that truth in died
- portant points ol’ Bible study,
1.00; postage, 9
was
the
prosperity
of
Christ’s
cause,
as
his
ots
:
:
. gives lectures and concerts.
in her case is a virtut ? The possibilities of consecration of money, time, and all ‘his talquirements, and so strict. in demanding
If you are married or single, old or young, sufferTracts
ing from poor health or} .nguishing on
The violin school of the Boston Consery- their fulfilment, that her high-born pupils this kind presented by the matrimonial ents testified, His advice, exhortations, and
were not stereotyped
till within the last few
a bed of gickness, tuke
atory of Music fiils an important place in are often tempted to rebel.—Cor. Phila. relationship are infinite. Domestic peace, prayers exhibited a sound - judgment, deep
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
sympathy,
and
earnest
faith.
He
was
youthdects.
per
dozen
;50
cts.
per
hundred.
Telegraph.
happines
domestic
of
veneer
the
s,
musical education in this country. Itis
Denominational,
o-oo
pends, in many instances that must be ful in heart, and always alive to the needs of
Whoever yonare,wherever you are, whenever you
attended by ladies and gentlemen, and
JB Sh on no
young people.
‘The church militant has
which’containsa historical statement, and
feel that your system need clansing, toning
known to each other, upon the degree our
some of the best performers belong to the
sustained a great loss. He leaves a devoted |
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pol_ or stimulating, without intowioating, take
THE LIBBY PRISON TUNNEL.
with which the husband or wife, or both, Christian famMy, consisting of a. bereaved
i ily ano institutigns,
gentler sex.
J
| Whe Sacred Melody
The tunnel was first proposed and start- agree to look at things through a false widow and three daughters. They know that
Miss Fannie Powell, of Hearne, Texas,
|
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
with him *¢ all is well.” Their comfort lies in
Have you dyspepsia, kidney ov urinary complaint,
appointed a certain Sunday on which she ed by Captain Martin Flick of the Sixty- medium, and to throw over facts and the prospect of a happy reunion. Kuneral
| tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
30
disease of the stomac/i, bowels, blood, liver, or
| cents; postage, 2 cents.
would marry Dr. Folsom. Sunday came seventh Pennsylvania veterans, who was character an unreal glamour. To simulate services were attended by a large audience,
nerves?
You
will
be
cured
if
you
take
| Printing Establishment
captured, together with nearly all his reg- love where no love is; to make a pre- and conductedby Revs. S: N. Tufts, J. M.
and found her ill in bed with fever, and
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. 18 a briet historical statement,"
&c. Publish
though she could not sit up she insisted iment, while under Millroy in the valley tence of passionless immobility where Durgin, and the pastor who spoke briefly from
|
ed by order of the General Conference, and for
of the Shenandoah, at the time of Lee's there still slumber beneath the surface David’s words, ¢* Though I walk through the
If you are simply ailing, are week and low spir| gratuitous disteib ution,
upon the ceremony being performed.
valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no
ited, 4,
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Marriage Certificates,
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Determined girl that, but how brave the second invasion of Pennsylvania and fires of volcanic vehemence ; to recognize evil, for thou art wich me,” &c..
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Steel Engraving of Dy, Day,
Doctor must be to marry one of such Maryland. There was not a single hatch-. the heroic in the mean, and to discover
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gold
b
the dozen,
the gifted genius in the flashy dullard—
et or axe of any kind used in the whole
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the order,
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the books.
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together
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which is the vice. And yet whet has years. SisterS. was from her youth an earnest, J Wallingford, Ct.
Windsor were decidedly too hilly for their The tunnel was first started by Captain
1113
Mass,
been said above remains true, that the
tender feet.
Not since the marriace of Flick loosening the bricks out of the ¢chimney on the second floor above the base- chronic and splendid mendacity has a dethe. Prince of Wales have the Queen's
basing influence upon the general charac.ment,
back of the stove used for cooking.
state carriages, with their accompanying
£°
ter. low the casuists would decide this
This, of course, was done at night, and
gorgeous liveries, been seen.
ba]
roblem is of small importance.
in the daytime the hole made was closed kn
There is no discrimination at the Hurtarbitram
practical
the
by
settl&d
is
It
ent
a board that was kept near the stove.
Ea
ford, Connecticut, High School. It has by
E32
82a
The chimney was built from ‘the ground of daily experience. Those lives are the
Pu
just graduated a class of fifty-six young up, and, as soon as the inside was reach- best worth living in which there is most 1]
Ba
men and women, among them being two
ed, communication of course could be had of the persistent disguise of self—or, to
Chinese students, Kie Kah Wong, and
1)
with the basement of the prison. Pieces use different language, least of honesty—
£2
Shou Kie Tsai, both of whom delivered
of rope and twine of all kinds were gath- and for most persons, life’s one lesson is
orations, while valedictory and salutatory ered together, until finally enough was that existence is satisfactory precisely in
were given by Mary C. Wells and Lilian had to enable our men to descend to de- proportion as one causes ones impulses
$=
Mun Yu Chung took the termine what next to do. Then, and only and affections to. masquerade ‘as someM. Bogert.
3
€
second prize for declamation.
then, were others than Captain Flick and thing they are not.— London World.
THE
CHICAGO,
ROCK ISLAND &
PY
IC R. R.
Archery is a very rage in the West. a lieutenant from his regiment concerned
+o
23
Between CHICAGO and COUNCIL BLUFFS and OMANA, connecting
at Chicago with Railroads for all points East and South, and at Council
It came upon the people suddenly, but it in the work,
Bluffs in Union Depot, with the Union Pacific R, R, and Burlington & Issouri River R. R. in Nebraska, - This is
After this, other officers
There are people in New York whose
EW
THE ONLY COMPANY THAT OWNS AND OPERATES A THROUGH LINE BETWEEN CHICA GO AND KANSAS
afflicts everybody. At no time, they say, were approached, until thirteen had join- sole business is arranging goods in shop£3
Connecting at Cameron with zuniial & 8t. Joseph R, R. and in
nion Depot at Beverly with Kansas City, St. Joe & Council Bluffs R, R.; at
£3 | Atchison with Atchison, Tope
do women appear to so good an advan- ed in this undertaking. All were sworn windows.
Atchison & Nebraska,
and Central Branch Union #acific Railroads; at Leavenworth with Kansas
3
Pacific, Kansas Central, and Missouri Pacifi¢
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either

the

mental

or

moral

we may

remark

that

it

would

be

very

strange if a man capable of gaining a fortune in speculation were not acute enough
to rind legal loop-holes in our present sys.
tem of taxation large enough to enable
him to escape his share of the public

dens without serious violation
ter of the law.”

bur-

of the

A terrific thunder storm, doing
damage and destruction to life and

erty,

passed

over

Washington

letmuch
prop-

County,

Indiana, Thursday
night.
Near Fredericksburg, several farm houses and barns

were blown to the ground, and John Durnell and Silas Moran instamtly killed. At
Lavonside tke storm inflicted

much

dam-

age.
Three farm-houses were struck by
lightning
and
completely demolished,
three persons
being
killed.
The Storm
was of short duration, but extended over

" quite a large area.

Colonel Forney speaks a good
education in his Progress: *“ It

word for
is’ a fact,

proved at least in modern times, that you
rarely find a well-educated man in either
party a mercenary partisan.
There have
been exceptions, of course, but the average experience sufficiently proves that a
thoroughbred scholar, a lover of science,
a lover of art, ov a skilled mechanic, is

generally an
honest

independent

legislator.

thinker and

Education

self-respect, and a man who

an

promotes

honors

New York,
troops at
test-oath
ceeded in
Secretary

arguing

tion ofthe $10,000,000 of legal tenders at

sionaries present,

who are soon to be sent

out by the American Board to different
fields, were Rev. and Mrs. George F. Herrick,

stationed

at

Marsovan,

western

Turkey; Dr. and Mrs, M. J. Davis, at
Sivas, western Turkey; Misses Clara H.
Hamlin and Cornelia P. Williams, at Constantinople; and Rev. and Mrs. Henry I).
Porter, at Tientsin,

The Auxiliary

north China.

Sanitary

;

Association

of

New Orleans, has abated the nuisance of
Locust Grove Cemetery, by the covering

of two feet of earth sown with grain and
grass. All interments are now made in
the new cemetery, three and
a half miles
from the city.
All dumping grounds have

been covered with a coating of lime a foot
deep.

.

The Cheyenne Indians

had

terview with the Secretary

another

in-

are rapidly disappearing and could no longer be relied upon
for subsistence; that
the Indians must either look to the Gov-

erpment for food or adopt the white man’s
‘ways, and work for it.
(Tenn.)

' Avalanche

owns

up to the inevitable: ¢ The extreme State
sovereignty doctrine held by“the southern
politicians, and whose

by secession in 1861

practical

was

assertion

the immediate

cause of the late war, can no longer be
entertained. If the war definitely settled

any one question other than that. of slaveTy, it was the question of State sovereignty.”

The Lancaster (Pa.) city authorities,
some time since, resolved to enforce the
law which prohibits trains from passing
through the city at a speed greater than
five milesan hour, and the city solicitor
has entered suits to the number of 160
against the Pennsylvania Railroad for vio-

lation of that ordinance,

Throughout Minnesota, northern

Iowa,

and northwestern Wisconsin, in the region which annually sends from 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 bushels of wheat to market, the weather has been cool and moist,
with almost daily
rains, and peculiarly

favorable to tbe growth
of the wheat
crop.
The Springfield Republicun hints that
¢ itwill
be just as well for people who are
nervous over the new California constitu-

tion to remember that the constitution

of

the United States can not be amended by
the popular vote of a single State.”
Cornelius
J.
Vanderbilt
sailed
for
Europe, Friday, and William H.,on Saturday.

The Graphic says

the

latter,

not-

withstanding his extreme poverty, has
consented to be taxed on $500,000 personal property.

.

Those who delight to give Mr. Beecher
the title of * Bread-and-Water” Beecher,
may receive benefit from the adviceof that
same gentleman who says that if the people who denounce capital would drink

more

water,

they

would

have

more

bread.
2
Quite a big story comes from the South,

to the effect that hail-stones ¢“ as large as
hen’s eggs” fell in the northern portion of
Webster Parish, La., recently, covering
“the ground twelve inches deep and destroying all vegetation.
:

A good deal of credence is put
Boston Traveller's assertion

in

that

the

General

Butler'will run again for the Governorship
of Massachusetts

this fall.

One of our exchanges contains
Jowing

the

fol-

brief fish story : ‘‘ A female herring

lays $30,000 eggs.”

or 4

Congressional.

In the Senate, Monday,

propriation bill was
‘were made by Mr.

the

taken

Windom,

legislative

up

ap-

and speeches

of Minnesota, in

opposition to the bill, and Mr, Coke, of Texas,
in its support.
Inthe House, the income tax
bill was defeated by a vote of 104 to 94—Iess
* than the necessary two-thirds in the affirmative. The President’s message, vetoing the
military bill,was read, and it was agreed to consider it, Tuesday.
The Republicans then suc-

ceeded in getting a vote

ing.

Portsmouth,N: H., is developing a large
shore-fishing business.
The receipts of tea in this country last year
were upwards of 60,000 pounds.
The greater part of Lublin, a city ‘of 20,000
inhabitants, in Russian Poland, is burned.
A despatch from London says that Garibaldi
has decided to reside permanently in Rome.
The communal elections throughout Spain
are largely # favor of the government.
Mt. Vesuvius bas been in a state
of agitation for some days, but the eruption,so far, has
been slight.
Thirteen young men have just been graduated by Auburn, New York, Theological Semi

nary.
The Dexter Bank

on a bill

which had

been introduced, making appropriations for
‘the army, being the same as the vetoed appro-

officials, talk

Let us have peace.—Am.

Gen. Grant is the

of the Interior

on Friday morning.
Secretary Schurz
pointed out the fact that buffalo and game

The Memphis

Georgia is marketing new wheat.
Marian
Evans—** George Eliot’—is fiftyeight.
_ William Lloyd Garrison is rapidly recover-

too much.

Cultivator.

owner

of two Arabian

of turkeys,

and

the hens have paid the whole bill,

the

horses,

about

|

The
muk-

ing a profit of ten cents per dozen.
Perhaps 1
may add a word which other writers omit.
First, kill in the fall nearly everything but
early spring pullets; these can be made to lay
winter,
The older the hen the fewer the
eggs, Second, warm the food, for the first
meal especially,
Let there be a variety of
=buckwheat and wheat
screenings are the
best, grains; corns and oats «come next.
The
best animal food in my experience is a beefs
head.
They will consume everything excepts
the eyes,
Itcost twenty-five cents, und will
lust uw week.
When they have eaten the outside meal, crack it open for the brains,
next
split in two, und with an axe pound a portion
of the bone daily, Next stop and listen—hear
them sing, aud see them run for a nest.
A beet’s bead
is more profitable than lard
scraps, us the latter has been pressed until the
substances is nearly gone.
Keep un iron pot
near the Kitchen, into which order ail scraps
from the dining-room.
This =:
goes to
the pig, hereafter let it go to the
Brahmas to-,
wards evening.
Buy your pork if you think
it is it to eat.— W. L. 1, erry
Gentle
melon

THIS AND

ee

e—

THAT.

IrON BuGGIes.
The introduction of iron
buggies is now provosed.
The inventor has
constructed a vehicle which consists exclusively ofiron and steel. For instance, in place of
hickory spokes and oak felloes, he employs
wrought iron tubes and T iron; these tubes fit
into tne axle hox at one end, and Are riveted to
the T iron at the other. . ‘The first noticeable
effect of the employment of iron for all parts,

it is said, bas been to

add to the weight of the

vehicle, this having accrued in spite of the
thinness of the parts.
‘I'ne cost has also been
enhanced, but for this the augmented strength
und durability are regarded us a full equivalent. In appearance It is neat and light.—N.
Y. Sun.
BoxwooD.
For some years past the supply
of this important wood has diminished in quantity and risen in price. The wood is derived
from the forest of the Caucasus, Armenia, and:

and the Caspian

shores.

The

wood

of best

quality comes from the Black Sea forests, and
is principally shipped from the port of Poti.
"This ‘produce of the Caspian forests, known in
the trade as ** Persian,” wood, until last year
wus also imported through the Black Sea
from Taganrog.
This found its way, after the
commencement of the war, via the Volga Ca-

nal to St. Petersburgh,

The produce

of the

horses of the purest blood, a gift from the SulCaspian forests is softer and inferior in qualitan of Turkey.
:
:
ty-to that of the Black Sen. Itis a matigr of
Prof. Stowe, Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe | interest to see whether one result of the war
willbe to open these Black Sea forests, which
and their two daughters have arrived at their
the Russian Government has hitherto kept
home in Hartford,Conn., from Florida.
rigorously closed.—feport on Kew Garden.
The town of Irbit in Russia has béen comNew CorTON WAREHOUSES.
New cotton
pletely destroyed by fire. It was lareely used
48 a place of exile, and had about 5.000 inhab- warehouses are to be: built at New Orleans
itants.
sufficient to handle 2,000,000 bales of cotton
Henry Ward Beecher lectured to 4000 peo- each season, and a site has already been seple at Memplis, Tenn., Wednesday. After
a mile
the lected, with a river frontage of about half
lecture he gave $250 to the city orphan asylum.
in length. Every bale will be exposed to view,
His other southern engagements have been
and any bale can be taken out without movcanceled on account of ill-health.
ing any other. The cotton will be taken out
by traveling hydraulic
cranes.
Tne yards
At Harrisburg, Pa., on Friday, two- ticket
willbe covered with glass roofs, and the enscalpers were sentenced to a tine of $10
on
tire levee, from the warehouse to the front of
each indictment, to pay the costs of prosecuthe wharves, will be covered by an iron "roof.
tion and to give bonds in $500 for three years There will be eight presses, capable of turning
not to deal in any class of railroad tickets.
out 2,000 bales of compressed cotton every
twenty-four
hours,
or
16,000
bales
ulioTwo
Rotterdam
trading. companies-~the
_gether.—
Mail and Export Journal.
:
Afrikaanische Handelsvereiniging and
Com49-4
manditore
Bankvereeniging—have
failed.
Jota
Total liabiliti
lia
es, y £750,000
y . Losse
/ y Ss mostly in
TARM
TOPICS.
i
GRAFTING WAX,
Rosintwo pounds; beesIt is reported that 3500 American pigs sufMelt
fering from typhoid fever have been condemn- wax, one pound; tallow, one pound.
together, pour intoa tub of cold water, and
ed by the English government
inspectors at work with the hands till pliable.
Liverpool since the 1st instant.
Santa Monica is this year to be the fashionaQUICK TIME.
A calf will draw milk in
three minutes, and the nearer a milker can
ble seaside
resort of California.
Senator
cqme to that time the better.
A slow milker
Jones owns it. He bought 36,000 acres there
in 1874 for $250,000, and has ever since
makes a cow impatient, which often causes her
been
preparing it for summer visitors.
to hold up her milk.
The * strippings” are
Four black men and four white women were
the richest part, and if a cow is milked quietly
arrested at Terre Haute, Ind., for marryi
as well as quickly there will be more as well
ng
richer milk because of the ** strippings.”—AN,
contrary to law, and Revs. Robert Jeffries
and
Y. Herald.
William H. Anderson, prominent negro
gymen, were indicted for tying the knots. clerPRUNING. Pruning ought to done in June,
J after the leaves have attained ‘their fall size,
Latest

then the wounds will not bleed, and

News.

they. will

commence to heal immediately.
When you
It has hitherto been
published
in
the
prune before the sap starts, when it does start
papers that several influential members of
the
it will run out of places whese you have cut off
Tremont Temple society in Boston have sever| the limbs and kill the bark.
That accounts
ed their relation with that body since the
defor the large number of limbs in a good many
parture of Dr. Lorrimer.
orchards with about two. or * three inches of
A to-day’s (Mondead wood at the ends with the bark nicely
day’s) paper states that the 15th
anniversary
grown down around them.--John
Brooks,
of the Tremont Temple Sunday-school
was
loughman.
held yesterday, and that in the course
of SuTHE FEET,OF HORSES.
Few men who
perintendent Chipman’s address, he said
that
the assistant superintendent and a large num- handle horses give proper attention to the
feet und legs.
Especially is this
the case
ber of teachers
had *¢ this day
counted on farms. , Much time is spent of u morning in
themselves out, together with the largé Bible
rubbing and smoothing the hair on the side
class of five hundred.”——The fires in Russia
and hips, but at no time are the feet examined
have broken out again, and several governand properly cared for. Now be it known that
ment and other edifices have been destreyed.
the
feet of the horse req ire more care than the
O-O-0-b
body. They need ten tilaes as much, for in one
respect they are almost the entire horse. All
Educational.
the grooming that can be done wont avail anyWe learn from the Lewiston Journal that
thing if the horse is forced to stand where his
C. E. Hussey, of Bates, class of ’78, has charge
feet will be flthy. In this case the reet will
of the Rochester, N. H., high school, at a sal- become disordered and then the legs will become sadly out of fix, and with bad feet and
ary of $1000 per year; that Rev. W. H. Merlegs there is not much else of the horse fit for
riman, class of ’76, is pastor of the Sprague
’s
anything.— Home Journal.
:
Corner F. B. church, in Jefferson Co., N. Y.;
Usks
or
SULPHUR.
Sulphurisa
good
disthat Rev, A. L. Morey, class of ’76, has been
infectantin hen-houses and pig-pens.
Sprinkappointedto give the annual sermon before
led on bushes and vines it does much teward
the N. H. Bible Society, and that he has
also
preventing blight and mildew.
Mixed witha
been elected a member of Rochester, N.
H.,
lime whitewash and applied to the trunks and
school board for the ensuing year; that
the
limbs of fruit trees it has a similar effect in preclass of ’76, are making preparations for
Flour of sulphur
a re- serving health and thrift.
union of the class at Commencement,
used with a bellows earlyin the spring, when
meman ounce of "preventive is worth a pound of
bers of the class being
requested to correspond with the Secretary, A. L. Morey, Gonic, cure, followed by a repetition of the process as
circumstances will decide, seems to be the
N. H., in regard to the nature of the reunio
eneral remedy for the grape mildew.—N. Y.
n
exercises; that the Union of Nichols
erald.
Latin
AN APIARY.
School, have elected O. L. Frisbee, Miss E. S.
The first great point in g0Bickford, W. S. Briggs, Miss A. M. Brackett,
ing into the bee business, is the location of the
H. D. Moore and F. O. Hall, editors of the
apiary., There are several points that should
Echo; F. A. Crossman, C. E. Tedford and D. be
considered.
Perhaps we should say water
C. Washburn
business managers, and the
aforesaid propose to issue a number the first comes first, because it is something we can not
of June.
get along without. There is a great quantity
used by the bees on a hot day to keep the
NEw FACTS ABOUT MILK.
combs from melting down, besides whut is
It has been
found by chemical analysis that the evening’s used in feeding brood in the’ latter part of the

milk is richer than the morning's, Prof. Bofdeker has analyzed the milk of a healthy cow at

season.

‘When the wind blows from

the east

hot and dry, I haveknown bees to usea pound
priation bill with the political sections struck
a day to the hive, allowing a sufficient quantity
out. It was defeated by the combined votes of different
for evaporation.
periods of the day, and found that the
A bee’s life is governed, we
the Democrats against the Republicans and all solids of the even ing’s
milk (13 per cent) ex. Pin say, by the work it does, and if it has to
fly a long way for water it can not during
the Greenbackers except Mr. Ladd, who voted | ceeded those of the morning's milk
his
per
life bring the honey to his owner, it could if the
ith the Democrats—the vote standing, yeas, gent), while the water contained in the(10 fluid
Wet sand isthe best for
9 oh 9,114, Thus were the Democrats com- was diminished from 89 per cent. to 86 per cent. water wus handy.

"Ey
to a record of voting against an appro. priation bill
pure and simple.—The legisia-

tive appropriation bill was taken up in the
Senate, Tuesday, and discussed at length, principally on the
tion to strike out the
clause for the issue of legal-tender currency for
the paymentof arrearages of pensions, which
was finally lost by a vote of 25 to 37.
In the
House, a vote was taken on passing the milita-

ry interference bill over the veto, and the veto

was sustained.

The vote stood—vyeas,127,nays,

97~less than the necessary two-thirds.
of thé Greenbackers voted

Two

in favor of passing

The fatty matter

progresses.

g

Ba/ly inereases as the day

In the morning

1-4 per cent., at noon 31-2
evening
5 3-4
per cent.

morning’s milk
butter, about

it, amounts

to

9

per cent., and in the
hile 16 ounces of

will yield but 1-2 ounce of
double the quantity
can ‘be

obtained from the evening’s milk,

The caseine

is also increased in the evening’s milk
21-410 23-4 per cent., but the albumenfrom
diminished from .44 per cent. to ,31 per cent.is
Sugur is least abundant at midnight (4 14
cent..)and most ple
at noon (4 8-4
cent) —Journal Af Chem
7.

.

;

per
per

bees to suck water

from, for none are drown-

ed.— Exchange.
BEANS. The best soilis a mellow clay ot
sandy loam. Prepare the land as for corn, fitted in the nicest manner.
Plant ten days or
two weeks

after

planting

corn.

Marrow

beans require one and one-eighth bushels of
seed
er acre; mediums, three-fourths of a

rushel ; pea beans, one-half bushel; kidney or
other large beans, more, in proportion to Size,
A fair crop
is twenty bushels per acre.—

Country Gentleman,

seven
:

pounds

to

the

Green
cedar shingle weighs
about
400
pounds to the 1000; dry 250 to 300.
Eight poundsof properly mixed paint will
cover three squares, one good coat.
It takes from five to six pounds of shingle

nails to the 1000 shingles; twenty-five

The marble of Vermont is unquestionably
the finest in the Union,
Usually that which
is the deepest down in the bed
is the purest
and of the finest texture.
Steam and water-tight joints, in permanent
cast-iron works, are made by an iron cement
compounded as follows:
cust-iron Blips or
borings 112 parts, sul-nmmoniac one, sulphur
one, whitening four.

The Chinese are

said to make

varnish

closes

:

supply of Bermuda

$1 5 ¥ crate.

sponge cake.

Bake in thin sheets and

spread

on stewed apple, or any kind of fruit, a little
sweetened ; roll the sheets with the top on the
outside.
Serve with rich wine sauce.

How 10 Cook CORNED BEEF,

The flank is

anice piece to corn; though an ugly piece of
meat, it can be made @ nice and delicious dish.
Wash the flank clean, roll it up as tight as you:
can, and tie it with a strong cord in three
places; then sew it up in a coarse towel and
put it on and boil from five to six hours, uccordingto size; take it outof the pot, but do
not undo it, put it on a dish or pan and put a

weight on it; let it stand

until the next

salt makes

the meat

tough). Rub over it a little lard,and then dredge

with flour. Skim off the top of the water and
pour over it. Set it in a hot oven, basting frequently
roast till
aside for
ish and

to prevent it from being hard and dry;
thoroughly done. This is nice to set
a cold dish, garnished with Horseradeaten with currant jelly.
.

Kansas has a coal area of 22,236 square
miles.
‘There are sixty-six woolen manufactories in
Vermont.
Over 60,000 boxes of American canned beef
are shipped to England per month.
Willimantic, Conn., has forwarded 180,000
cranberry vines to California.
St. Albans, Vt., sBipped nearly
4,000,000
pounds of butter thenee last year.
¢
Roasted coffee is one of the most powerful

There is as much rex] nourishment in one
bushel of beans as in five bushels of potatoes.
Since 1865 the people of Kansas have broken and put under cultivation over 6,000,000
acres of prairie, have organized forty counties,
und have built over 2,800 miles of railway.

Eastern

so much, andhave had the doctors running to
easy.

I

lars’ worth of it kept us all well and able to
work all the time, and I will warrant it has
cost You and most of the neighbors one to two
hundred dollars apiece to keep sick the same
time.
I guess youll take my medicine hereafter.”
See another column.

A4damson’s

Botanic Balsam

2t21

THE

MARKETS.

Boston

Produce
{

Report.
BoSTON, May 17.

The market for all kinds of flour continues

firm,

with 8 good demand.
SPRING WHEATS.
Western superfine...ceeveeeiiiiennne. 8300 @ 325
Common

eXtras.

eeeisecsansrsrrreneses

375

@ 425

B87
600

@ 725
@ 650

Wisconsin......oauue PERI
«400
@ 450
Minnesota, bakers... .o.ieeveiirenniees ad 00 @ 575
Minnesota and Wisconsin, fancy........6 50 @ 8 50
]
WINTER WHEA1S

Patents, choice..... sersee
Patents, common to goo

Ohio....
Michiga
Indiana. .
| Illinois...

St. LoniSesenscssnses
Southern, family.....
Corn Meal, ¥ bbl.....

Rye Flour......o... ve
Oat Meal, Western....cioeeeens. ve

475 @ 550
47 @ 525
H00 @d7
00 @ 600
50 @ 650
sasnelliasys
220 @ 235

«+300 @ 350
«400 @ 500

Oat Meai,fancy brands. .
casenesnandB25
Buckwheat, # 100 lbs ..... —assacranes

command

$16 @ #17

off more readily at 813

Do
common
Speing Lamb...

to good.

Mutton, extra..

wives

‘Do.

to the people for the above class of diseases.
221
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Lessons
of Trust

ton,

Me-

a 815 ¥

488
>
12 & 22
)

common to good

ay

]

Lambs.choice, # 1b.......
Lambs, common to good # |
Veals, choice # Ib..........

Fair to good.

Common...eea..

g

Worcester county choice
TALLOW.—The demand is good,

and

the

8

By the Author of “ How I Found Jesus."
For all Christians who would serve the Lord
with gladuess.
Comparatively few works have
80 large. a sale

as

‘How

I

4

3

q
sales

range from
§9 @ $9 50 # bbl, as to quality.
Mess
moves off slowly at 810 75 @ 11; clear at $1125 @

$1150; and backs at $12 @ $13% bbl.

BEEF.—There has been
a moderate demand.
with sales of Western mess andextra mess at £950
@ $11; and extra plate at $11 @ 11 50¢ bbl,
SMOKED
HAMS. —The market is firm, with sales
of Boston and Western at 8 @ 8i;c # hb, Fancy
in

bags are selling at 9 @ 9c ¥ b.

ARD.—There is a limited demand, with sales of
Western steam and Boston at 6 ati # ®». Ket.

tle rendered will not command over
in large lots.

7@

be

cured

BROWN'S

PORK.—Trade continues
quiet, and prices are
without improvement,
Sales of extra prime

This

by

the

Acacian

use

of

Balsam.

O.

PnrLrs

Prepared

Dr.

Tic

¥ Bb

ment for Lung Complaints

by

entirely

Herb

Free by mail to all applicants.

Brown, 1 Grand

treat.

Medieation,

Address J. Gibson

St, Jersey City, N. J.

Caswell’s Slippery Elm Lozenges.
For Coughs, Colds, and all affections of the Throat

and Luvgs..

Consumptives will find

them

sooth.

ing and healing;
use them freely.
In traveling,
the Church, Concert and Lecture room, doh’t fall
to use them,
Always have them by your bedside;
two or three
stiken when

you
retire
your cough)
are
they
children
them to gic
death
with
cae,
Anti

Don't dose
ness
and
Squills, Ipeonials,

Bloodroot,

Fk

Lobelia

or

Opiates, but give them Slippery Elm Lozenges in
abundance. Large boxes,25 cents. Sent by mail,
postage paid, to any part of the U. S., upon re.
ceipt of price, CASWELL & Co, foston, Proprietors. For sale by all Druggists.
Ey

NURSERY STOCK.

€hoicest and
liest varieties grown in New
England. Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum and Cherry

Recommend

It Heartily.
SOUTH BOSTON.
:

MR. STEVENS.

-of the System.

Raspberries

Grape

vines.

and

Trees,

Blackberries;

plants,

shrubs

hardy

and

vines

I can heartily recommend

earlier and of better flavor than those specimens
grown
further
South.
Descriptive chtalogues
mailed free on application.
OLIVER DODGE,

bottles of

it to all suffering from the above complaints,
Yours respectfully,
Mgrs.
MUNROE PARKER.

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
2leow

NEW

berries,

your

several

Vegetine, and am convinced it is a valuable reme.
dy for Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaint, and general
Debility

trees.
Small fruits, Evergreen, Shrubs and Roses
a specialty.. New and standard varieties of Straw.

grown in central New
England are more certain
to thrive when transplanted, will produce fruit

Dear Sir,—I have taken

EDITION.

Merrimac

River

Nursery,

Nashua,

Nr
sts

THE LAUNDRY JACK.
is a simple device for holding the board while fron.
ing. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly holds
any ordinary board, elevated above the table; giving space between

ment,

while

for the loose portion of the

ironing

on

the board.

gar-

Adapted

to
Dresses. Ata very trifling cost it takes the place
of all clumsy and expensive inventions heretofore
known. Try one and prove it. Price 75 cents.
2
A047
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms

$7,

WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED,
1929 Fikes, 3060 EnsravIngs.
Now added

4600

a SUPPLEMENT

NEW

WORDS

and

Meanings,

Biographical

Dictionary

of Noted Persons, ancient and modern, including
many now living, giving Name, Pronounciation,
Nationality, Profession and Date of each.
,

GET THE LATEST.
N

EDITION

contains a supplement of

over 4600 new words and meanings.

achnew word in Supplement has been selected

and defined with ‘great care,
ith Biographical Dictionary,

WwW

of over 9700

Get

now added,

names of Noted

The

Persons.

Best

dition of the best Dictionary of the English
Language ever published,
.
efinitions have always been conceded to be
better than in any other Dictionary.
llustrations, 3000, about
three times as
many as in any other Dictionary.
he Dictionary recommended by State Sup’ts
T

:

of 33

States, and 50 College

Presidents.

Schools—about 32,000 have been placed in
Public Schools in the U. 8S.
nly" English . Dictionary cortaining a Bio0
graphical Dictionary- this gives the
!
ame with Pronounciation, Nation, Profession
and Date of over 9700 persons.
Published by G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Ms.
ALSO

Webster's National
1040 Pages Octavo.

STEEL

Pictorial
600

Dictionary.

Engravings.

Infants’

THE HARPETTE.
A

REVOLUTION
PATENT

IN

APPLIED

MUSIC.
FOR.

THE MARPETTE is a new instrument which
meets a want long félt by the public.
The deli.
cious music of the Harp
is here produced by any
one, man, woman or child, even though entirely
ignorant of music.
The strings are nnmbered
from one to ten, and the music which accompanies

the instrument

is numbered

stead of being printed
in notes.

in like manner,

in-

Thus, if you wish

to play “ Howe, Sweei Home,” or any other tune,

you have only to glance at the music

of over 9700 NAMES

EW

and

The Great Musical Invention of the Age.

of over

including such as have come into use during the
past fifteen years—mdny of which have never before found a place in any Enghsh Dictionary.
ALSO ADDED, ANEW

to

ascertain

the number of the note, and Jick the string which
is correspondingly numbered.
With this instriiment any one can play all the
popular airs of the day, or'in fact any music which
as ever been published. No training is required.
It can be played upon at once as well as after
months of practice. . Everybody appreciates the

music of the Harp.
Jt isthe king oy musical in.
struments, and this is a perfect harp in miniature

—the same delicious tones—and should be in ev

ery familyNin the land.”

Any

one

who

can

read

this advertisement can play it at once as well as
the most accomplished musician.
Elegantly fin.
ished and an ornament to ny room. A st. ong,durable instrument, which will last a lifetime. Can
not get out of order. Securely packed in a strong

box, and sent pre-paid to any address

on

receipt

of $2.00. Wealso send with it a large lot of music
numbered as Explained above. The list includes
‘* Home, Sweet Home,” “ Last Rose of Summer,”
* Sweet Bye and Bye,” “Old Folks at Home,”
* Hold the Fort,” and all the favorite

melodies

of

the day. Perfect satisfaction guaranteed. Everyone who purchases endorses them and recom.
mends them to their neighbors.
Think of it—no
more tedious months of study .to master. music.
Here is a superb musical instrument all ready for
use, and requiring no practice to play perfectly.

Send at once, and in the

HARPETTE

you will have

‘ a thing of beauty and a joy forever.” Remit by
post office order or registered letter,
Address
SLOCOMB & CO., 132 MYRTLE ST., BOSTON.

FREE TO ALL
FLEETWOOD'S

ENGRAVING

DR. JAMESL. PHILLIPS.

Free to all who send us their
in postage stamps. Address
UNITED STATES

address

AES og a mmLE0,

This fine engraving is of two sizes. 9 x T2 inches,
25 cents; 12 x 15 inches, 85 cents. For Sale at the
MORNING STAR OFFICE.
Any one wishing to
take a quantity, to sell at Quarterly and Yearly
Meetings can obtain them at a large discount by
abplying to W. 0. SAYLES, 10
WALL 81, N. Y,,
the cash accompanying the order.
21tf

B

and six Gente

Tremendous Sales.
ontains Forty Chapters in DR. TALMAGE’S
strongest
descriptive
powers, eparkling

graceful images
ustrative

@ 560

with

and

il-

anecdotes,

and are his best efforts,
n his earpest, aggres
sive and uncompromis-

T. DeWitt Talmage.

warfare

upon

the

¢ Foes of Society.’ One large octavo volume
of 526 pages—15 elegant illustrations. Price, $2.00.
to send for full particu-

OAT18.—~The market is firm and the advance no.
ticed early this week is sustained.
The sales
have been at 40@ 42c for No. 1 and extra white;
88% @ 39c¢ for No.2 white; and 36%; @ 37%¢ # bu
ior No. 8 white and No. 2 mixed.
sales

Jesus.”

- CONSUMPTION

‘can

ing

RYE, ~The market is quiet and the
been in small lots at 62 @ 65¢ ¥ bu.

found

work is as fresh and heipfal for meeting the daily

from Herbs. . Sena for 32 page Qamphiet on

of rendered have been to some extentat 6% a 63¢
¥ 1b. Grease has Been selling at 5 @ 5, c¥ hb.

will do it.

HEARING RESTORED.
Great invention by
one who was deaf for 20 years,
Send stamp for
Juitieniars, JNO. GARMORE, Lock Box 905,Cov-

Tarrant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,
as the best and most reliable medicine ever offered

The market is glutted with veal and no demand at
duties with a quiet mind.
:
any prices.
Beef continues quiet at unchanged
Clegant 16mo. cloth, red edges, TH cents.
prices. Matton and spring lamb are selling fdirly.
Sold by booksellers, or mailed on receipt of price.
We quote :—
JAMES II. EARLE, Publish,
Beer, hind quarters, choice, #10........10
'§ 10%
20 Hawley St, Boston, Mass,
Do
common to good
.....
J
a 94
Dy
fore quarters, choice
wd
53; |

Large bottles 35 cts.

ngton, Ky.

Northern

dium grades move

Please not ‘trifle with a cough.
It is inviting
death. When safety is within reach, stop that
cough, heal the lungs, remove all irritation from
tne throat.

and

ton. Rye straw is in good demand and has advanced to 813 @ $14 ¥ ton.
FRESH MEAT.

used Hop Bitters in time and kept my family
well and saved large doctor bills, Three doi-

Sample bottles free.

Bermuda Potatoes command $6 50

but $17 is an extreme price for very choice.

Deacon.

‘‘ Deacon Wilder, I want you to tell me how
you kept yourself and family so well the past
season, when all the rest of us have been sick
very

selling at

HAY AND STRAW.—Receipts of hay continue
light and prices are on a firmer basis. Choice

disenfectants known to science.

us so long.”
‘ Bro. Taylor, the answer is

are

GREEN APPLES.—The market has been rather
slow and $2 @ $2 25 LD is a top range for lots in
prime order.

ITEMS.

A Wise

which

may

a fair

day,

then remove
the cloth
and strings; trim
it and you have a pice dish.
TO ROAST MUTTON.
The hind quarter is
the nicest part of the mutton to roast, and requires longer to cook than lamb.
Put it in a
pot of boiling water and let it simmer one
hour.
Liftit into a baking-pan, rub with salt

and pepper’ (too much

Onions,

for seed

has been

# bbl. Green Peas are selling at $1 75 & half bul.
crate, and $1 25 #7. per bushel crate.
Cucumbers
have just arrived and command $3 @ $350 ¥
crate. String beans $3 4 $1 50
crate. Strawber.
ries sold yesterday at 25 @ 30c ¥ box Ly the crate.

by

RECIPES.

1ather quiet, as the demand

not last many days more.
SOUTHERN PKODUCE.—There

beating together fresh blood with quick lime,
which is extensively used as a coating for
wooden articles which they wish
to make
completely water-tight.
Files previous to being hardened, are drawn
through beer grounds, yeast, or other sticky
matter, and then though common salt, mixed
with
cows’ hoofs, previously roasted
and
pounded, which serves to protect the teeth
against the direct action of the fire.
This les.
sons the tendency to crack, and the fusion of
the salt also indicates the proper heat for bardening.
The temper of the tang is afterward
drawn to render ic less brittle.
Probably the oldest timber in the world
which has been subjected to the use of man is
that which is found in the ancient temples of
Egypt.
Itisfound as dowel-pins in conneefiom with stone-work which is known to be at
least 4000 years old. These dowels appear to be
tamarisk,or chittim-wood, of which the ark
is said to have been constructed, a sacred tree
in ancient Egypt, and now very rarely found
in the valley ofthe Nile,

ICE CREAM.
One quartof milk, two eggs,
one teaspoonful of corn-starch, one teaspoonful arrowroot, a small lump of butter.
SPONGE RoLL,
Four cupfuls of sugar, four
cupfuls of flour, one dozen eggs.
Mix as for

The Wise Men of the Land) the divine, the

physician, the judge use daily, in their own homes,
and reccommend to all invalids and sufferers from
Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Sour Stomach, Costive.
are very scarce and wanted at $1 10 @ $1 15 ¥ bu.
ness, Heartburn, Indigestion, Piles, Bilious At.
Jacksons are plentiful and 31 is an extreme price® tacks, Liver Complaints, Gout and Rheumatic Af.
for extra stock, while good are selling at 95 @ 98c
fections, Nature’s great and good Remedy,
¥ bu. Garnets and Peerless are dull.
The market

pounds

floor nails will lay 1000 feet flooring.

The outside can

only be obtained tor strictly choice lote, which are
very
scarce. Fair to food pea are selling moder
ately at $1 30 @ $140 ¥ bu. Mediums are firm at
$150 @ #1 35 ¥ bu, and choice readily command
the outside price. Yellow Egés bave been ve
scarce, and we notice sales of improved at $2,
choice. at §1 85 @ $1 95, and some mongrel New
York lots at £1 35 @ 81 50 ¥ bu.
POTATOES.—Tnere has been a gool demand for
all kinds of potatoes suitable for seed, prices of
which are firm. Best Houlton Rose have been
selling readily at $1 25, aud Maine Central Rose at
$120¥ bu. Northern Rose not being wanted for
seed, are quiet at $110 & 1 15¢ bu.
olifi-8 meet
with a ready sale at $1 10 @& $1 15, and Seedlings

Five gallons of oil i§ sufficient for 100 pounds

at-

man.

weighs
.

been made at &1 45@ $1 50 ¥ bu.

than . white

of lead.

125

without

tempting to obtain the best retail prices,
eggs were sold at wholesale=the buyer

con-

Miscellaneons.

on

hens during the present winter, and he thinks

ent retained in his hands as u special fund
for
the redemption of fractional currency, for the
more gpeedy payment of the pension arrearages. In the House, Mr. Ewing spoke at length
in favor of Mr, Warner's subsidiary silver bill.
An effort was made,at the conclusion of his remarks, to cut off further debate under the previous question, but was defeated, a motion to
adjourn prevailing by three majority ——Senator Thurman made u speech in the Senate.
Thursday, in defense of the principles claimed
to be involved in the political riders te the appropriation bills. He occupied nearly the entire time of the session.
In the House, the

sidered, and several amendments to the meusare were acted on.
A final vote, however,was
not reached.—The debate on the legislative
appropriation bill was coutinued in the Senate,
Friday,the prineipal speech being made by Mr.
Eaton, of Connecticut, in favor of the political
riders.
The House passed a resolution for fhe
.appointment of a standing committee of nine
members, to whom all petitions relative to the
sale of alcoholic liquors shall be referred.
A
billfixing the salaries of letter-carriers was reported from the appropriation committee, and
the Warner silver bill discussed until the hour
of adjournment, without reusching a final vote,
——The entire session of the Senate, on Saturday, was occupied in discussing the legislative
appropriation hill, snd the House further considered the bill relative to the transfer of cases
from State to United States courts and the subsidiary silver bill. An effort to amend the Jatter measure proved futile, and it is expected a
tinal vote will be reached by Tuesday
,to which
time an adjournment was taken.

stock

The writer has kept three

one cow, a brood

pres-

Warner subsidiary silver bill was further

valuable

They require little care, and yield large

dividends.

against the use of federal

him-

meeting was
and the mis-

furm.

the rolls and in favor of repealing the
clause of the measure.
Mr. Beck sucpassing his amendment directing the
of the Treasury
to issue that por-

self does not often try to dishonor others.”

A missionaries’ farewell
held at Boston, Thursday,

Hens are the most

Wednesday's session of the

lead.
Turpentine
gallon.

—

explain

processby which men of reputed wealth
reconcile themselves to the declaration
that they own no personal property; but

without action.——

Senate was further occupied in discussing the
legislative appropriation bill, Mr. Kernan, of

Cultivator.)

have

T

that this is the

OL WE
ROYAL
b8s0
A

lars, and be

convinced

le book in the market, or

to suve time send 75 cents at once for Cgnvassing
Book, and state your choice of jowRekip HN
Address JAMES

NEED ~ There is no change
to notice in an kind
of feed. The sales of shorts, fine feed an
middlings have been at $15 @ $15 50 ¢ ton,
BUTTER.—The market has developed a steadier
tone, under the mfluence of a far shipping demand, and the prevailing impression is that prices
have touched bottom for the present.
The home
trade, however, continues hn, and only the very
finest quality will command
our top quotations.
Sales of choice dairy lots of Vermont have been
made at 156¢ ¥ 1b., and New York at 14 a 15 c &
Ib. The highest price paid by exporters has been
14¢, and for this figure they insist upon getting a.
very choice article. Most of their purchases have
been from 9 @ 13¢ ¥ Ib, and at
this range they
have taken about all the sound stock offering.
Choice dairy packed Western continues in light
recei) 4 and desirable marks can be placed at 13 @
ry hi b, with an occasional fancy lot a shade
higher. Choice ladle packed commands 12 @ 13c,
but very
little coming in is good enough to go over
12¢, and from that down to 8c is a fair range for
sound stock. = Creameries are in light receipt and
still command 17 @ 19¢ # 1b.
The market closes
with a quiet tone, and although prices have about
touched bottom, there is no indication of any ad.
vance.
CHEESE.—The market continues quiet
and
Absolutely pure—made from Grape Cream of
steady, with sales of choice factory at 7 @ 7c and
Tartar, imported
exclusively for this
Powder from
some very. line old stock at 73{ @ Bc
1b, in small
the
Wine district of France. Always unifdrm and
lote, but 7c is still a fall price for best lots as
wholesome. Sold only in cans by all Grocers, A
{hey arrive.
Fair to good moves slowly at 5 @ Ge
pound can mailed to any address, postage paid,
¥ 1b, and common at a lower range.
on receipt of 60 cents. 'ROYAL BARING POWEGGs —There has been a weak tendency in DER
CO.
171 Duane
Street, New York.
Moat
rices, with sales of Eastern at 12¢; Northern ang
DE. E. Island
cheap powders contain alam; dangerous to health;
at 11}4e¢; and Western at 11 @ llc
avoid them,
especially
when offered lose or in
dozen.
:
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bulk,

17
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BETTS & CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.

60 Perfumed Cards, Chromo, Lily, Floral, Snow.
flake,

ete., 10c.

Game

Smith, Clintonville, Ct.

of Authors, 15¢.

H. M.

13t13

Perfumed, Ocean Gems, and Gilt Edge assorted
h2 Cards,

name in

Wallingford, Ct.

~ THE
TERMS:
vance, $2,20.

gold,

10¢.

MORNING

ELLA

Ray,

E.

13t9

STAR

$2.50 per year; or, if paid in ad- -

Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not

allow it to be in arrears.
The Star is not discontinued when the time ersons re- expires for which it is paid unless

quest it; and it is discontinued

when

it has

been more than one Jar in arrears, after
notice and time shall have been given.

REMITTANCES

must be made

ey-ordersor bank-checks

if possible,

:

to

FEEDING FOR EGGS.

taken up after the morning hour and discussed,

N. Y. Times: * We shall not undertake

(From American

Zinc fuses at 778 degrees I,
Zinc white possesses less body

Ss

CURRENT EVENTS.

Bural and Bomestic.

5-4

silver bill, wus defeated for lack of the necessary two-thirds vote.
~The bill relating to the
coinage and coin and bullion certificates wus

\

DEANS. —~There has been a good demand for
beans and an advance of about 5c
bv has been
established on choice pea, sales of which have

F<

Summary,

THE WORKSHOP,

EERO

fetes

the bill, the others refraining from voting.
A |
motion to suspend the rules and take up the

due

in mon-or in

a

registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please.
designate their STATE,

as well

as

town, and

give both the old and new address when they

order a change in the direction of their paper.
goes to press Tuesday morning,
The Star
and communications for insertion ought to be

:

here on Saturday previous.
Address,

Rev.

I. P, STEWART,
DOVER,N.

H,..

